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1 Topic Analysis by Max Wu

Max Wu debated for Mission San Jose HS from 2013-2017. Over his career, he
earned 13 bids and 2 auto-quals in his junior year, reaching deep elimination rounds
at almost every tournament he a ended. Max was ranked as one of the top 10 teams
in the nation in both the 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 season. He reached the final
round of the 2016 Tournament of Champions and championed the 2017 Harvard
Round Robin, among other impressive outround finishes at the NCFL Grand Na-
tional Tournament, the Glenbrooks, Stanford, Harvard, Apple Valley, UNLV, and
NSDANationals. Currently, Max is a sophomore at the University of Chicago, and
hopes to double major in Political Science and Philosophy.

1.1 Introduction

It’s November! For the next two months, our topic area will be Health Care. US health-
care is, and for decades has been, at the center of the nation’s expansive partisan divide.
It is a hot bu on issue which affects everyone in America in one way or another, and en-
gaging with the topic’s literature base will prove valuable long after the debate season
ends. This is also a very exciting time to be a part of the Public Forum universe, because
2018 is the first year the NSDA has decided to merge the November and December top-
ics! You can tell your grandkids all about it when you’re si ing around the fireplace in
sixty years.

Anyways, here’s the resolution: The United States federal government should impose
price controls on the pharmaceutical industry. It’s a simple, no-nonsense topic which
touts a blend of nuanced economics and public health politics. Upon first glance, I think
there are three important points to consider. First, it is frustratingly vague. What would
price controls look like in the United States? Most of the world’s advanced economies
have some kind of pharmaceutical pricingmechanism, but no two systems are quite the
same. How would the US federal government, under its current executive leadership
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1 Topic Analysis by Max Wu

and congressional composition, choose to implement controls? Which drugs would
be targeted by legislation? To what extent will Washington a empt to reduce prices?
Without any clarity on what affirming the resolution would actually accomplish, de-
bates may end up being confusing, muddled, and even un-educational. Strategic teams
will make it a priority to reign in the topic’s ambiguous language early on.

Second, like many before it, this resolution is prescriptive. It contains a clear actor and
corresponding action. In contrast, for example, the 2017-18 Nationals topic was descrip-
tive – Resolved: On balance, the benefits of United States participation in the North
American Free Trade Agreement outweigh the consequences. This topic poses a ques-
tion aimed at weighing the facts of an existing state of affairs, rather than questioning
the merits of implementing a hypothetical policy. Although obvious, it is well worth
pointing out that prescriptive resolutions place greater importance on uniqueness argu-
ments. What does that mean? Well, with a descriptive resolution, neither team gains
a significant advantage from framing the status quo, unless doing so functions as an
explicitly offensive argument. On a prescriptive resolution however, uniqueness can
make or break an argument. If drug prices are soaring to unaffordable heights right
now, only the affirmative has the risk of solving that problem. If US medical innovation
can’t get any be er right now, the affirmative uniquely has a chance to disturb that trend.
Be sure to place all your warrants and impacts in an advantageous context. If you don’t,
an opposing team may take the opportunity do it for you.

Third, a topic about the pharmaceutical industry will probably involve a good deal of
technical jargon. Judges do not knowwhat clinical pharmacodynamics studies or selec-
tive serotonin reuptake inhibitors are. We also do not want you to explain what they
are to us. A lot of younger judges will barely even know what deductibles, co-pays,
and dispensing fees are (I had to Google some of those scary words myself). Nine times
out of ten, keeping the debate as basic and publicly accessible as possible will yield you
be er results. I am not suggesting that anyone shy away from complex arguments or
concepts; but rather that they should be translated into easier, more understandable
terms. There are plenty of be er ways to sound smart, but there are only a few worse
ways to look obnoxious.

This resolution will be the first true test for many debaters across the country. With no
resources to rely on from summer camp, teams should aim to hit the ground running
with a solid game-plan for each side. In this topic analysis, I hope to do exactly that.
After spending some time reviewing the history and background information of Amer-
ica’s pharmaceutical sector, I will outline steps debaters can take to develop a strong
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1 Topic Analysis by Max Wu

position for both the affirmative and the negative side.

1.2 Background Information

The first question I ask after hearing a topic is always, “Why is this the resolution?” Let’s
dig into the answer this month. According to the New York Times¹ in 2015,

There is ample evidence that drug prices have been pushed to astronomi-
cal heights for no reason other than the desire of drug makers to maximize
profits. Prices in many cases far exceed what’s needed to cover the costs of
research and clinical trials, and some companies have found ways to rake
in profits even without shouldering the cost of drug development. The two
worst offenders are bo om feeders that simply buy companies they believe
have underpriced their drugs and then quickly raise prices to astronomical
levels. In August, Turing Pharmaceuticals acquired the American market-
ing rights to a 62-year-old drug to treat a devastating parasitic infection and
raised the cost of one pill to $750 from $13.50. That brought the cost of a
course of treatment for some patients to hundreds of thousands of dollars.
(Turing’s founder, Martin Shkreli, was indicted on Thursday on charges of
securities fraud involving a hedge fund and another biotechnology firm he
started.)

Most people are already familiar with Martin Shkreli. Before I knew anything about
medicinal price controls, I despised Shkreli for withholding his sole copy of the Wu-
Tang Clan’s unreleased album from the world. And how did he even make the millions
of dollars needed to purchase the one-of-a-kind album? In 2015, Shkreli’s company
Turing Pharmaceuticals raised the price of a drug that was standard for treating life-
threatening parasitic infections by over 5000%, overnight. This was completely legal:
as long as Turing owns the non-expired patent for Daraprim, it can charge however
much it wants to under US intellectual property protections.

Shkreli’s profiteering is indicative of a larger trend across the pharmaceutical industry.
Dozens of other specialty drugs have seen sharp price spikes in recent years, and the US
is powerless to stop this. Indeed, rising costs of medicine have grown so rampant, that a

¹Board, The Editorial. “Opinion | No Justification for High Drug Prices.” The New York Times,
The New York Times, 19 Dec. 2015, www.nytimes.com/2015/12/20/opinion/sunday/no-justification-for-
high-drug-prices.html.
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1 Topic Analysis by Max Wu

rare majority of Americans across party lines want something to be done about it. Karl
Lauterbach², a professor in the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health observes,

Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton agreed on almost nothing during the
2016 presidential campaign – but they did agree that the U.S. needs to ad-
dress unaffordable prescription drug prices. And the public also supports
this idea. A survey released in October 2016 showed that 64 percent of vot-
ers, including 52 percent of Republicans, believe that the federal government
should place a “limit on how much pharmaceutical companies can increase
prescription drug prices.” Further, 73 percent of all voters (68 percent of Re-
publicans) concur that the federal government should be able to negotiate
with drug companies to lower Medicare drug prices for seniors.

Why is it the case that pharmaceutical corporations have so much power to dictate the
market? To find out, we should zero in on a few important moments in recent history.
The Ross DeVol³ of the Milken Institute writes,

Prior to 1980, European firms defined the [pharmaceutical] industry, both
in terms of market presence and in their ability to create and produce inno-
vative new products. Historical advantages and an enviable concentration
of resources fueled the success of firms in Germany, France, the U.K., and
Swi erland. Japan had a presence in the industry as well. But beginning in
the 1980s, the United States surged to the forefront of biomedical innovation.
This sudden and remarkable shift was no accident: It was the result of strong
policy positions taken by the federal government. The absence of price con-
trols, the clarity of regulatory approvals, a thoughtful intellectual property
system, and the ability to a ract foreign scientific talent to outstanding re-
search universities put the U.S. on top.

How did this happen? He continues,

The Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, subsequently amended in 1986, allowed univer-
sities and businesses operating under federal research contracts to have ex-

²Lauterbach, Karl, et al. “Germany’s Model For Drug Price Regulation Could Work
In The US.” HealthAffairs.com, Adjunct Lecturer in the Department of Health Pol-
icy and Management at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, Dec. 2016,
www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hblog20161229.058150/full/.

³DeVol, Ross C., et al. “The Global Biomedical Industry: Preserving U.S.
Leadership.” The Milken Institute, The Milken Institute, Sept. 2011, as-
sets1b.milkeninstitute.org/assets/Publication/ResearchReport/PDF/CASMIFullReport.pdf.
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1 Topic Analysis by Max Wu

clusive rights to the intellectual property they produced for further develop-
ment and commercialization. Industry was nowwilling to collaborate more
closely with universities since the results were easier to patent and bring
to the market in a profitable manner. The biotech revolution was greatly
aided by the Bayh-Dole Act, and clusters of small firms soon sprung up
around universities in Boston, Greater San Francisco, San Diego, Raleigh-
Durham, Greater Washington, D.C., Sea le, and elsewhere. The Bayh-Dole
Act proved to be one of the most important pieces of legislation to come out
of Congress since World War II. It made possible the birth of an industry
that the United States subsequently came to dominate. It allowed univer-
sities with outstanding biomedical science capabilities to partner with en-
trepreneurs and large firms, and to gain access to venture capital.

Ultimately, the US government wanted to kickstart our global leadership in innovating
and discovering new drugs by granting businesses considerable financial incentives to
do so. While America’s contributions to global research have been incredible, they have
come at the expense of price regulation and market stability. Years later, another land-
mark policy change solidified the state of corporate exceptionalism; Stuart Silverstein⁴
of Mother Jones explains:

When the Republican-controlled Congress approved a landmark program
in 2003 to help seniors buy prescription drugs, it slapped on an unusual
restriction: The federal government was barred from negotiating cheaper
prices for those medicines. Instead, the job of holding down costs was out-
sourced to the insurance companies delivering the subsidized new coverage,
known as Medicare Part D. The ban on government price bargaining, justi-
fied by supporters on free-market grounds, has been derided by critics as
a giant gift to the drug industry. Democratic lawmakers began introducing
bills to free the government to use its vast purchasing power to negotiate
be er deals even before former President George W. Bush signed the Part D
law, known as theMedicareModernizationAct. All thosemeasures over the
last 13 years have failed, almost always without ever even ge ing a hearing,
much less being brought up for a vote. That’s happened even though sur-
veys have shown broad public support for the idea. For example, a Kaiser
Family Foundation poll found last year that 93 percent of Democrats and 74

⁴Silverstein, Stuart, et al. “This Is Why Your Drug Prescriptions Cost so Damn Much.” Mother Jones,
Mother Jones, 21 Oct. 2016, www.motherjones.com/politics/2016/10/drug-industry-pharmaceutical-
lobbyists-medicare-part-d-prices/.
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1 Topic Analysis by Max Wu

percent of Republicans favor le ing the government negotiate Part D pre-
scription drug prices.

Bush’s Medicare Part D, coupled with the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 allows pharmaceutical
businesses to price their drugs however they please, and turn down all government
negotiations with complete impunity. This sets the backdrop for our prescription drug
crisis today: more money for big business, less money for the consumer.

With America’s hands-off model of drug pricing, I think it may be helpful to
examine other price control systems in other countries. The two following sys-
tems represent archetypes in drug pricing philosophy. Chris Lo^[Lo, Chris.
“Cost Control: Drug Pricing Policies around the World.” Pharmaceutical Tech-
nology, Pharmaceutical-Technology.com, 12 Feb. 2018, www.pharmaceutical-
technology.com/features/cost-control-drug-pricing-policies-around-world/.] reports
on Pharmaceutical-Technology.com,

A voluntary system called the Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme
(PPRS) is the primary touchstone for se ing drug prices in the UK. The
PPRS is a non-contractual agreement between the UKDepartment of Health
and the members of the Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry
(ABPI), and is usually reviewed every five years. The current iteration,
launched in 2014 and set to expire on 31 December 2018, uses a value-based
pricing mechanism and limits the profits that pharma companies can
make from drug sales to the NHS, rather than the prices themselves. The
main body tasked with determining the value of new branded drugs in
the UK is the National Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE).
This non-departmental body of the Department of Health evaluates the
cost-effectiveness of drugs based on quality-adjusted life years (QALY),
which measure the ability of a treatment to both extend and improve a
patient’s life. Generally, NICE will not approve any drug for sale to the
NHS that costs more than £30,000 per QALY, although exceptions have
been made. In April last year, the UK Government implemented a budget
impact test, which stipulates that any treatment that would cost the NHS
more than £20m in any of its first three years of use would trigger additional
negotiations with the health service to mitigate the financial burden on the
public health system.

The UK uses what is called a value-based pricing system. It measures the value of
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drugs based on their ability to extend or improve a patient’s life, and approves or re-
jects medicines accordingly. Britain also frequently negotiates with pharma companies
to bargain for lower prices on cost-effective, valuable drugs. This is not the only way
to regulate prescription drug costs, but it is a very popular one. Lo describes another
scheme:

Just as the US is well-known for its hands-off, free-market approach to drug
price policy, India is famed for its hard-line stance on regulating drug prices
and encouraging generic competition. Strict price controls and a permissive
a itude to the development of generic versions of branded drugs for the do-
mestic market – sometimes within a product’s patent period – has alienated
big pharma and international trade partners to some extent, as well as trans-
forming India’s generics industry into one of the world’s leading providers
of low-costmedicines. India’s stance is understandable, given that themajor-
ity of prescription drug costs in the country are paid out-of-pocket, leaving
many trapped in poverty by the weight of medical costs. Still, the Modi gov-
ernment is treading a tightrope as it pursues its goal of access to affordable
drugs while promoting its ‘ease of doing business’ policy. In August last
year, the Indian Department of Pharmaceuticals issued a new draft phar-
maceutical policy, which could shake up the country’s regulation of drug
prices. Under the proposal, the National Pharmaceutical Pricing Author-
ity (NPPA) would lose some of its discretionary control as the government
looks to bring pricing regulation further under its control. In November,
the NPPA announced it had capped the prices of 51 essential formulations,
reducing their cost by up to 53%.

India’s system of strict price caps and its “permissive a itude” towards the sale of gener-
ics allows the country to keep drugs affordable, much to the chagrin of large pharma
giants. India is, by no means, a business-friendly location for medicinal companies to
innovate, but unlike the UK and US, New Delhi has dramatic discounts to show for it.

There is no guarantee thatWashingtonwould go for either of these proposals. Congress
has been historically very resistant to pharmaceutical price controls, with Obama aban-
doning his efforts to extendObamacare’s massive coverage options to prescriptionmed-
ication in 2016. With this brief review of the facts under our belts, let’s finally get into
arguments.
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1.3 Affirmative – Affordability

This is a decidedly single-issue resolution, unlike previous topics with a greater diver-
sity of arguments. On both sides, only onemajor position is represented in the literature,
and for the affirmative, that is affordability. In this section, I will detail the various ways
the affordability argument can be constructed, improved, and optimized.

The basic argument is as follows: prescription drugs are the fastest growing category
of medical costs, and for many sick Americans, the price tag for staying alive is grow-
ing greater and greater each day. You will find the most success by pu ing together a
consistent and clear-cut narrative, telling this story in broad strokes, and corroborating
it with specific evidence. For starters, the Commonwealth Fund⁵ hones in on particular
medicines:

Conditions like multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis and cancer
which are treated with what are called specialty drugs and biologics —
they have the highest-priced medicine — often $50,000 to $100,000 per year,
and some drugs for these conditions are priced in the $300,000 to $400,000
range for an annual treatment. But even drugs for common conditions like
diabetes have been increasing astronomically and creating affordability
issues for patients, because patients who are being treated for diabetes take
those medicines every day, so year over year increases are having an impact
on their pocketbooks as well.

Higher costs of drugs, as a share of total spending, can inspire fewer visits to the doctor,
reduce the disposable income of poor or financially insecure families, and even cause
patients to forgo expensive treatments. NPR⁶ indicates,

John Krahne received alarming news from his doctor last December. His
brain tumors were stable, but his lung tumors had grown noticeably larger.
The doctor recommended a drug called Alecensa, which sells for more than
$159,000 a year. Medicare would charge Krahne a $3,200 copay in Decem-
ber, then another $3,200 in January, as a new year of coverage kicked in. For

⁵“Why Are U.S. Prescription Drug Prices So High?” Commonwealth Fund, Commonwealth Fund,
17 Oct. 2017, www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/podcast/2017/oct/why-are-us-prescription-
drug-prices-so-high.

⁶Szabo, Liz. “As Drug Costs Soar, People Delay Or Skip Cancer Treatments.” NPR, NPR, 15
Mar. 2017, www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2017/03/15/520110742/as-drug-costs-soar-people-delay-
or-skip-cancer-treatments.
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the first time since being diagnosed 10 years ago, Krahne, 65, decided to de-
lay filling his prescription, hoping that his cancer wouldn’t take advantage
of the lapse and wreak further havoc on his body. With new cancer drugs
commonly priced at $100,000 a year or more, Krahne’s story is becoming in-
creasingly common. Hundreds of thousands of cancer patients are delaying
care, cu ing their pills in half or skipping drug treatment entirely, a Kaiser
Health News examination shows. One-quarter of all cancer patients chose
not to fill a prescription due to cost, according to a 2013 study in The On-
cologist. And about 20 percent filled only part of a prescription or took less
than the prescribed amount. Given thatmore than 1.6millionAmericans are
likely to be diagnosed with cancer this year, that suggests 168,000 to 405,000
ration their own prescription use. ”Patients are being harmed daily” by high
treatment costs, says Dr. Hagop Kantarjian, a leukemia specialist and pro-
fessor at Houston’s MDAnderson Cancer Center. ”It’s causing more deaths
than necessary.”

This constitutes a preventable loss of life. It’s additionally important to remember that
although Americans pay much more for their drugs than the average of other wealthy
countries, these extra costs are not associated with be er care– we’re just doling out
more for the same drugs. However, more than simply afflicting sick patients, high drug
costs are a burden borne by the entire US population. The AARP⁷ finds,

It’s not just people like Huston who suffer financially. “High prescription
drug prices affect everyone,” Purvis says. “Even if patients are fortu-
nate enough to have good health care coverage, higher prices translate
into higher out-of-pocket costs, premiums and deductibles. And greater
spending by taxpayer-funded programs like Medicare and Medicaid are
eventually passed along to all Americans in the form of higher taxes, cuts
to public programs or both.” Put even more simply: One reason that
your health insurance rates are high is because you are subsidizing other
people’s high-cost medicines. For example, imagine the euphoria if a
company developed a breakthrough treatment for Alzheimer’s disease.
Let’s say it costs $60,000 a year per patient, and it gets prescribed to every
American with the disease. To pay for the medicine, insurance premiums
for each privately insured person in the U.S. would increase by more than

⁷“Why Prescription Drugs Cost So Much.” AARP, AARP, 1 May 2017, www.aarp.org/health/drugs-
supplements/info-2017/rx-prescription-drug-pricing.html.
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$140 per month, based on a new calculator developed by the Biotechnology
Innovation Organization.

Ultimately, in a study commissioned by the Kaiser Family Foundation⁸, the majority of
Americans stated their number one reason for being insured was that health insurance
rateswere far too expensive. With the prescription drug crisis contributing to these high
premiums, uninsured Americans will remain at a far greater risk of disease, injury, and
premature mortality.

So how do we know that price controls will efficaciously drive down the price of drugs
in the USA?Many authors and foreign empirical analyses seem to think they will. Amy
Nordrum⁹ of the IBTimes notes,

However, at least 11 countries in the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development employ some form of price control for drugs, accord-
ing to a report by the U.S. International Trade Administration. As a result,
aggregate prices for popular patented drugs are 18 to 67 percent lower in
those nations than in the U.S.

This is not the end all be all of price reduction projections; there surely exist be er the-
oretical models specific to the American economy. Fortunately, this topic was never
meant to be a comparison of statistics as much as a conflict of warrants– I encourage
you not to get bogged down in a back and forth of numbers.

So, how is this argument weighed against the negative strategy of innovation? There
are certainly several avenues to take. I offer three:

1. Affordability is a prerequisite. Innovative new drugs do notma er if the poor and
sick cannot access them.

2. The probability of breakthrough innovations is too low. The US government
should not risk the lives of hundreds of thousands of Americans for a hypothetical
new discovery, which is far from guaranteed.

3. Affordability is more urgent. Innovation will take years to produce results,
whereas countless people need prescription drugs today.

⁸h p://www.trinity-health.org/documents/Ethics/1%20EthicsTopics/U/ Unin-
sured/ten%20myths%20about%20the%20uninsured.pdf

⁹Nordrum, Amy. “ShouldGovernmentControl The PriceOf PrescriptionDrugs?” International Business
Times, 6 Dec. 2015, www.ibtimes.com/should-government-control-price-prescription-drugs-2112771.
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1.4 Negative – Innovation

Just as I believe the affirmative’s best bet this month is presenting a well-explained nar-
rative of helping the poor and saving lives, the negative will thrive on a long, developed
position on stifling innovation.

The story is easy to follow. America became the global leader in medicinal research and
biomedical innovation by offering unparalleled financial incentives to operate in the US.
Under price controls, pharma businesses would lose both the intent and capability to
conduct R&D, thus cu ing the number of breakthrough drugs that are rolled out to the
market over time. These innovations are key to saving countless lives.

Arguably the most crucial part of the argument is proving that price controls would
hamper investment into R&D. This can take place in two ways, and the first is reducing
the incentive to continue innovating. Wayne Winegarden¹⁰ writes in Forbes,

And, just like the example of price controls on doctors, the adverse conse-
quences would be, on net, very costly for the U.S. health care system. The
R&D process for innovative drugs is lengthy, requires billions of dollars in
outlays ($2.6 billion as of 2016), and is fraught with large risks. Price con-
trols make it more difficult for manufacturers to recoup this cost of capital,
diminishing the incentives to innovate and bring new medicines.

Second, price controls decrease the actual material returns which companies receive
from selling medicine. These profits are intimately related to R&D investment; decreas-
ing the size of the whole pie also decreases the size of the slice going to experiments and
clinical trials. Jill Van Den Bos¹¹ reports in a Milliman brief,

The U.S. Department of Commerce has reported that for OECD countries
with price controls, regulated prices have resulted in lost revenue estimated
at $18 billion to $27 billion annually for pharmaceutical companies, a loss
that has led to a reduction in global research and development spending of
$5 billion to $8 billion per year. These sacrifices in global R&Dspending have
resulted in approximately 3 to 4 fewer newmolecular entities (NMEs) being

¹⁰Winegarden, Wayne. “Price Controls Will Reduce Innovation and Health Outcomes.” Forbes,
Forbes Magazine, 12 Oct. 2017, www.forbes.com/sites/econostats/2017/10/12/price-controls-will-
reduce-innovation-and-health-outcomes/#2d3a5a0263a6.

¹¹Bos, Jill Van Den. “Price Controls on Pharmaceuticals: Pros and Cons.” Milliman, Management
Consulting, Milliman, Jan. 2009, www.milliman.com/insight/Periodicals/pa/pdfs/Price-controls-on-
pharmaceuticals-Pros-and-cons/.
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developed per annum. These NMEs would have had an estimated benefit
of $4.9 billion to $7.5 billion to U.S. consumers, according to an analysis by
the HHS.

This cumulatively amounts to large reductions in research funding. At this point it is
important to establish why innovation is so sensitive to capital flows – research projects
take very long and require consistent financial support. In a paper published in the Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research¹², authors Thomas Abbo and John Vernon argue,

Whereas Vernon modeled the mappings from profitability and lagged cash
flows into R&D investment, Giacco o, Santerre and Vernon (2005) modeled
the more direct relationship between pharmaceutical prices and R&D in-
vestment. This study employed time series econometric techniques to ex-
plain R&D growth rates using industry-level data from 1952 to 2001. The
researchers found that real pharmaceutical prices in the U.S. (defined as the
ratio of the pharmaceutical price index to the consumer price index) are a
major determinant of industry-level R&D investment, and obtained an R&D
elasticity estimate (with respect to real pharmaceutical prices) of 0.583. This
suggests that for every 10 percent increase (decrease) in real pharmaceutical
prices in the U.S. R&D investment increases (decreases) 5.83 percent. Us-
ing this short-run elasticity estimate, the authors modeled the forgone R&D
(capitalized to 2001) that would have accompanied a U.S. price control pol-
icy that limited the rate of growth in pharmaceutical prices to the rate of
inflation from 1980 to 2001. This policy scenario, while both retrospective
and hypothetical in nature, was nevertheless based on an actual legislative
approach employed under the Veteran’s Health Care Act of 1992, which lim-
ited drug prices increases for federal agency purchases to the rate of growth
of the urban consumer price index.

While the affirmative may try to portray Big Pharma as an oligarchy of highly consol-
idated, wealthy, and powerful corporations, the negative should argue that this is far
from the truth. According to Drug Cost Facts¹³, small businesses are responsible for the
most productive research, and these businesses cannot afford to lose any profit:

¹²Abbo , Thomas A, and John A Vernon. “The Cost of US Pharmaceutical Price Reductions: A Financial
Simulation Model of R&D Decisions.” NBER, National Bureau of Economic Research, 7 Feb. 2005,
www.nber.org/papers/w11114.

¹³“Shouldn’t the U.S. Government Do More to Regulate High Drug Prices?” BIO / MRP, Drug Cost Facts,
23 Feb. 2017, www.drugcostfacts.org/drug-pricing-regulations.
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Biopharmaceutical innovation needs to able to a ract the enormous
amounts of private capital required to fund these challenging and incredi-
bly risky endeavors. This in turn depends on a public policy environment
that supports innovation and incentivizes such investment. That includes:
continued advancement of scientific understanding; strong intellectual
property (IP) rights and a reliable system for IP transfer, licensing, and
collaboration; an efficient and predictable regulatory review process; and
transparent payment systems that reward innovation and encourage
free-market competition. Setbacks in any of these areas can cause the entire
innovation ecosystem to falter. The challenge can be particularly acute
when it comes to capital formation for small companies, which are the vast
majority of biopharmaceutical companies and account for 70 percent of the
industry’s future clinical pipeline.

Howdowe compare innovation to affordability? There are a number of very persuasive
weighing mechanisms:

1. Innovation is global in scope. If US global leadership in biomedical research is
undermined, new medicines and treatments will decrease across the entire globe,
whereas affordability only affects Americans.

2. Innovation drives down costs in the long run. Prescription drugs and treat-
ments become more affordable as new methods of medication are invented and
improved on. Indeed, Winegarden¹⁴ argues:

• Importantly, the introduction of new drugs has been essential to improving the
quality of health care delivered. For example, in December 2013 andOctober 2014,
the FDA approved two new medications to treat Hepatitis C. These medicines
were expensive, but they were also cures for a disease that was previously incur-
able. Of course, by curing the disease, more expensive (and more invasive) surg-
eries can now be avoided, which will reduce health care expenditures in the long-
run even as pharmaceutical expenditures as a share of total health expenditures
increased in the short-run. Price controls risk such benefits in the future.

1. The magnitude of benefits from innovation is greater a marginal price reduction.
Darius Lakdawalla¹⁵ writes in the New York Times,

¹⁴Winegarden, Wayne. “Price Controls Will Reduce Innovation and Health Outcomes.” Forbes,
Forbes Magazine, 12 Oct. 2017, www.forbes.com/sites/econostats/2017/10/12/price-controls-will-
reduce-innovation-and-health-outcomes/#2d3a5a0263a6.

¹⁵Lakdawalla, Darius. “Should the Government Impose Drug Price Controls?” The New York Times, The
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Effective new drugs bring greater rewards to patients than to the firms that
sell them. For instance, breakthroughs in the treatment of H.I.V. generated
financial rewards for their inventors, but also decades of healthy life to pa-
tients who once saw their H.I.V. as a death sentence. Indeed, academic re-
search finds more than four-fifths of the value created by new drugs flows
to patients in the form of health benefits, and less than one-fifth flows to
manufacturers. Rather than price controls, we need value-based payment
policies that reward companies that bring real value to patients and penal-
ize firms who do not. Drug price controls would stifle the introduction of
valuable new drugs, because innovators will spend less pursuing new drugs
if they expect to earn fewer rewards from discovering them. Our research
finds that, if the U.S. government were to begin negotiating drug prices the
way other governments do, drug prices would fall by about 20 percent, but
innovation would fall by even more. Patients would see their lives cut short
by delayed or absent drug launches. On balance, America would lose more
in the form of premature mortality from price controls than it would gain in
lower spending. On the other side of the ledger, drug price controls would
not save that much money. According to federal government data, prescrip-
tion drug spending makes up roughly one-tenth of America’s total bill for
health care. Lopping 20 percent off drug prices by negotiating prices would
thus shave all of 2 percent off our total health care bill. What’s more, we
will enjoy only a one-time cost reduction, because drug spending has been
growing no faster than overall health care spending over the past 10 years.
Bluntly pushing down all drug prices will save us li le and cost us dearly.
America needs a more refined solution that preserves rewards for the hard
work of innovators but snatches them away from speculators.

1.5 Final Remarks

Before I wrap up the analysis, I have a few parting words I’d like to share.

First, this topic will be long, grueling, and highly competitive. Thanks to the NSDA’s
merging of November and December, the price controls resolution will tie with Febru-
ary’s for the most octa-finals bid tournaments of the year (Blue Key, Apple Valley, the

NewYork Times, 23 Sept. 2015, www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2015/09/23/should-the-government-
impose-drug-price-controls/drug-price-controls-end-up-costing-patients-their-health.
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Glenbrooks, and Princeton). This is not to discount the many smaller national invita-
tionals, such as Scarsdale, Isidore Newman, Alta, SCU, and La Costa Canyon. It will be
important to prepare thoroughly for a topic this stacked in opportunities to win, and
the momentum from a strong performance can easily carry over from the end of 2018
to the start of 2019.

Second, be careful of your evidence on the negative. There is a substantial amount of
industry-financed/commissioned research that exists on the internet to defend against
price controls, akin to ‘Big Pharma propaganda.’ This evidence will be too good to be
true. It will be the perfect card you need to complete your case. It will be exceedingly
tempting. Try your best to avoid succumbing to it – you’ll be leaving yourself vulnerable
to scathing indicts, a acks on your credibility, and potential rounds lost. Stick to peer-
reviewed academic resources because they’re they best you’ll get, andmake sure to hold
your opponents accountable as well, if you’re debating on the affirmative.

Third, I have caught wind of widespread disappointment that this topic was the one
selected. I have half a mind to believe that this topic pessimism is unwarranted. The
debate community never fails to find nuance, depth, and ingenuity where there appears
to be none, regardless of how unpromising a resolution first appears. Research and
creativity will be rewarded in the coming months, while moping and complaining will
not be. I look forward to hearing the awesome strategies you’ll come up with soon.

Finally, with the inauguration of a new two-month joint topic, the event has a decision
to make of utmost importance: Nocember, or Devember?

Send me an email (maxwu@uchicago.edu) or a message on Facebook with your
thoughts. I definitely will not tolerate facetious or silly answers.
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Isabel Coleman competed in public forum for four years at The Altamont School,
serving as captain for three of those years. She received six gold bids to the TOC
senior year and placed second at ASU and the Ivy Street Round Robin. Isabel has
championed several tournaments throughout her career, including Holy Cross and
Carrollton. She has also been ranked as high as fifth on debaterankings.com. She
has enjoyed teaching those on her team and local circuit for the least three years and
is looking forward to doing the same at VBI this summer!

2.1 Key Terms and Definitions

2.1.1 United States federal government

The “United States federal government” appears more often than any other single actor
in public forum resolutions. Its use implies that the price controls would be imposed
uniformly and simultaneously across states, rather than allowing states to take a more
individualized approach. As price controls have been passed by executive order before,
the “United States federal government” could here refer to Congress or to the executive
branch.

2.1.2 Impose

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines the word “impose” as the following:

“to establish or apply by authority”, “to establish or bring about as if by

force.“¹

¹Merriam-Webster https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/impose
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The term is fairly straightforward and shouldn’t be an issue in the vast majority of de-
bates on this topic. It merely indicates that if the resolution is implemented, the govern-
ment will mandate, rather than suggest the price controls.

2.1.3 Price controls

Investopedia defines price controls in the following way:

“Price controls are government-mandated legal minimum or maximum
prices set for specified goods, usually implemented as a means of direct
economic intervention to manage the affordability of certain goods. Gov-
ernments most commonly implement price controls on staples, essential
items such as food or energy products. Price controls that set maximum
prices are price ceilings, while price controls that set minimum prices are
price floors.”²

Basically, the government tells companies what prices they can sell their goods at as
opposed to allowing the companies to decide. Though the term “price controls” can
technically refer either to price ceilings (maximum prices imposed on goods) or price
floors (minimum prices imposed on goods), the most likely interpretation for this topic
centers around price ceilings. The current problem with pharmaceutical prices in the
United States is that they are too high, not too low. Because of this, there’s no reason
for the government to impose price floors. However, they could impose a single, set
price per product rather than requiring companies to sell their goods under a certain
maximum

2.1.4 Pharmaceutical industry

The “pharmaceutical industry” referred to in the resolution likely refers to the industry
made up of the pharmaceutical companies currently selling their products in America
(the ones that the United States federal government has control over). Merriam-Webster
defines industry in this context as the following:

“a distinct group of productive or profit-making enterprises.”³

²Investopedia https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/price-controls.asp
³Merriam-webster https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/industry
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In this case, the “distinct group” is made of of pharmaceutical companies, in turn de-
fined in the following way (with additional notes) by Science Daily:

“A pharmaceutical company, or drug company, is a commercial business
licensed to research, develop, market and/or distribute drugs, most com-
monly in the context of healthcare. They can deal in generic and/or brand
medications. They are subject to a variety of laws and regulations regard-
ing the patenting, testing and marketing of drugs, particularly prescription
drugs. From its beginnings at the start of the 19th Century, the pharmaceu-
tical industry is now one of the most profitable and influential in existence,
a racting praise and controversy.”⁴

2.2 Background

The United Sates is often cited as having some of the highest healthcare expenses in
the world. Much of this cost is due to the increasingly massive amount American citi-
zens spend on prescription drugs. Increased usage and an aging population accounts
for some of the recent rise, but mounting prices of the drugs themselves and increased
prescription of expensive alternatives accounts for about a third of the total increase
from 2010 to 2014.⁵ In fact, the United States spends over double the per capita amount
of money on prescription drugs to other industrialized nations. The problem has only
been ge ing worse in recent years as brand-name drug prices have been rising incred-
ibly fast, far faster than consumers’ ability to pay for them.⁶ For example, a Humira
prescription will cost an average of $2,669 in the U.S., but only $1,362 in the United
Kingdom, and a mere $832 in Swi erland.⁷ So why is this? Are Americans just willing
to pay more? Is it because we earn more, or maybe because it’s harder to manufacture
drugs in or ship them to the U.S.?

Not quite. Most of the blame instead falls on the current regulatory system and the

⁴ScienceDaily https://www.sciencedaily.com/terms/pharmaceutical_company.htm
⁵Henry Waxman, Bill Corr, Kristi Martin, Sophia Duong, 7-2018, “Ge ing to the Root of
High Prescription Drug Prices” Issue brief, adapted from the Commonwealth Fund report
“Ge ing to the Root of High Prescription Drug Prices: Drivers and potential Solutions”
https://www.commonwealthfund.org/sites/default/files/documents/___media_files_publications_
issue_brief_2017_jul_waxman_getting_to_root_high_rx_drug_prices_ib_v2.pdf

⁶Aaron S. Kesselheim,Md„ 9-18-2018, ”TheHighCost of PrescriptionDrugs in theUnited States,” Journal
of the American Medical Association, https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2545691

⁷Sarah Kliffsarah, 5-10-2018, ”The true story of America’s sky-high prescription drug prices,” Vox, https:
//www.vox.com/science-and-health/2016/11/30/12945756/prescription-drug-prices-explained
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companies that exploit it. Unlike many other countries, the United States federal gov-
ernment doesn’t have any regulatory body that decides what drugs can be sold within
its borders and for how much. In other nations, drug companies often have to submit
applications in order to sell their products, and in places like Australia, as many as half
(within certain sectors) are denied outright. If accepted, the body will usually recom-
mend a set price for the drug to be purchased at.⁸ In contrast, the United States allows
the market to determine the prices of its pharmaceutical drugs, and doesn’t prevent
any from being sold on the basis of a utility to price ratio (something other countries
consider when deciding whether to allow access to their citizens).⁹

Drug companies in the United states also typically hike drug prices each year, with
some changing the numbers at extreme levels. For example, on year, Turing swelled
the price of one of their drugs from $13.50 to $750. The same medication is sold in the
U.K. for less than a dollar.¹⁰ Many drug companies claim that the high prices are due
to equally high research and development costs. However, the evidence supporting
this conclusion is scarce at best. Rather, the government offers drug companies years
of protected monopoly through the current patent system and complete freedom to
set their own prices for drugs during that time. Combined with the fact that insurers
like Medicare are legally required to cover nearly every product on the market, inflated
prices are an easy path to profit.¹¹

Fortunately, systems exist to check much of this potential abuse. The protections pro-
vided by patents expire after a set amount of time, and the payer (usually insurance
companies or government-sponsored coverers like Medicare) has the ability to nego-
tiate drug prices down from the seller. In fact, many drug companies argue that the
so-called “list price” of their drugs has li le to do with how much consumers actually
pay for the medicine at the end of the day. Rebates and discounts, wholesaler fees,
and additional price concessions to payers all contribute to lowering the sticker price
to the more affordable, realistic price that the majority of customers actually end up
paying. Even after this, they argue, those with insurance pay even less as the insurance
providers absorb an additional cost barrier. The companies frequently contend that this
final price, or “net price” as opposed to the “list price” is what should be compared to

⁸Ibid.
⁹Ben Hirschler, 2018, “How the U.S. Pays 3 Times More for Drugs”, Scientific American https://www.
scientificamerican.com/article/how-the-u-s-pays-3-times-more-for-drugs/

¹⁰Ibid.
¹¹Aaron S. Kesselheim, Jerry Avorn, Ameet Sarpatwari, 08-30-2018, “The high Cost of Prescription Drugs

in the United States: Origins and Prospects for Reform” Journal of the American Medical Association
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2545691
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the set prices of drugs in other countries.¹² ¹³

The fact that insurance providers absorb a good deal of the cost doesn’t mean that none
of it is passed onto consumers. Rather, it is distributed across a customer base in the
form of (currently rising) healthcare premiums rather than falling solely on the sick
or injured. In the cases where individuals might lack access to healthcare, they are
expected to shoulder the entire cost. Although the system isn’t perfect, many argue that
it does indeed protect consumers to a degree necessary to forming a well-functioning,
morally just society.

The resolution asks us if this is truly the case. It asks us if the systems set up to protect
consumers have succeeded, and if they haven’t, does it ma er? If so, are price controls
a valid addition or replacement?

Price controls have a long and controversial history in economic circles. Although most
economists tend to oppose them, countries have been se ing price floors and ceilings
practically since the dawn of time. In countries like the United States, these controls
don’t tend to happen unless leaders consider the nation in an emergency situation
or some other crisis. For example, during World War II, the government launched a
widescale effort to control many of the resources needed to win the war or contribute
to the effort. Prices for these goods had began to rise due to the newfound demand,
and in response, (with backing from the public and from businesses, the government
imposed various price controls.¹⁴ Within a few years, nearly all consumer goods and
prices were included in the controls, and demand in civilian markets began to increase
with the low prices. Supply couldn’t keep up with the growing demand, and the price
controls ended up creating shortages which in turn resulted in much of the rationing
and regulation associated with WWII. It also created black markets for goods that were
sold out.¹⁵ Within a few years and with the end of the war, most of the price controls
were repealed and their impact subsided.

Similar stories of shortages follow price ceilings throughout American and global his-
tory, includingwhenNixon imposed them in the seventies. However, it should be noted
that these historical anecdotes are not necessarily analogues for the topic. For exam-
ple, when the price of flour decreases, people tend to buy more flour and cook more

¹²“List price v. net Price” http://filecache.mediaroom.com/mr5mr_novonordisk/179028/List_vs_Net.pdf
¹³2018, “How are Prescription Drugs Costs really Determined?”, Biotechnology Innovation Association,

https://www.drugcostfacts.org/prescription-drug-costs
¹⁴“Price Controls”, u-s-history.com https://www.u-s-history.com/pages/h1689.html
¹⁵Robert Higgs, 4-24-2009, ”The Two-Price System: U.S. Rationing During World War II,” Foundation for

Economic Education, https://fee.org/articles/the-two-price-system-us-rationing-during-world-war-ii/
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flour-based dishes. In short, demand increases. On the other hand, people buying med-
ication they don’t need simply because it decreases in price is far less likely—demand
for medicine is less flexible and based on health, rather than price and some of the other
usual economic factors. This doesn’tmean that demandwon’t increase or shortageswill
never be a problem if price controls are imposed, simply that the results likely won’t be
anywhere near as drastic as history might indicate.¹⁶

2.3 Pro arguments

2.3.1 Breaking up monopolies

The current high prices of the pharmaceutical industry help perpetuate the dominance
of current titans in the drug market. By allowing them to operate at massive profit
margins, theUnited States federal government is essentially handing these corporations
any tools they need to crowd out competition. Every single tacticmonopolies use to stay
in power (buying out competition, aggressive expansion, etc.) is made easier and more
efficient by increased profits. The fact that companies can set their own prices intensifies
this issue even without profit, as they can drop drug prices incredibly low one year to
outcompete emerging businesses, and then jack them up to even higher rates the next
year. One of the advantages of the price-dropping section of this argument is that it
applies even in rounds when the interpretation of the term “price controls” isn’t limited
to maximums, because all forms of price control would prevent this tactic.

2.3.2 Forcing transparency

Any price set for drugs by the United States would likely be set in accordance with
production, research expenses, and utility. Under the current system, companies make
wild claims about how much money they spend on aspects of business like R&D. This
has created total opacity concerning ratios like wages to profits, and cost of production
to price. This opacity allows companies to underpayworkers, upcharge consumers, and
conduct all manner of shady business practices without scrutiny. Any system that al-
lows the federal governmentmore access to companies’ financial recordswill inherently
increase accountability for those same companies.

¹⁶Olubanke Babalola, 8-11-2016, ”Consumers and Their Demand for Healthcare,” Jour-
nal of Health & Medical Econbomics, http://health-medical-economics.imedpub.com/
consumers-and-their-demand-for-healthcare.php?aid=21061
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2.3.3 Increased access for the uninsured

This is one of the more intuitive arguments on the topic, and will likely be one of the
more popular ones as well. Simply put, making drugs cheaper means that people who
are uninsured will be able to purchase them at a higher rate, and be er treat illness and
injury. Be er treatment has clear implications for the patients’ quality and length of life,
but also for the American economy and healthcare system. For example, United States
residents use preventative care at only half the recommended level, many due to finan-
cial reasons.¹⁷ The longer people put off ge ing care, the worse their medical condition
gets. In fact, the majority of deaths in the United States are caused by conditions that
could have been treated if caught earlier, and prevented altogether if the patient had
more close contact with her healthcare provider. Reducing the expense of drugs means
that people get treated faster, magnifying any impact to health obtained by accessing
the drugs in the first place. Increased health in turn decreases the economic burden of
disease brought on by lost productivity (people missing work due to sickness or to take
care of a family member). This burden currently stands at $260 billion a year.¹⁸

2.3.4 Eliminating and/or decreasing the size of the black market

The demand for lifesaving medications doesn’t decrease with price. This means that
when prices are high, like they are now, consumers turn to black markets.¹⁹ Most of
these drugs are ineffective at best, and life-threatening at worst. These black markets
also encourage criminality in subsets of the population that would never otherwise con-
sider breaking the law and provide an additional stream of income tomore professional
criminals and crime bosses.

2.3.5 Decreasing the personal cost of healthcare

Healthcare premiums are rising rapidly across the nation, decreasing the amount that
consumers can spend or other goods, save for their future, or set aside for other emer-
gencies. However, when drugs are less expensive, insurance providers don’t have to

¹⁷3-16-18, “Preventative Healthcare” centers for Disease Control and Prevention https://www.cdc.gov/
healthcommunication/toolstemplates/entertainmented/tips/PreventiveHealth.html

¹⁸Ibid.
¹⁹John Tozzi,Emma Ockerman, 5-18-2018, ”Drug Prices Drive Many Americans to Black

Market for Medicines,” Bloomberg, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-18/
drug-prices-drive-many-americans-to-black-market-for-medicines
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pay as much money for them, and therefore pass less cost onto the consumers. This
translates to lower premiums even for people who aren’t ge ing sick, and lower copays
for those who are. The la er impact lowers the barrier to seeking healthcare which in
turn results in more pre-emptive treatment and a lower overall social, economic, and
personal cost of disease and injury.

2.3.6 Decreasing government expenditure on programs like Medicare

The government spends roughly 27% of its total budget on Medicare, at the expense of
everything from public education to foreign aid to research and development.²⁰ If the
government sets price controls on pharmaceutical drugs, they will have to pay signifi-
cantly less under Medicare, which frees up funds to go to other sectors of the govern-
ment or to alleviate the national debt.

2.4 Con arguments

2.4.1 Decreased incentive for innovation within companies

One of the greatest incentives for innovation is profit. Unlike other countries, the United
States allows for incredibly high profit margins on new drugs. These high profits in-
crease the incentive first, for pharmaceutical companies to even exist, and second, for
them to continue developing newer, more effective drugs for patients. If the prices were
fixed, this incentive would disappear and innovation would stagnate, at great cost to
the American public. Because the United States is relatively unique in its price incen-
tives and level of innovation, the impact would not remain contained to the U.S. Indeed,
America produced over half of the world’s new drugs from 2002 to 2012²¹. This means
that stymied innovation in the United States would correspond to decreased quality of
healthcare across the globe.

²⁰2015 “Federal Spending: Where Does theMoney Go” https://www.nationalpriorities.org/budget-basics/
federal-budget-101/spending/

²¹Grace-Marie Turner, 5-23-2012, ”Though The U.S. Is Healthcare’s World Leader, Its Inno-
vative Culture Is Threatened,” Forbes, https://www.forbes.com/sites/gracemarieturner/2012/05/23/
though-the-u-s-is-healthcares-world-leader-its-innovative-culture-is-threatened/
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2.4.2 Decreased incentive for investment

When the Unites States federal government decreases the price of drugs, they cut the
profits of the drug companies. This in turn makes those companies far less a ractive to
potential investors looking to turn a profit. The less investment in the industry, the less
companies are able to put resources into developing new products, and the less willing
they are to take risks on those same products. When investment exists in large quan-
tities, as it does in the status quo, companies have the freedom to pursue the high-risk
high-reward projects that result in the leaps and bounds most people associate modern
medical research with. developers have the freedom to explore drugs needed to cure
diseases like cancer and HIV, rather than just treat them. This decreased innovation
would have a ripple effect across the globe as the rest of the world loses access to the
new drugs along with America.

2.4.3 Cut wages

As profits for pharmaceutical companies are cut, they are forced to decrease the wages
of their workers to even come close to achieving the same level of prosperity they had
prior to the price controls. Not only does this adversely affect anyoneworking for a drug
company that sells its product in the United States, it adversely affects the consumers
(patients) as well. When the wages for jobs are cut, the jobs are, as a result, seen as less
appealing. This change would push innovators already in the industry elsewhere, and
disincentivize new ones from entering or studying to enter the industry. The impact is
decreased innovation at home and abroad, which in turn decreases the quality of care
patents receive and the number of lives saved,

2.4.4 Shortages

Historically, whenever price ceilings have been introduced in America, shortages have
followed. Examples like the controls instituted in World War II and Nixon’s on gas in
the 70s show this effect time and time again. Many Americans can’t afford to purchase
all of the medicine they need.²² So, when the price drops, they will all try to buy more,
all at once, massively increasing demand more than the current supply (built to meet
the demand of those who can currently afford drugs) can handle. This flood, or fear

²²3-16-18, “Preventative Healthcare” centers for Disease Control and Prevention https://www.cdc.gov/
healthcommunication/toolstemplates/entertainmented/tips/PreventiveHealth.html
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of it, could push other individuals and institutions such as hospitals to buy up massive
amounts of drugs either right before or right after the price controls go into effect, ex-
acerbating the problem and creating a vicious cycle. Given that the supply isn’t built
to sustain this level of demand, and companies can’t raise prices to meet it, it’s highly
likely that shortages will occur if not for every drug, then for many vital ones. This
effect exacerbates all of the pro’s harms by creating a crisis situation in which only the
ultra rich can access healthcare, and the current black market swells to several times its
current size.

2.4.5 Precludes be er solutions

Once a bill intended to fix any given problem is passed into law, Congress tends to
turn its a ention to other issues. In this case, that means passing price controls would
preclude further, superior solutions to skyrocketing drug prices. For example, the gov-
ernment could instead eliminate the period of monopoly following initial drug develop-
ment. This solution would increase competition in the market, maintaining innovation
while decreasing prices for consumers. However, once price controls are passed, rep-
resentatives and voters both feel as though the problem has been solved and don’t put
effort into investigating further potential solutions.
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Russell debated Public Forum for 4 years at Strath Haven High School in Penn-
sylvania, and currently studies Economics and Math at the University of Chicago.
He was his debate team’s captain, as well as the first on his team ever to break at a
national circuit tournament. Over his career, he amassed 9 bids, qualifying to the
TOC both his junior and senior year. He has made appearances in late outrounds
at many national tournaments, including Yale, Bronx, GMU, Harvard, and the
TOC. Russell also has won UPenn, the Bronx Round Robin, Villiger, Lexington,
and Pennsbury, as well as numerous speaker awards. He finished his career ranked
3rd in the country. This past summer, he taught at ISD and VBI.

[]{#_d9j8la6xed0c .anchor}

[]{#_q53nhh9l56lg .anchor}## Introduction

Hello, everyone, and welcome to my topic analysis. The combined 2018 Novem-
ber/December — perhaps to be called “Novcember” after the archetypical “Septober”
— topic is: “Resolved: The United States federal government should impose price
controls on the pharmaceutical industry.” For the first time ever, we’ve been given a
two month topic for November and December, a pilot program unanimously agreed
upon by the NSDA Board of Directors. Expect to see everything we’ve seen before
during the Septober topics: prep-intensive rounds, competitive tournaments, and a
meta constantly in flux. That said, unlike Septober, no summer camps exist for this
topic, potentially meaning more variability in terms of the arguments you’ll encounter.
In any situation, you’re in for a great time, and a strong first half of the season.

3.1 Topic Breakdown

Let’s begin by breaking down the wording of the topic. As a brief starting point, while
the resolution clearly operates with the “United States federal government,” or USFG,
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as the actor, you shouldn’t shy away from well-crafted arguments impacting people
in other countries. For instance, if US adoption of price controls would significantly
affect the global drug market, you could make a compelling argument about those im-
plications on either side of the resolution. Importantly, the logic behind actor-based
weighing (i.e. “prefer impacts to the United States because it’s the actor of the resolu-
tion”) is quite flawed; the statement “Russell should steal from his roommate” is true
under such a premise.

The next phrase of interest is “should.” In comparison to other styles of topic, such as
“On balance” topics, the inclusion of the word “should” implies a policy action. That
is to say, the debate is a comparison between the status quo, and an affirmative world
in which the USFG imposes price controls. Thus, the resolution implies the use of fiat,
Latin for “let it be.” However, since PF rules prohibit plans, teams should focus on
probable implementations of price controls as a reasonable starting point for argument
generation (further implications are discussed later). However, approach the “should”
issue with caution; judges and fellow debaters may not be receptive to such styles of
debating, which require talking about what debate should be.

We now consider “price controls.” Intuitively, price controls refer to price ceilings, a term
in economicsmeaning “themaximumprice a seller is allowed to charge for a product or
service.”¹ This interpretation is grounded in our common intuition, and the majority of
available literature on the topic. However, the term “price controls” itself does not nec-
essarily mean the control must be a ceiling. As Investopedia writes, “Price controls are
government-mandated legal minimum or maximum prices set for specified goods [em-
phasis added].”² Thus, price controls may also refer to price floors, “the lowest amount
at which a good or service may be sold.”³ As hinted at before, teams may interpret the
resolution in different ways, so be prepared to debate: (A) why price floors or price ceil-
ings are good/bad, and (B) why we should interpret the resolution to mean price floors
or price ceilings.

The “pharmaceutical industry” should prove relatively uncontroversial as a term, de-
fined as “the discovery, development, andmanufacture of drugs andmedications (phar-
maceuticals) by public and private organizations.”⁴ Sneaky teams may a empt to in-
clude a strange, tangential industry within this definition, but fear not; such teams will
be constrained by weak link chains, small literature bases, and the biases of judges who

¹h ps://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/price-ceiling.asp
²h ps://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/price-controls.asp
³h ps://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/floor.asp
⁴h ps://www.britannica.com/technology/pharmaceutical-industry
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prefer reasonable interpretations of the resolution.

High drug prices have been within the public eye in recent times. The tide of public
outrage against exorbitant prices crested during the scandal regarding Martin Shkreli,
a CEO who increased the price of a malaria and HIV/AIDs drug 56-fold (Shkreli now
resides in federal prison for an unrelated crime). As a result, politicians on both sides
of the aisle have suggested their own proposals for tackling the problem, with those on
the left suggesting more direct government intervention (such as price controls), and
right-leaning politicians advocating formarket-based solutions (such as increasing com-
petition).

A more rigorous examination of the US pharmaceutical sector as it relates to price con-
trols reveals several important factors to consider. Notably, the US spends more per
capita on prescription drugs than any other country in the world, and this expenditure
is increasing. Indeed, while each citizen in a grouping of other industrialized countries
spends on average about $400/year for prescription drugs, US citizens spend an average
of about $850. Most of this discrepancy results from US law. In particular, drug devel-
opers are granted exclusive monopoly rights to sell their new products through Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) approval, as well as protections through patent law. It
follows that the introduction of generic, unbranded drug is therefore the principal way
prices fall for US consumers. Furthermore, consumer choice in the pharmaceutical mar-
ket is somewhat limited. US law requires that most government drug healthcare plans
cover almost all drugs, and partially as a result the government accounts for about 40%
of prescription drug spending. Finally, individual consumers are limited by imperfect
information and are largely subject to the preferences of their physicians.⁵

As a general note, debaters should definitely brush up on their economics knowledge for
this topic. A basic knowledge ofmacro- andmicro-economics—such as the information
taught in AP classes — will allow you to read literature and explain arguments with
more clarity than your opponents. However, don’t rely on economic jargon and theory
as a crutch to carry you through rounds; you still must explain your arguments in an
understandable way for all.

That said, let’s now discuss some arguments I think will prove useful on the topic.

⁵h ps://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2545691
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3.2 Affirmative

3.2.1 Affordability

This will likely be the most aff stock argument. This argument states that, currently,
drug prices are far too high for many Americans to access crucial medicines. A lack of
access creates a multitude of problems. Surveying such complications, a 2017 article in
The Nation details:

Runaway drug prices will cost Americans about $328 billion this year,
about $50 billion straight from consumers’ pockets, while drug makers en-
joy record profits. As individual patients struggle with medical bankruptcy
or get forced to choose between rent and their next insulin shot, the drug
cost crisis also feeds into wider societal ills, including the epidemic of
medical bankruptcy and even opioid abuse.⁶

Thus, a price ceiling on private sector-produced drugs is necessary to ensure a more eq-
uitable distribution scheme than our current system. Moreover, price-control schemes
have historically reduced prices. In Colombia, for instance, a recent paper by Prada et
al. (2018) documents that:

Our descriptive analysis shows that, after price control measures were put
in place, drug prices decrease about 43%, while real pharmaceutical health
expenditure almost doubled. Similar results were obtained for therapeutic
groups in which all ATC were regulated. However, if a therapeutic group
includes regulated and non-regulated ATCs, results differed substantially.
Overall, price control measures did not translate into lower No-POS expen-
diture. They likely induced an excess of demand. The observed effect of
ERP on prices is consistent with the extant literature on ERP in developed
countries. In fact, most studies find a decrease in prices of regulated or new
technologies⁷

Irrespective of the technical content of the argument, arguing for affordability could be
advantageous for 2 reasons. First, the thesis of reducing prices so that the ill may receive
treatmentwithout the threat of bankruptcy carries great emotional appeal, allowing you

⁶h ps://www.thenation.com/article/why-are-canadas-prescription-drugs-so-much-cheaper-than-ours/
⁷h ps://resource-allocation.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12962-018-0092-0
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to tap into your pathos. Second, the argument is highly intuitive and therefore highly
understandable to all, including judges who haven’t watched debates on the topic yet.

3.2.2 Lobbying

With such a narrow topic, debaters may push the limits of the topic to find novel ar-
guments in order to differentiate themselves from a stale meta. Most commonly in PF,
this involves considering the political implications of the resolution. While some argu-
mentsmay focus on the implementation of the resolution— i.e. generating a link from the
mechanisms of a political institution, usuallyCongress— Iwill focus on the political con-
sequences of the resolution. The most common arguments about political consequences
are borrowed from Policy, and are the “Elections Disadvantage” & the “Political Capital
Disadvantage.” However, the argument at hand concerns pharmaceutical lobbying. In
short: price controls reduce revenue to pharmaceutical companies, which in turn have
less money to spend lobbying in Congress and contributing to political campaigns, less-
ening the influence of these organizations and therefore also lessening the impacts of
said influence.

First, let’s examine the political power of the pharmaceutical industry. As a result
of aggressive lobbying in Congress, and contributions to academics & professionals,
“Big Pharma” wields an enormous amount of influence. In a news interview, UMass
Amherst Professor Lawrence King notes:

The pharmaceutical industry by far has the greatest lobbying presence in
Washington. In every country, they try through various means to influence
the political process very successfully. They usemanydifferentmechanisms,
whatever is available, not just campaign finance, not just lobbying. They in-
fluence medical profession. They influence the Food and Drug Administra-
tion.⁸

We now inquire into the origins and mechanisms of this influence. A 2015 article pub-
lished in Truthout illuminates the answer:

Whenever it’s called out for charging too much for drugs or outright price
gouging, the pharmaceutical industry’s standard defense is to assure the
public that its profits will be used to develop even be er drugs in the future.
… Large pharmaceutical firms are some of the most profitable companies

⁸h ps://therealnews.com/stories/lking0908pharma
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in the world, so what do they spend all their money on, besides advertis-
ing and hefty salaries for rich kid CEOs? Sure, some profits are reinvested
to fund research and clinical trials, but hundreds of millions of dollars are
also spent on political operations every year, and federal law requires that
drug companies disclose this political spending to the public. The govern-
ment has long singled out the pharmaceutical industry for premium patent
protections while leaving drug pricing up to the whims of the market, and
consumers in the United States now pay some of the highest prices in the
world for many life-saving drugs. Recent reports show that critical cancer
medicines, for example, cost as much as 600 times more in the United States
than other countries. The industry has a clear interest in maintaining the
political status quo.⁹

At this point, the affirmative must make an interesting decision to access the argument,
that is, to concede from the start that revenue decreases in an affirmative world. Such
a concession opens the door for the negative to run arguments about decreasing inno-
vation (as will be discussed later). However, so long as the affirmative is comfortable
weighing the impacts of decreased political power, the concession should not prove
problematic.

A specific quantification of by how much revenue decreases depends on the details of
the price control scheme. Nonetheless, I find it reasonable to presume that, absent any
strong justification to the contrary, the decrease in revenue would be substantial. Oth-
erwise, the debate degenerates into triviality, for if the price controls are not significant
enough to substantially reduce revenue, then they are likely tooweak to be the subject of
a substantive debate. Another way of pu ing this is that weak links cut bothways; if the
affirmative doesn’t get a strong link into reducing revenue, neither does the negative.

Finally, to terminalize our argument. We may enter several arenas to find an impact,
but I will explore just one: the opioid crisis. To properly understand this impact, we
must establish two premises. First, a major contributing factor to the crisis is physician
overprescription of opioids, which greatly increases the probability of addiction. As
Markey & Overton (2017) summarize:

Public health crises come in two forms—those resulting from naturally oc-
curring diseases and those that are the byproduct of medical care itself. The
opioid crisis is the latest self inflicted wound in public health. In the US

⁹h ps://truthout.org/articles/how-much-of-big-pharma-s-massive-profits-are-used-to-influence-
politicians/
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alone, there were 240 million opioid prescriptions dispensed in 2015, nearly
one for every adult in the general population.1 In order to tackle the opioid
epidemic, we must first tackle a major contributor—physician overprescrib-
ing.¹⁰

Second, the pharmaceutical industry profits from the escalation of the opioid crisis.
Since pharmaceutical companies profit whenever an opioid they produce or own the
patent for is sold, some companies can have a perverse incentive to increase addiction
rates so they can increase profit. A 2017 article in theHouston Chronicle provides detail:

The drug industry, the manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors and chain
drugstores, have an influence over Congress that has never been seen be-
fore,” said Joseph Rannazzisi, who ran the DEA’s division responsible for
regulating the drug industry and led a decade-long campaign of aggressive
enforcement until he was forced out of the agency in 2015. ”I mean, to get
Congress to pass a bill to protect their interests in the height of an opioid
epidemic just shows me how much influence they have.” … To spend mil-
lions of dollars, though, to influence lawmakers to roll back laws designed
to stop drug abuse is a whole new level of greed. These companies who say
they want to ease suffering are creating one of the most serious epidemics
in American history and doing their best to maximize profits from other
people’s pain. Unfortunately, we see this kind of behavior time and time
again. Big, profitable industries become so powerful, and so driven to gen-
erate shareholder return, they show complete disregard for the communities
where they operate. They spend their profits to fend off regulators in order
to generate higher profits, even when the result is a national crisis. [ellipses
and emphasis added]¹¹

The conclusion becomes apparent. Reducingpharmaceutical industry revenues reduces
their ability to prolong the opioid crisis by reducing their lobbying capacity. And clearly,
the opioid crisis creates an enormous amount of human carnage and suffering. New
CDC data reported by The Guardian reveals:

Drug overdoses killed more than 72,000 people in the United States last year
– a new record driven by the deadly opioid epidemic, according to data from
the Centers for Disease Control. The CDC estimates that 72,287 people died

¹⁰h ps://www.bmj.com/content/359/bmj.j4792
¹¹h ps://www.houstonchronicle.com/business/columnists/tomlinson/article/Big-Pharma-makes-big-

profits-in-opioid-crisis-12281529.php
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from overdoses in 2017, an increase of about 10% from the year before. A
majority of the deaths – nearly 49,000 – was caused by opioids, according
to the new data. And the biggest driver was the dangerous synthetic opioid
fentanyl, which killedmore than 29,000 people, followedbyheroin andother
drugs. The rising overdose numbers make the drug epidemic more deadly
than gun violence, car crashes or Aids, which have never killed as many
people in a single year. It represents nearly 200 people dying fromoverdoses
every day in 2017.¹²

To be sure, the greatest challenge when running this argument will be presenting the
entire link chain in a concise and believable manner. Teams whomanage that challenge
will be highly successful on this topic, given the enormous impact and pathos behind
this argument.

3.3 Negative

3.3.1 Innovation

The counterpart to the affirmative’s affordability argument, innovation is the negative’s
bread-and-bu er. Here, price controls limit revenue from new, cu ing-edge drugs,
which skews risk-adjusted returns to medical innovation. In turn, fewer innovations
means fewer life-saving drugs enter the market, cu ing back on potential gains in life
expectancy.

Compared to other industries, the pharmaceutical sector faces “uniquely high and risky
expenditures on research, development, and the introduction of new products,”¹³ as
one US Senator put it. Companies face medical regulations, daunting FDA approval
procedures, prolonged and uncertain timelines, complicated research problems, and so
on. All in all, an NBER research digest from May of 2005 quantifies:

For the pharmaceutical industry, one economic problem is that only 3 out
of every 10 of their products generate after-tax returns (measured in present
value terms) in excess of average, after-tax R and D costs. The scientific pro-
cess is heavily regulated, and involves significant technical risk. Only one
in several thousand compounds investigated ever makes it through the full

¹²h ps://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/aug/16/us-drug-overdose-deaths-opioids-fentanyl-cdc
¹³h ps://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/jep.7.3.97
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development process to gain approval of the Food andDrugAdministration.
The vast majority of R and D projects fail for reasons related to safety, effi-
cacy, or commercial viability, the authors note. For compounds that do gain
FDA approval and are taken to market, the entire process from discovery to
launch takes on average about 15 years.¹⁴

Thus, since the pharmaceutical industry must already reckon with a tremendously dif-
ficult process, any further hurdles — e.g. price controls — could prove destructive to
R&D efforts. We now consider two implications. First, the total quantity of R&D. To
this end, Abbo & Vernon (2005), using a novel model “that appropriately reflects the
uncertainty associated

with R&D project technical success, development costs, and future revenues,” find that:

Using partial-information estimators calibratedwith themost contemporary
clinical and economic data available, we demonstrate how pharmaceutical
price controls will significantly diminish the incentives to undertake early-
stage R&D investment. For example, we estimate that cu ing prices by 40
to 50 percent in the U.S. will lead to between 30 to 60 percent fewer R&D
projects being undertaken (in early-stage development). Given the recent
legislative efforts to control prescription drug prices in the U.S., and the like-
lihood that price controls will prevail as a result, it is important to be er
understand the firm response to such a regulatory change

From this point, teams can terminalizemedical innovations to a variety of impacts, most
notably including lives saved, but also more novel impacts like DALYs. A DALY, or
“disability-adjusted life year” is a described by the World Health Organization:

One DALY can be thought of as one lost year of ”healthy” life. The sum of
these DALYs across the population, or the burden of disease, can be thought
of as a measurement of the gap between current health status and an ideal
health situation where the entire population lives to an advanced age, free
of disease and disability.¹⁵

Impacting to DALYs rather than just a total number of lives saved allows teams to cap-
ture an oft-neglected, but important, metric: quality of life. This measure becomes es-
pecially important on this topic, since not every single drug prevents, or even seeks to

¹⁴h p://www.nber.org/digest/may05/w11114.html
¹⁵h p://www.who.int/healthinfo/global_burden_disease/metrics_daly/en/
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prevent, death. Indeed, many drugs and medical innovations, e.g. an improvement to
cancer treatment, are designed to improve patient quality of life.

Our second consideration is in the type of R&D pharmaceutical firms undertake. With
less potential revenue after price controls are implemented, companies may refocus
their research to less risky projects in order to compensate for lower returns. Conse-
quently, funds could be diverted away from research on rare diseases, e.g. Orphan dis-
eases, or on very complex medical conditions. A 2018 article in the healthcare newspa-
per STAT News delinates:

Squeezing pharmaceutical R&D spending down to one-fifth of what it is to-
day would also have an enormous impact on the problems that drug devel-
opers often choose to address. Orphan diseases would be deprioritized, as
the returns under price controls would not warrant the investment. Com-
plex diseases would also be deselected. While Alzheimer’s disease and dia-
betes have huge patient populations, the extremely high cost of conducting
the difficult research and the need for huge and complex clinical trials would
dissuade all but the largest companies from pursuing those illnesses if the
potential pricing upside was to be significantly constrained. Moreover, for
difficult diseases like schizophrenia, where today’s treatments are mostly
inadequate, the flow of more effective new treatments would slow from a
trickle to a rivulet, depriving those with these conditions from the possibil-
ity of relief.

In either case, this change in the distribution of research resources raises important ques-
tions about what medical problems we should prioritize, and which we as society are
comfortable allowing to continue.

3.3.2 Global Health

This argument proceeds as follows: while many foreign governments have instituted
price controls on drugs for their citizens, theUnited States has not. Exorbitant profits for
the pharmaceutical industry in the US, brought on by a lack of controls, provide multi-
national companies with an incentive to develop new drugs. Said drugs are then sold at
lower prices throughout the rest of the world. In essence, the United States subsidizes
global healthcare R&D. Before examining the literature, note that this argument relies
on the internal link of innovation, so be sure you’re comfortable winning that link if you
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want to run this argument. A 2015 article in the International Business Times provides
more specifics in the context of European countries, which tend to have robust public
healthcare systems:

In Europe, drug prices are set by governments, not by pharmaceutical com-
panies the way they are in the U.S. On average, the difference between the
price of one drug in the U.S. and the same drug in France, Germany, Italy,
Spain and theU.K. was 50 percent, an analysis by the consulting firmMcKin-
sey has found. “U.S. consumers are in fact subsidizing other countries’ pub-
lic health systems, at least with respect to drug pricing,” Jacob Sherkow, an
associate professor at New York Law School, said. … The U.S. accounted for
46 percent of global life sciences research and development—the vast major-
ity ofwhich is in biopharmaceuticals—according to theDecember 2013 issue
of R&DMagazine. “The U.S. is the global leader in biomedical innovation,”
Mark Grayson, a spokesman for PhRMA, a pharmaceutical industry trade
group that represents many of the world’s biggest drug companies, said in
an email. “The research is for medicines that will be sold in the U.S. but
obviously will be sold around the world,” he added. [ellipses added]¹⁶

A 2018white paper by The Council of Economic Advisers offers (1) a deeper exploration
of the foreign market entry process for US pharmaceutical companies, and (2) a more
holistic analysis of the country-level cost distribution of pharmaceutical research:

Global financial returns from product development drive innovation. But
those returns are unfairly low today. This is because most foreign govern-
ments, which are the primary buyers in their respective pharmaceutical mar-
kets, force drug manufacturers to comply with pricing rules to gain mar-
ket access. Through this leverage, foreign governments are able to set drug
prices below those that prevail in the United States and erode the returns to
innovation manufacturers might otherwise see from selling in their markets.
Amongmembers of the Organization for Economic Co-operation andDevel-
opment (OECD), CEA estimates that Americans paymore than 70 percent of
patented biopharmaceutical profits, despite the fact that theUnited States ac-
counts for only 34 percent of OECD GDP at Purchasing Power Parity (PPP).
In short, pharmaceutical innovators—and foreign governments—across the
world rely on America’s patients and taxpayers to finance critical research

¹⁶h ps://www.ibtimes.com/how-us-subsidizes-cheap-drugs-europe-2112662
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and development.¹⁷

What’s interesting about this argument is how it functions in the second half of the
round, during consolidation and weighing. In particular, teams can weigh this argu-
ment by agreeing that drug price controls are, in general, good, but argue that some
source of rapid medical innovation is necessary to supply to the world with new drugs.
Thus, the negative may hijack the logic of the affirmative. Then the debate becomes
one of comparing two impacts: first, the negative’s disadvantage of losing US medical
innovation and its subsequent diffusion to the global market, and second, the affirma-
tive’s advantage of lower consumer prices in the US (or whatever else their impact may
be). Because extensive weighing (especially on scope and magnitude), proceeds natu-
rally from this argument, I think reading this argument as an overview in rebu al (or
reading the weighing for this argument from case in rebu al), is a strategic and crafty
move.

However, we have at least one more consideration with this argument. Specifically,
the best teams will prove not only that US-based innovations currently subsidize for-
eign health care systems, but also that American research is the best — or perhaps the
only — possible source of medical innovations, i.e. there is no alternative to American
medical innovation. In establishing this, the negative guarantee themselves an ironclad
link into their weighing. Proving that no viable alternative exists requires examining
several economic conditions, namely, non-price control pharmaceutical regulations in
other countries, labor costs & human capital levels, efficiency (perhaps with a ention
to economies of scale), patent laws, fixed costs, and more. In any case, I hope to see this
argument fleshed out well in the upcoming months.

Thanks for reading, and I wish you great success this season!

¹⁷h ps://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/CEA-Rx-White-Paper-Final2.pdf
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4 Topic Analysis by Megan Munce

Megan Munce is a student in Northwestern’s Medill School of Journalism, Me-
dia, IntegratedMarketing Communicationsmajoring in journalism. She previously
competed in Public Forum for two years at Presentation High School in San Jose,
CA, finding national success by reaching elimination rounds at both NSDANation-
als 2018 in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, and the 2018 Tournament of Champions. She ended
the regular season in 2018 ranked 7th on VBriefly, reaching the final rounds of the
Alta Silver & Black Invitational and the Cal Invitational as well as championing the
Kandi King Round Robin.

4.1 Introduction

Happy inaugural November/December topic to everyone! The resolution for the new
combined Nov/Dec season of 2018 is “Resolved: The United States federal government
should impose price controls on the pharmaceutical industry.” As most do, this reso-
lution brings to mind several widely recognizable events, such as the controversy over
the 500% hike in the price of EpiPens.¹ The fusion of the November and December
topics this year represents the NSDA’s recognition that many teams compete far less
frequently on the individual November and December topics as they come out of the
camp topic and move into a period heavily dominated by school finals, as well as stan-
dardized testing and college application season for upperclassmen. (If that’s you this
year, good luck from the other side!) Doing so makes it far more likely that teams are
willing to invest time into a topic that lasts longer and a end more tournaments with
prep they already have, and will reinvigorate many tournaments later in the calendar
year. Just as on the September/October topic, it will become necessary for teams to find
new ways to nuance their arguments to keep them competitive throughout the topic.

¹“Mylan CEO on EpiPen Drug Price Controversy: ‘I Get the Outrage.’ ” CBS News, CBS Interactive
Inc, 27 Jan. 2017, www.cbsnews.com/news/epipen-price-hike-controversy-mylan-ceo-heather-bresch-
speaks-out/.
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First, I’ll dive into some of the terms of the resolution and background knowledge neces-
sary for constructing your arguments. Then I’ll discuss some of the broader arguments
and impact scenarios that are likely to be common on both sides, as well as their merits
and demerits.

4.2 The Resolution

The operate term of this resolution to break down is what exactly price controls on the
pharmaceutical industrywould look like. As I’ll touch on later in this topic analysis, this
resolution is extremely vague in what kind of policy it institutes and how other than in-
forming us that it would be enforced by the federal government. The majority of the
literature on this subject area, both in favor and against, assumes that price controls are
synonymous to price ceilings, in which companies aren’t allowed to set prices higher
than a set point. This is where the vagueness of the resolution kicks in by making defin-
ing what that set point would be difficult. As all Public Forum resolutions are meant
to discuss issues currently being covered in national news, we can assume the framers
intended for debates to surround around the extreme price hikes in medicines such as
EpiPens and Daraprim, an anti-parasitic drug whose cost was raised from $13.50 per
pill to $750 per pill by Turing Pharmaceuticals CEO Martin Shkreli.² When navigating
this blurry line in rounds, debaters should try to use common sense judgement in de-
termining what a reasonable price for a drug is and what isn’t. Relying on examples
such as EpiPens and Daraprim can help with this by calling on a real-life example, and
potentially the judge’s prior knowledge of its coverage, to explain that even if the reso-
lution itself doesn’t provide a threshold, there is still gut-feeling way to navigate which
prices are too high and which aren’t.

Aside from a simple price ceiling, there are other types of price controls in place across
the world. For example, the practice of “reference pricing,” which is popular in Europe,
involves dividing drugs into classes based on their treatment and se ing a set price for
all drugs in that group. As the National Review points out, this, too, limits the price of
drugs by making decades old medication the same price as new and evolving drugs.³

²Pierson, Brenden. “Martin Shkreli, Who Raised Drug Prices 5,000 Percent, Heads into Fraud Trial.”
Scientific American, Scientific America, n.d., h ps://www.scientificamerican.com/article/martin-shkreli-
who-raised-drug-prices-5-000-percent-heads-into-fraud-trial/.

³Pi s, Peter J. “The False Promise of Drug-Price Controls.” The National Review, The National Review,
19 May 2017. Web. Accessed 13 October 2018, h ps://www.nationalreview.com/2017/05/drug-price-
controls-bad-idea/.
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The difference in the policy of the price controlmight vary, but all teams can count on ev-
ery round revolving around the decrease in the price of many expensive breakthrough
drugs. However, it would be look further into the arguments that might stem off of
the usage of particular types of price controls such as price ceilings or reference pricing
in order to be prepared to respond to any team that might run an interpretation of the
resolution that declares it to be a specific type of price control. (This strategy will be
discussed later on underneath the affirmative argumentation section.)

The next key step to deciphering this resolution is understanding what’s behind the
price of a drug. There are two main distinctions between drugs: brand name drugs,
which are usually patented drugs made solely by the company that developed them,
and generic drugs that are typically drugs with the same active ingredients as name
brand drugs, but made available by many companies and therefore at lower costs. The
Scientific American elaborates on the difference:

A brand-name drug product is originally discovered and developed by a
pharmaceutical company…

Once the drug receives FDA approval, the innovator company can then ex-
clusively market and sell this ’brand-name’ product for as long as the com-
pany has patent protection. A 2000 study published in the Journal of Health
Economics estimated that bringing a new drug to market costs the innova-
tor on average $802 million over a period of 10 to 15 years. A patent allows
the innovator to sell its product exclusively in order to recoup money spent
during development and to generate a profit.

Once the patent life expires on a brand-name drug product, it is eligible to
be made into a ”generic drug.” To do this, the generic drug manufacturer
must ensure that the drug they are producing contains the same active ingre-
dient(s) as the brand-name product, in the same dosage form, at the same
dose or concentration, and for the same route of administration…

This means that the drug will do the same thing via the same mechanism,
andwill also follow the same distribution, metabolism and elimination path-
ways in the body…

When a company develops a new drug, it typically receives a patent that
lasts 20 years. This means that other pharmaceutical companies may not
sell this substancewithout permission from the developing company during
that time. Once the patent expires, however, other companies may begin to
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sell the compound. Because companieswishing to sell the generic drug have
much lower development costs, they can produce it at a lower unit cost, sell
it for less and still make a profit on the sale.⁴

This difference is crucial in understanding which types of drugs will be affected by fed-
eral price controls. According to Forbes, “Nearly 90 percent of all drugs dispensed in the
U.S. in 2016 were generic medicines.”⁵ This means the vast, vast majority of drugs used
in the United States likely won’t be affected by price controls because the competition
of the market already incentivizes companies to sell them at low prices to a ract buy-
ers. Instead, debaters will need to hone in on which exact drugs are still under patent
or just don’t yet have generic forms and are being sold at a price that would violate a
potential price control. For instance, the industry for HIV medicine is constantly de-
veloping new solutions. Not only does this mean there are many new drugs that are
still under patent and not subjected to the price-lowering power of market competition,
butmany companies are focusing on keeping upwith developing newmedicines rather
than creating cheaper generic versions of pre-existing ones, so there exists li le competi-
tion even within the medications whose patents have expired.⁶ This is just one example
of a crucial type of prescription drug essential to the lives of many Americans that will
likely become a major part of many rounds.

It’s additionally important to understand what goes on when someone needs to pur-
chase a prescription drug. If insurance does not cover the drug you need, you would
have to pay for the drug entirely by yourself. However, in many or most cases, insur-
ance will cover at least part of the cost of the drug. Optima Health provides a simple
explanation:

Your copayment is a fixed rate that you’ll pay out of pocket every time you
use your health plan...

Copayments also apply to medications and can vary for specialty and
generic drugs.

⁴Mogalian, Erik, Paul Myrdal, and Philip DeShong. “What’s the Difference Between Brand-
Name and Generic Prescription Drugs?” Scientific American, Springer Nature America, n.d.,
h ps://www.scientificamerican.com/article/whats-the-difference-betw-2004-12-13/.

⁵Winegarden, Wayne. “Price Controls Will Reduce Innovation and Health Outcomes.” Forbes, Forbes,
12 October 2017, h ps://www.forbes.com/sites/econostats/2017/10/12/price-controls-will-reduce-
innovation-and-health-outcomes/#397e31b163a6.

⁶Myhre, James and Dennis Sifris. “Why Are There So Few Generic HIV Drugs?” Verywell
Health, Dotdash, 11 May 2017, h ps://www.verywellhealth.com/why-are-there-so-few-generic-hiv-
drugs-4137290.
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Your deductible is the amount you’ll pay out-of-pocket each year before your
insurance provider begins to cover any medical costs.

However, deductibles don’t apply to all services…most plans will cover rou-
tine doctor visits, prescription drugs, and preventive care before you’ve met
your deductible. Once your deductible is met, your full benefits will kick in!

Some health plans also have coinsurance. Once you reach your deductible,
coinsurance requires that you and your health insurer share the responsibil-
ity of paying for your medical expenses.⁷

This means that prescription drug users aren’t held accountable for 100% of the cost
of the drug they need. For users of Medicaid (which assists people with limited in-
come and resources) and Medicare (which covers people 65 and older as well as peo-
ple with some disabilities), the implication is that the government is held accountable
for the price of many prescription drugs needed by people that meet these conditions.
Looking into what kind of deductibles people have (in other words, how much of their
ownmoney they’ll have to pay for medical expenses like prescription drugs before they
get help from their insurance) can help not only with your background knowledge for
making analytical refutations and clarifying during crossfire, but also can be a tool in
describing the current state of American healthcare for the judge.

4.3 Affirmative

4.3.1 Decreasing Costs

The point of a price control to decrease prices, therefore the most simple argument to
make on this topic, and likely the most common, will be that instituting these price con-
trols will presumably eliminate overpriced drugs. While the premise of this argument
is relatively simple, the best cases will include nuances in the way they spin the impact.
Rather than just simply making the obvious connection between access to prescription
drugs to saving lives and quality of life, paint the picture of the current plague of inac-
cessibility and why it’s so important it be resolved. Including details such as how hard
it can be for people who lack insurance and/or are low-income to get the treatment they

⁷“How Do Deductibles, Copayments, and Coinsurance Work?” Optima Health, Sentara,
www.optimahealth.com/health-insurance-101/videos/how-do-deductibles-copayments-and-
coinsurance-work.
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need can help develop the narrative of your case from early on and utilize pathos to
appeal to both “lay” and “flow” judges alike.

4.3.2 Potential for Plans

As with the military spending topic of January 2018, this resolution poses a policy ac-
tionwith no details about the policy itself and the implementation. As hinted, this could
lead teams to feel inclined to run plans about how the United States federal government
would implement a price control on the pharmaceutical industry. To predict what peo-
ple might come, debaters should look into what kind of price controls exist across the
world, from the price ceilings of South Korea to the previously referenced reference pric-
ing in many European countries. When coming up against these plans, try to focus on
the individual arguments and impacts before ge ing into debating the plan itself. Many
of the arguments and impacts from specific plans will be the same no ma er the text of
the plan, as they all stem from the basic idea of decreasing the price of pharmaceutical
drugs.

If possible, the easiest path to refuting a plan case is the path of least resistance: accepting
it. Not only will this mean that much of your opponent’s case time was wasted, because
you aren’t going to refute it at all, but it will eliminate the amount of arguments on
the flow you need to take down in order to win. No ma er if someone reads a plan
about reference pricing or price ceilings, if the basic premise of their argument is that
decreasing the price of prescription drugs through their specific plan will lead to [X]
important impact, you can respond to that argument as you would in any other round.

However, if the plan is specific enough that the arguments all originate from the specific
text of it, you can always combat it in the ways you would any plan in Public Forum.
This doesn’t mean you have to jump into a theory shell or whip out the NSDA rulebook
on them; a ack the probability and feasibility of their plan. Even lay parents who have
no idea what a plan text is are receptive to the argument that without any proof that
something specific will happen if the resolution were to pass, there’s no reason to be
discussing the possibility in the round.

4.3.3 Specific Impact Advocacies

A step back from running an entire counterplan--and likely a common strategy--is to
isolate individual examples of drugs that need price controls as a specific advocacy.
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4 Topic Analysis by Megan Munce

Debaters should be well prepared to face cases that advocate for price controls on the
entirety of the pharmaceutical industries with impact scenarios specific to why price
controls on EpiPens or HIV medication might be essential. Strategies such as these will
on face give affirmative debaters a leg up, as it allows them to easily quantify their
impacts when weighing. For instance, according to the Wall Street Journal, 3.6 million
Americans were prescribed an EpiPen in 2015 alone.⁸

4.3.4 Reducing Lobbying

One of the biggest uses of pharmaceutical profits is lobbying. In fact, according to the
Guardian, the pharmaceutical industry has two lobbyists for everymember of Congress,
contributesmoney to 90% of representatives and 97% of senators, and spendsmore than
any other industry in lobbying politicians each year.⁹ Presumably, if companies aren’t
allowed to charge extremely high prices for their drugs it will lead to a loss of revenue
and therefore a decrease in the amount of money available to lobby Congress members.
One possible impact scenario of this could be describing what issues are affected by Big
Pharma lobbying, such as importing cheaper foreign drugs and hospital subsidies. With
many countries possessing much cheaper versions of drugs within the United States,
this could definitely be an interesting and unique route into accessing the impact of in-
creased accessibility. However, the majority of lobbying efforts by the pharmaceutical
industry goes towards preventing regulations that would mandate lowering the price
of prescription drugs. Branching off of this presumption, another route to pursue could
be the political ramifications if Big Pharma can no longer pursue its primary goal and no
longer gives millions of dollars to politicians, especially Republicans, each year. Yet an-
other scenario might be which issues the pharmaceutical lobby would pivot to pouring
money into if it can’t focus on keeping prescription drug prices high.

4.3.5 Impact Strategies

The affirmative on this topic provides an especially interesting opportunity to utilize pre-
wri en weighing overviews in rebu al or even in case. The majority of the arguments

⁸Tunney, Kelly. “How Many People Use EpiPens In America? Mylan’s Price Increase Is Taking Advan-
tage Of Its Users.” Bustle, Bustle, 26 Aug. 2016, www.bustle.com/articles/180800-how-many-people-
use-epipens-in-america-mylans-price-increase-is-taking-advantage-of-its-users.

⁹McGreal, Chris. “How Big Pharma’s Money--and its Politicians--Feed the US Opioid Crisis.” The
Guardian, The Guardian, 19 October 2018, h ps://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/oct/19/big-
pharma-money-lobbying-us-opioid-crisis
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4 Topic Analysis by Megan Munce

on this side revolve around what it means when people cannot afford to pay for drugs
that could save their life or at the very least majorly resolve serious ailments. Keeping
the focus on the human interest aspect of the debatewill greatly help affirmatives in their
ability to be persuasive and will also help when weighing because it is a much clearer
andmore familiar impact for judges to evaluate than arguments about howprice control
might affect the economy at large.

4.4 Negative

4.4.1 Research and Development

The most common argument that comes to mind for the negative is the simple eco-
nomics argument that if companies can’t make as much of a profit, they will be less
incentivized to create new and innovative products. Indeed, there is a plethora of liter-
ature surrounding the potential impacts price controls might have in the research and
development of pharmaceutical companies. For instance, the National Review writes:

The U.S. Department of Commerce calculates that price controls among
countries in the OECD, a major economic organization comprising much
of Europe, drives away $5 billion to $8 billion in potential pharmaceutical
development investment every year. That prevents the creation of three to
four new drugs annually.¹⁰

This argument and the many links into and impacts from it that exist will likely dom-
inate most negative cases. However, it is worth looking into who is actually pursuing
beneficial research before jumping to the impact scenario. As the Balance reports,

The pharmaceutical industry is the largest contributor towards funding
[biomedical] research, funding over 60 percent. The government contributes
to about a third of the costs, with foundations, advocacy organizations and
individual donors responsible for the remaining investments.¹¹

There are also huge categories of research to be broken down beyond this. The phar-
maceutical industry, by the virtue of being made up of companies that require profits
to function, often look towards creating drugs that will make them the most money or

¹⁰Pi s
¹¹Stone, Kathlyn. “Who Funds Biomedial Research?” The Balance, Dotdash, 30 August 2018,

h ps://www.thebalance.com/who-funds-biomedical-research-2663193.
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are marketable to the greatest amount of people. When reading arguments about the
research and development that pharmaceutical companies do and how price controls
might affect that, it’s crucial to include in case, or at least have on hand, specific exam-
ples of what kind of research and development the industry is currently going through
and why they’re so important to preserve.

4.4.2 Market Prices

Another extremely commonnegative argument response tomost affirmative arguments
is that the market will set its own prices. Economic theory would suggest that in order
to remain competitive, companies must keep their prices reasonable so as to not lose
business to someonewhomakes the same good and sells it formuch cheaper. As Forbes
explains,

The purpose of generic medicines is to enable a competitive market that
drives down prices and creates significant budgetary savings. According
to the Association for Accessible Medicines, generic medicines in 2016 (the
latest data available) have enabled $9.6 billion in savings for Medicare, Med-
icaid, commercially insured, and uninsured patients in Illinois alone.

The competitive environment that generic medicines enable also means
that these firms will typically operate with very small profit mar-
gins...Consequently, HB 4900 [a Illinois state bill imposing pharmaceutical
price controls] could have the perverse impact of driving out manufacturers.
This would worsen the competitive environment and (ironically) lead to
higher cost pressures.¹²

Common refutations to this argument will be pointing to empirical examples of when
this economic theory has not been true, such as with EpiPens andDaraprim, so debaters
who wish to run an argument surrounding the market se ing its own prices should be
ready to come equipped with evidence to back up that the exception only proves the
rule.

¹²Winegarden, Wayne. “Pharmaceutical Price Controls Will Not Im-
prove Health Care Outcomes in Illinois.” Forbes, Forbes, 17 May 2018,
h ps://www.forbes.com/sites/econostats/2018/05/17/pharmaceutical-price-controls-will-not-improve-
health-care-outcomes-in-illinois/#483be40f70d5.
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4.4.3 Decreased Accessibility

Anticipating the common argument of increased accessibility on the affirmative, the neg-
ativemight choose to incorporate arguments specifically about howprice controls could
decrease the accessibility of drugs to the patients that need them. For instance, increased
regulation on the pharmaceutical industry could lead to increases in the amounts of time
needed to process new drugs before they get released on the market. As the Hill argues:

And the price control process significantly degrades patient well-being.
Pharmaceutical firms have to undergo a long, drawn-out negotiating pro-
cess every time they want to sell a new medication in a controlled market.
All the while, sick people aren’t ge ing the medicines they need…

Obviously, these drugs can only help patients if regulators approve them.
Too often, that approval is slow to come.

And such delays are now common across a wide variety of drug classes,
leading to serious carnage: some 600,000 European deaths could be avoided
each year if the continent’s healthcare systems simply offered ”timely and ef-
fective medical treatments,” according to the European Union’s own data.¹³

This argument connects back to the idea of research and development as well, as price
controls will likely shift pharmaceutical companies’ interests from the drugs that people
need the most to the drugs that the most people need. People are the most willing to
pay for drugs they are in the most dire need of because of their absolute necessity, and
they communicate this necessity to producers in their willingness to pay much higher
prices for them. This keeps companies producing and innovating drugs for diseases
that affect less people, but are extremely debilitating or fatal for those people unless
they have access to the drugs they need. However, in a price control system where
any drug that would usually be priced above a certain threshold is now assigned the
same price, the incentive shifts to producing the drugs that affect the greatest amount
of people who will then pay that set price, rather than people who would have paid
even more because of their necessity. As such, this gap between the demand of the
buyers and the supply of producers will severely decrease the ability of many people
with debilitating or life-threatening diseases to be able to get the medication they need.
The CATO Institute articulates:

¹³Spiegel, Andrew. “The Tragic Toll of Drug Price Controls.” The Hill, The Hill, 5 May 2017,
h ps://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/healthcare/332145-the-tragic-toll-of-drug-price-controls.
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In the case of a low price, producers transfer profits to consumers. Con-
sumers, in competing for a limited amount of the controlled product, may
waste as much as they gain from ge ing it at a low price. For instance, the
people who waited in the 1970s gas lines probably shouldered as much cost
from the lost time queuing as they saved from the price controls on gaso-
line.¹⁴

4.4.4 Impact Strategies

Debaters on the negative can reliably predict that the affirmative’s impact strategy will
likely frame itself around some kind of social well-being or lives scenario. When con-
fronted with weighing between lives and impacts to the economy, be extra cautious:
many lay and flow judges alike will be turned off by teams that mishandle impacts and
try to minimize the effect of the deaths caused by lack of access to necessary medica-
tions. Finding ways to link into the same kind of impacts about social welfare that the
affirmativewill pursue, or at least planning ahead of time onways tomanipulate the im-
pacts you do decide to include in your case about them, will aide in making this debate
a li le bit easier to win.

4.5 Takeaways

As I mentioned at the very beginning, the rising prices of necessary pharmaceutical
drugs has been a highly covered issue in the media recently due to its extreme impor-
tance to people. The key to conquering the bias towards either side that a judge might
walk into the roomwith having consumed news about the subject is de-sensationalizing
the subject within the debate round. This means breaking down large, impersonal data
and painting a human interest storywithin the debate round. This topicwill likely draw
a clear line between debaters who over rely on evidence and those who can carry their
narrative through round.

Good luck these next two months! I can’t wait to see you close to home at Glenbrooks
this year.

¹⁴Morton, Fiona M. Sco . “The Problems of Price Controls.” Regulation, vol. 24, no. 1, 2001.
h ps://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/problems-price-controls
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5.1 High Prices

US patent monopolies distort the market to ensure prices are arbitrarily inflated
beyond where they should be

Baker, Dean. [Economist and the Co-Director of the Center for Economic and Policy
Research, in Washington, D.C.]. “End Patent Monopolies on Drugs”. New York Times,
2016. h ps://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2015/09/23/should-the-government-
impose-drug-price-controls/end-patent-monopolies-on-drugs

The United States stands out among wealthy countries in that we give drug companies
patent monopolies on drugs that are essential for people’s health or lives and then al-
lows them to chargewhatever theywant. Every otherwealthy country has some system
of price controls or negotiated prices where the government limits the extent to which
drug companies can exploit the monopoly it has given them. The result is that we pay
roughly twice as much for our drugs as the average for other wealthy countries. This
additional cost is not associated with be er care; we are just paying more for the same
drugs. Giving a drug company a monopoly where it charges what it can is like negoti-
ating firefighters’ pay when they show up at your burning house. This is not an issue
about the free market. The free market doesn’t have patent monopolies. The monopoly
power provided by a patent is a government policy to promote innovation. There are
problems with patent monopolies in many areas, but nowhere is the issue worse than
with prescription drugs. Patent protected drugs are often essential for people’s health
or even their lives. Allowing a drug company to have a monopoly where it can charge
whatever it can force the individual, or more typically the insurer or the government,
to pay makes li le sense. This is like negotiating the pay of firefighters at the point
where they show up at your burning house with your family inside. This would give
us much worse fire service and many very wealthy firefighters. A monopoly that al-
lows drug companies to sell their drugs at prices that can be hundreds of times the free
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market price has all the problems economics predicts when governments interfere with
the market. Drug companies routinely mislead doctors and the public about the safety
and effectiveness of their drugs to increase sales. The cost in terms of bad health out-
comes and avoidable deaths runs into the tens of billions of dollars every year. Drug
companies also spend tens of millions on campaign contributions and lobbying to get
every longer and stronger patent protection. The pharmaceutical industry is one of the
main forces behind the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and its demands for stronger patent
protections is one of the main obstacles to reaching an agreement with the other coun-
tries. We don’t need patent monopolies to support research. We already spend more
than $30 billion a year financing research through the National Institutes of Health. Ev-
eryone, including the drug companies, agrees that this money is very productive. We
could double or triple this spending and replace the patent supported research done
by the drug companies. With the research costs paid upfront, most drugs would be
available for the same price as a bo le of generic aspirin.

Lack of price control has resulted in US patients spending more per capita on drugs
than any other country

Kliff, Sarah. [Writer for Vox News]. “The true story of America’s sky-high pre-
scription drug prices”. Vox News, May 2018. h ps://www.vox.com/science-and-
health/2016/11/30/12945756/prescription-drug-prices-explained

What happens when you don’t price-regulate drugs? Just look at the United States. The
United States has no government panel that negotiates drug prices. There are thousands
of health insurance plans all across the country. Each has to negotiate its own prices
with drugmakers separately. Because Americans are fragmented across all these differ-
ent health insurers, plans have much less bargaining power to demand lower prices. In
other words: Australia is buying drugs in bulk, like you would at Costco, while we’re
picking up tiny bo les at the local pharmacy. You can guess who is paying more. “You
could say that American health care providers and pharmaceuticals are essentially tak-
ing advantage of the American public because they have such a fragmented system,”
Tom Sackville, president of the International Federation of Health Plans, says. “The sys-
tem is so divided, it’s easy to conquer.” There is one especially large health insurance
plan in the United States: Medicare, which covers about 55 million Americans over the
age of 65. But federal law expressly prohibits Medicare from negotiating drug prices or
making decisions about which drugs it covers. Instead, Medicare is required to cover
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nearly all drugs that the Food and Drug Administration approves. This means that
Medicare must cover drugs that aren’t an improvement over what currently exists, so
long as the FDA finds they’re safe for human consumption. Drugmakers know that as
long as their products are safe, Medicare will buy them. “For Medicare, the sky really
is the limit,” on drug prices, says Jamie Love, who has studied drug pricing and directs
the DC nonprofit Knowledge Ecology International. Americans end up spending way
more on prescription drugs than anyone else The result of this system is that Americans
spend $858 per person on prescription drugs. That’s about twice asmuch as Australians
and three times as much as the Dutch. Americans aren’t buying lots more drugs. We’re
just spending more on the ones we do buy. There isn’t much evidence that Americans
use an inordinately high amount of prescription drugs. It’s just that when we buy pre-
scription medications, we pay more for the exact same product. These are the prices for
the cancer drug Avastin in different countries. And these are the prices for Harvoni, a
drug that cures hepatitis C. Pick any brand-name drug, and you’ll almost certainly find
that the price in the United States is significantly higher than in other countries.

Literally everyone (except big pharma) agrees drug prices are too high

Hancock, Jay. [Reporter for the New York Times]. “Everyone Wants to Re-
duce Drug Prices. So Why Can’t We Do It?”. New York Times, Sept 2017.
h ps://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/23/sunday-review/prescription-drugs-prices.html

Of all the promises President Trump made for the early part of his term, controlling
stinging drug prices might have seemed the easiest to achieve. An angry public over-
whelmingly wants change in an easily vilified industry. The pharmaceutical industry’s
recent publicity nightmare included 1,000 percent price increases and a smirking chief
executive who said, “I liken myself to the robber barons.” Even powerful members of
Congress from both parties have said that drug prices are too high. But anymomentum
to curtail prescription drug costs— a problem that a large number of Americans nowbe-
lieve government should solve — has been lost amid rancorous debates over replacing
Obamacare and stalled amid roadblocks erected via lobbying and industry cash. “There
is a very aggressive lobby that is finding any and all means to thwart any reform to a
system that has produced very lucrative profits,” said Ameet Sarpatwari, an epidemiol-
ogist and lawyer at Harvard Medical School who follows drug legislation. “Everything
that’s coming out is being hit and hit hard— even stuff that’s common-sensical.” Mem-
bers of Congress who deal with health policy have spent much of the year advancing
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proposals to overhaul the Affordable Care Act, none of which was intended to reduce
drug prices. The latest Republican proposal, by Senators Lindsey Graham of South Car-
olina and Bill Cassidy of Louisiana, was no different. Meanwhile, more than two dozen
bills aimed at curbing drug costs have been introduced in this or the previous Congress,
according to the Drug Pricing Lab, a Memorial Sloan Ke ering Cancer Center program
that has cataloged ideas for reducing prices. Many have bipartisan support. Proposals
include allowing cheaper imports from other developed countries; allowing the govern-
ment to negotiate the price of Medicare-covered drugs; speeding approval of cheaper
generics; requiring notification by drug companies before they raise prices; and restrict-
ing drug ads aimed at consumers. Other ideas not in bill form include banning patents
for pills that simply modify existing medicines without significant clinical benefits and
adjusting prices according to a drug’s effectiveness. “There’s clearly no single solution
out there that will solve this rapidly rising spending,” said Dr. Peter Bach, who leads the
lab. But, he added, “there’s not a lot of fundamental disagreement about the direction
this needs to move.”

US pharma companies arbitrarily skyrocket prices now, and even though Medicaid
gets a discount, Medicare doesn’t

Lo, Chris. [Writer for Pharmaceutical Technology]. “Cost control: drug pricing policies
around the world”. Pharmaceutical Technology, 2018. h ps://www.pharmaceutical-
technology.com/features/cost-control-drug-pricing-policies-around-world/

The US system of pharma reimbursement is multi-faceted and somewhat opaque, and
often results in different prices for different buyers. The US doesn’t directly regulate
drug prices, meaning that drug companies can set whatever sticker price they deem fit,
as Gilead did in 2013 when it set a price of $84,000 for a 12-week course of its break-
through hepatitis treatment Sovaldi, kicking off a sustained backlash on drug pricing
that rages on today. Medicaid, the federal programme to cover the medical costs of
low-income individuals, receives a mandated discount, but Medicare – which provides
insurance for Americans over 65 and is the pharma industry’s biggest single customer,
spending $137bn onprescriptiondrugs in 2015 – is not allowed to negotiate at the federal
level. Insurance companies that have been contracted to administer Medicare are able
to negotiate, but with limitations such as having to cover all treatments across six broad
drug categories. The private insurance system, which covers many Americans who are
not on Medicare or Medicaid, is fragmented into hundreds of different employers and
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insurance providers, limiting their ability to negotiate steep discounts. While pharma
companies have a empted to deflect public and political criticism on drug pricing with
self-regulation – many companies have pledged to limit price rises to no more than 10%
per year – there appears to be li le chance of fundamental reform to US drug pricing
policy in the short term, despite President Donald Trump’s tough words on the sub-
ject, who described pharma companies as “ge ing away with murder”. Nevertheless,
US legislators are reportedly considering a new measure to stop drugmakers unfairly
delaying the launch of generic competition to their products.

UK price controls stop arbitrary price hikes by tying prices to the value provided by
the drug

Lo, Chris. [Writer for Pharmaceutical Technology]. “Cost control: drug pricing policies
around the world”. Pharmaceutical Technology, 2018. h ps://www.pharmaceutical-
technology.com/features/cost-control-drug-pricing-policies-around-world/

A voluntary system called the Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme (PPRS) is the
primary touchstone for se ing drug prices in the UK. The PPRS is a non-contractual
agreement between the UK Department of Health and the members of the Association
of the British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI), and is usually reviewed every five years.
The current iteration, launched in 2014 and set to expire on 31 December 2018, uses a
value-based pricing mechanism and limits the profits that pharma companies canmake
from drug sales to the NHS, rather than the prices themselves. The main body tasked
with determining the value of new branded drugs in the UK is the National Institute
of Health and Care Excellence (NICE). This non-departmental body of the Department
of Health evaluates the cost-effectiveness of drugs based on quality-adjusted life years
(QALY), whichmeasure the ability of a treatment to both extend and improve a patient’s
life. Generally, NICE will not approve any drug for sale to the NHS that costs more
than £30,000 per QALY, although exceptions have beenmade. In April last year, the UK
Government implemented a budget impact test, which stipulates that any treatment
that would cost the NHS more than £20m in any of its first three years of use would
trigger additional negotiations with the health service to mitigate the financial burden
on the public health system. This was criticised by some health charities and many
companies in the industry as a step too far, and the ABPI applied for a judicial review of
the test, arguing that many drugs that have been deemed cost-effective by NICE would
be affected by the new measure.
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Prices are kept secret because of middle men and gag clauses, allowing pharm
companies to jack prices without patients being able to see it

Atlas, Sco . [Writer for CNN]. “Soaring drug prices? Here’s how to control them”.
CNN, March 21, 2018. h ps://www.cnn.com/2018/03/21/opinions/the-overlooked-
ingredient-to-lower-drug-prices-atlas/index.html

One major problem is that patients are neither positioned nor incentivized to exert pres-
sure on drug prices directly. In the United States, many different parties pay directly
for drugs -- employers, government and insurers -- but the true end-user, the patient,
is not one of them. Patients are sheltered from any incentive to shop for lower prices
by insurance that minimizes out-of-pocket costs. Adding to that is an extraordinary
lack of price transparency, fueled by complex behind-the-scenes rebates totaling $179
billion (in 2016) from companies to pharmacy benefit managers, the government and in-
surers that pervert incentives and prevent any possible price consideration by patients.
Worse, many pharmacy benefit managers contractually prohibit pharmacists from vol-
unteering that a medication may be less expensive if purchased at the ”cash price” with
contractual ”gag clauses,” according to a 2016 survey ofmore than 600 community phar-
macies. And newly published data revealed that well over 20% of patient co-pays using
insurance actually exceeded actual total drug costs if patients paid by cash.

As a result of low transparency, drug prices vary up to 17 fold between different
stores in the same city

Atlas, Sco . [Writer for CNN]. “Soaring drug prices? Here’s how to control them”.
CNN, March 21, 2018. h ps://www.cnn.com/2018/03/21/opinions/the-overlooked-
ingredient-to-lower-drug-prices-atlas/index.html

The hidden truth is that prices vary tremendously betweendrugstores for the same exact
drug, yet patients are not sufficiently incentivized to alter buying pa erns. In a Decem-
ber 2017 Consumer Reports study, the national average price between different retailers
for a one-month supply of five common generics ranged by up to a factor of 20; for ex-
ample, the generic version of cholesterol-reducing Lipitor ranged from $12 or $13 at
HealthWarehouse.com or Sam’s Club to $242 at Kmart. Even in a single city, the 30-day
supply price showed a tenfold to 17-fold variation per drug. For the nearly 40 million
senior citizens taking five or more medications daily, the savings would be many hun-
dreds of dollars per month. Prices for medical care actually do respond to competition
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-- when patients have incentives to save money, as long as prices are transparent. Prices
have plummeted for medical procedures that relied on direct patient payment because
they were not covered by insurance, such as head-to-toe screening by CT and MRI, or
LASIK surgery for vision correction. In models incorporating price transparency with
defined benefits, prices for MRI and outpatient surgery were quickly forced down by
nearly 20% due to the leverage of value-seeking patients. Congress and this administra-
tion are poised to propose policies on prescription drug prices, an issue that has height-
ened in visibility in the wake of widely covered price gouging as well as inflammatory
comments by some pharma CEOs, most notably by now-jailed Martin Shkreli. Ameri-
cans have noticed. A September Politico/Harvard School of Public Health poll indicated
that from 76% to 88% of voters, depending on party, said it ”should be a priority” for
this Congress to address prescription drug prices.

US drug prices are way higher than the rest of the developed world, healthcare costs
are higher, per capita drug spending is higher, price controls solve

Sarnak, Dana, Squires, David, and Bishop, Shawn. [Researchers at the Commonwealth
Fund]. “Paying for Prescription Drugs Around theWorld: Why Is the U.S. an Outlier?”.
Commonwealth Fund, 2017. h ps://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-
briefs/2017/oct/paying-prescription-drugs-around-world-why-us-outlier.

Issue: Compared with other high-income countries, the United States spends the most
per capita on prescription drugs. Goal: To compare drug spending levels and trends in
the U.S. and nine other high-income countries — Australia, Canada, France, Germany,
the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Swi erland, and the United Kingdom; consider po-
tential explanations for higher U.S. spending; and explore patients’ exposure to phar-
maceutical costs. Method: Analysis of health data from the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development, the 2016 Commonwealth Fund International Health
Policy Survey, and other sources. Findings and Conclusions: Various factors contribute
to high per capita drug spending in the U.S.While drug utilization appears to be similar
in the U.S. and the nine other countries considered, the prices at which drugs are sold in
theU.S. are substantially higher. These price differences appear to at least partly explain
current and historical disparities in spending on pharmaceutical drugs. U.S. consumers
face particularly high out-of-pocket costs, both because the U.S. has a large uninsured
population and because cost-sharing requirements for those with coverage are more
burdensome than in other countries. Most Americans support reducing pharmaceuti-
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cal costs. International experience demonstrates that policies like universal health cov-
erage, insurance benefit design that restricts out-of-pocket spending, and certain price
control strategies, like centralized price negotiations, can be effective. Background U.S.
health care spending, per capita and as a percent of GDP, dwarfs that of any other high-
income country, and longitudinal trends reveal that the gap in spending between the
United States and the rest of the world continues to grow. Understanding the compo-
nents and drivers of health care spending is important for policymakers, providers, and
patients. One important component of overall health care expenditures is the amount
spent on prescription drugs. This brief compares prescription drug spending in the
United States and nine other high-income countries: Australia, Canada, France, Ger-
many, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Swi erland, and the United Kingdom. We
explore how three factors that determine drug spending — drug utilization, the type
and mix of drugs consumed, and the price of drugs — differ across countries. We then
examine how these costs are borne by patients in these countries — in particular, the
role insurance coverage and design plays in protecting patients, and specifically vulner-
able populations, from the burdens of paying the ever-rising costs of pharmaceuticals.
Findings PHARMACEUTICAL SPENDING IN THE U.S. AND ABROAD Prescription
drug spending per capita is far higher in the United States than in the nine other high-
income countries considered (Exhibit 1). This was not always the case. In the 1980s,
several countries spent about the same amount per capita as the U.S. But in the 1990s
and early 2000s, spending on prescription medications grew much more rapidly in the
U.S. than in other nations. Themid-1990s saw a decade of rapid pharmaceutical growth
in all countries, as annual numbers of FDA-approved drugs hit all-time highs, and sales
of hypertensive and cancer drugs boomed.1 In the U.S., this was accompanied by expan-
sions of coverage (including for prescription drugs) by the federal government, through
such programs as the Children’s Health Insurance Program, Medicaid, and Medicare.
Add to ChartCart In themid-2000s, spending growth slowed in all 10 countries, as fewer
blockbuster drugs gained approval and many top-selling drugs, like Lipitor, came off
patent.2 This slowdown ended in striking fashion in 2014 and 2015, as U.S. prescription
spending spiked by approximately 20 percent over a period of two years. This growth,
like that experienced in the 1990s, was principally because of the introduction of sev-
eral expensive specialty drugs to treat hepatitis C, cystic fibrosis, and other conditions.3
Also likely contributing to this growth in the U.S. was the increase in health insurance
coverage following passage of the Affordable Care Act. While prescription spending
also rose in 2014 and 2015 in several other countries (Germany, Norway, Swi erland,
and the United Kingdom), the increases were not as large or abrupt as in the U.S. The
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result is that by 2015, U.S. spending on pharmaceuticals exceeded $1,000 per person and
was 30 percent to 190 percent higher than in the other nine countries (Exhibit 2).

Alternate causes can’t explain the spending gap – population, drug consumption,
utilization per person, all are similar between the US and other countries – the big
difference is that companies charge way more for drugs in the US

Sarnak, Dana, Squires, David, and Bishop, Shawn. [Researchers at the Commonwealth
Fund]. “Paying for Prescription Drugs Around theWorld: Why Is the U.S. an Outlier?”.
Commonwealth Fund, 2017. h ps://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-
briefs/2017/oct/paying-prescription-drugs-around-world-why-us-outlier.

Four possible factors determine a country’s spending on pharmaceuticals: country pop-
ulation and volume of drugs consumed, drug utilization per person, type and mix of
drugs consumed (e.g., generics versus brand-name drugs), and prices at which drugs
are sold. While the United States has the largest population and the greatest absolute
prescription drug spending as a country, its spending per capita (shown in Exhibit 1 and
Exhibit 2) is still significantly higher than that of other countries. This higher per person
spending is not because of its larger population. At the same time, The Commonwealth
Fund’s 2016 International Health Policy Survey suggests that per person prescription
drug utilization in the U.S., while at the high end among high-income countries, is not
an outlier.5 Forty-seven percent to 60 percent of adults in all countries report taking one
ormore prescription drugs regularly, andwhile theU.S. is at the upper end of this range
(59%), the differencesmaynot be statistically significant. These findings alignwith other
research concluding that Americans consume similar amounts of drugs as people do in
other countries.6 The types of drugs consumed also influence pharmaceutical spend-
ing. In general, generic drugs have a lower per-unit price than nongenerics. In the U.S.,
generics make up 84 percent of the total pharmaceutical market (in terms of utilization,
not spending), a larger share than in all the other countries except for the U.K. (Exhibit
3). Add to ChartCart That generics — which have been aggressively promoted over
brand-name drugs by payers and pharmaceutical benefit managers — make up such a
large portion of the U.S. pharmaceutical market may seem counterintuitive, given that
the U.S. spends more on pharmaceuticals than any other country. Further complicating
the picture are research findings that approximately 20 percent of U.S. generics under-
went a rapid price increase between 2010 and 2015.7 More research is needed on how
these markups affected overall U.S. pharmaceutical spending. Finally, we investigated
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whether and how drug prices contribute to high U.S. spending. Comparing drug prices
across countries is a complicated and imperfect process, primarily because of the propri-
etary nature of the rebates drugmanufacturers offer different payers. In a 2013 analysis,
researchers a empting to account for these rebates created a retail price index for phar-
maceuticals, with the U.S. set at 100. Index values ranged from 95 in Germany to 46 in
the United Kingdom, reflecting that U.S. retail prices for commonly prescribed drugs
were 5 percent to 117 percent higher than prices in the other six countries included in the
study (Exhibit 4). The authors suggested that the lower prices in these other countries
reflected their more centralized processes for procuring pharmaceuticals and determin-
ing coverage.8 Add to ChartCart Another recent analysis from Bloomberg compared
the prices of six top-selling drugs across countries (Exhibit 5).9 Though these drugs’
higher prices may not be representative of all brand-name drugs, they suggest that —
even after adjusting for the confidential discounts offered to U.S. health plans — prices
for many blockbuster drugs are markedly higher in the U.S. than elsewhere. Further,
this analysis does not include potential rebates negotiated in other countries for payers
(e.g., the government), and therefore may represent a conservative analysis of the price
differential compared with the U.S.10

High prices harm patients – people in the US can’t afford necessary drugs, whereas
those in other countries can because of measures to limit out-of-pocket costs

Sarnak, Dana, Squires, David, and Bishop, Shawn. [Researchers at the Commonwealth
Fund]. “Paying for Prescription Drugs Around theWorld: Why Is the U.S. an Outlier?”.
Commonwealth Fund, 2017. h ps://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-
briefs/2017/oct/paying-prescription-drugs-around-world-why-us-outlier.

PATIENTS’ EXPOSURE TO PHARMACEUTICAL COSTS Just as pharmaceutical
spending differs across countries, the degree to which patients are exposed to out-of-
pocket costs varies. Cost exposure is determined by the extent of insurance coverage
among the country’s population and by national standards (or a lack thereof) for
insurance benefit design and protections against high out-of-pocket costs for poor or
sick patients (Appendix). In Norway, for example, copayments for pharmaceuticals can
be more than $50 per prescription, though these charges are capped at approximately
$260 annually. In contrast, the U.K.’s National Health Service requires li le or no
patient cost-sharing. Despite the differences among them, all countries do more than
the U.S. does to limit patients’ exposure to high out-of-pocket costs. While insured
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U.S. patients often pay li le or nothing for generic prescriptions, they can be billed
tens of thousands of dollars for certain high-priced medicines. Even Medicare’s Part D
prescription drug benefit has no out-of-pocket cap for beneficiaries. Only a handful of
U.S. states have passed legislation to limit out-of-pocket spending for insurance sold
within their borders; for example, Maryland has a $150 monthly cap for specialty-tier
drugs.11 In a 2016 international survey of adults, 14 percent of insured Americans
reported that, in the past year, they did not fill a prescription or skipped doses of
medicine because of the cost, compared with 2 percent in the U.K. and 10 percent in
Canada, the nation with the highest rate after the U.S. (Exhibit 6).12 Among Americans
without continuous insurance coverage over the past year, the rate was twice as high:
one-third reported they did not fill a prescription for medicine, or skipped doses of
medicine, because of the cost. Add to ChartCart For patients with chronic conditions,
cost barriers are particularly detrimental, as they can undermine adherence to highly ef-
fective medication regimens.13 The 2016 survey found that, in most countries, patients
with two or more chronic conditions were significantly more likely to skip medications
because of costs than were healthier patients, with one-fourth of chronically ill adults
in the U.S. reporting such a problem (Exhibit 7). Notably, the only countries where
such patients were not significantly more likely to report cost barriers to prescription
drugs were France, Germany, and the U.K. — countries that have instituted protections
to reduce out-of-pocket charges for their chronically ill populations.

High prices are the most significant cause of higher healthcare spending – even
though the US gets newer drugs sooner, it doesn’t improve health outcomes – other
countries with price controls that regulate negotiations do be er and break up
pharma monopolies

Sarnak, Dana, Squires, David, and Bishop, Shawn. [Researchers at the Commonwealth
Fund]. “Paying for Prescription Drugs Around theWorld: Why Is the U.S. an Outlier?”.
Commonwealth Fund, 2017. h ps://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-
briefs/2017/oct/paying-prescription-drugs-around-world-why-us-outlier.

Spending on prescription drugs in the U.S. far exceeds that in nine other high-income
countries, a phenomenon that appears to be principally explained by the higher prices
U.S. purchasers and consumers pay. Americans are more likely than their counterparts
to bear this financial burden out-of-pocket — both because the U.S. is the only country
among those studied with a large uninsured population, and because even Americans
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with insurance tend to have less protective benefits than people in other countries. The
importance of price in explaining high U.S. pharmaceutical spending is made appar-
ent when we examine historical trends. The two eras when drug spending growth in
the U.S. broke away from that in other high-income countries (the 1990s and 2014–15)
took place when blockbuster drugs were hi ing markets all over the world. Given that
the U.S. generally pays higher prices for on-patent drugs, this influx may have caused
its spending to rapidly outstrip that in other countries. One reason U.S. prescription
drug prices are higher may be the relative lack of price control strategies. Unlike the
U.S., many other countries employ centralized price negotiations, national formularies,
and comparative and cost-effectiveness research for determining price ceilings.14 In the
U.S., health care delivery and payment are fragmented, with numerous, separate negoti-
ations between drug manufacturers and payers and complex arrangements for various
federal and state health programs.15 And, in general, the U.S. allows wider latitude for
monopoly pricing of brand-name drugs than other countries are willing to accept. Re-
cent opinion polls have found that largemajorities of Americans believe the government
should be doing more to reduce the cost of prescription drugs.16 Ninety-two percent of
U.S. adults favor le ing the federal government negotiate lower drug prices for Medi-
care beneficiaries. Such a reform would mark a significant shift in U.S. policy toward
the more centralized pricing determinations used in other high-income countries. Cur-
rently, the Veterans Health Administration and the Department of Defense are the only
federal entities allowed to effectively negotiate directly with drug manufacturers; they
pay prices that are roughly half of those paid at retail pharmacies.17 Granting Medi-
care — which finances well over a quarter of prescription expenditures — the properly
designed authority to negotiate drug prices could help reduce costs for beneficiaries.18
Doing so could also potentially bring prices closer to those in other high-income coun-
tries. But given themaze of public and private payers in theU.S. health system, bringing
down drug prices for all Americans will most likely require a suite of market-based and
government-led pricing reforms. The more moderate spending trends in the other nine
countries also may reflect policies that result in new drugs and medical technologies
being adopted more gradually.19 Other countries generally assess not just whether a
new drug is effective, but whether it is more effective than existing therapies — and,
in some cases, whether it is cost-effective. Thus, while U.S. per-person drug utilization
may be similar to that in other high-income countries, new research indicates that the
mix of drugs Americans consume includes a higher proportion of newer, more expen-
sive medications — yet with no evidence of be er health outcomes.
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High prices will continue to increase and harm the middle class

Tanden, Neera, and Calsyn, Maura. [Tanden is the president of the Center for American
Progress and Calsyn is its director of health policy]. “Encourage Drug Research Over
Profiteering”. New York Times, 2015. h ps://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2015
/09/23/should-the-government-impose-drug-price-controls/encourage- drug-research-
over-profiteering-29

Last year pharmaceutical costs grew 13.6 percent – faster than any other part of the
health care industry – and pharmaceutical company profits were nearly 20 percent in
2012, double the average profitmargin for the S&P 500. That explainswhy almost 75 per-
cent of Americans still believe drug prices are unreasonable. Require drug companies
to invest a percentage of revenue in research, to discourage exorbitant prices and get
be er products. It’s no wonder, when this week one drug company announced a plan
to increase by over 4,000 percent the price of a 62-year-old drug on the World Health
Organization’s list of essential medicines. This isn’t the first time a drug company has
shocked the public with astronomical prices. But it can’t continue. The Affordable Care
Act’s medical loss ratio offers a blueprint for discouraging brazen price gouging. The
medical loss ratio requires health insurers to spend most revenues from premiums on
medical expenses or refund the excess to consumers. The reform has prompted insurers
to change pricing strategies, saving consumers $2.1 billion in 2012. We need a similar
policy for drug companies. We should require drug companies to either reinvest a mini-
mum percentage of revenues in research and development or contribute the shortfall to
the National Institutes of Health, and this will also cause drug prices to fall. This policy
would remove the incentive for drug companies to charge excessive prices, including
dramatically increasing prices for drugs that have been on the market for decades to
bolster revenues. Companies would have to refund a significant portion of those price
increases unless they simultaneously boosted research budgets, thus encouraging com-
panies to set more reasonable prices and discouraging them from purchasing the rights
to existing productswith the sole goal of raising prices. Consumerswould either get bet-
ter products or lower prices. Either way consumers win. This week’s news isn’t unique;
drug companies commonly demand exorbitant prices for their medications, even when
cheaper, equally effective options are available. They can do this because drugs don’t
operate in a normal market. Without reform, spending on prescription drugs, which to-
taled $374 billion in the U.S. in 2014, will continue to outpace the growth of other types
of health care spending. In the next decade, federal health care programs and their ben-
eficiaries will spend more than $1.1 trillion on brand-name prescription drugs. In fact,
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rising drug prices are even affecting the overall rate of health care cost growth, driving
up premiums for everyone and contributing to the squeeze on middle-class families’
bo om lines.

US per capita spending on drugs is far higher than other countries, price controls
involving Medicare negotiating with pharma companies would save billions of
dollars

Baker, Dean. [Economist and the Co-Director of the Center for Economic and
Policy Research, in Washington, D.C.]. “Reducing Waste with an Efficient Medi-
care Prescription Drug Benefit”. Center for Economic and Policy Research, 2013.
h p://cepr.net/documents/publications/medicare-drug-2012-12.pdf

However even with lower than projected costs, the United States still is spending far
more per person on prescription drugs than other wealthy countries. In 2012 the United
States was projected to spend $883 per person on prescription drugs. 5 This is nearly
twice as high as per person spending in other wealthy countries. Figure 1 shows the
ratio of per person spending on prescription drugs in the United States to spending in
Canada, Denmark, Germany, and the United Kingdom. For example, Canada spends
a bit over 70 cents for each dollar spent in the U.S. per person on prescription drugs.
The United Kingdom spends just under 40 cents, and Denmark only about 35 cents per
dollar spent in the U.S. The reason that other countries spend so much less on prescrip-
tion drugs is that their governments negotiate prices with the pharmaceutical industry.
While governments are granting the industry patent monopolies that prevent competi-
tors from selling the same drug at a lower price, they do not allow drug companies to
charge whatever price they want. In principle, the U.S. government could adopt the
same approach with Medicare. Medicare provides a huge market, far larger than most
countries. This should allow it to negotiate prices that are the same or lower prices
than what other countries pay. Table 1 and Table 2 show the projected saving to the
government and to beneficiaries if Medicare were to pay the same amount for prescrip-
tion drugs as other countries. In the low savings case, where the United States spends
as much on drugs as Canada, the cumulative savings to the federal government over
the next decade would be $229.7 billion. In addition, the savings to state governments
would be $30.8 billion, while beneficiaries would save $47.7 billion in lower premiums.
In the high saving case, where we paid the same amount for our drugs as people in
Denmark, the savings to the federal government over the next decade would be $541.3
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billion. The saving to the states would be $72.7 billion, and beneficiaries would save
$112.4 billion.

Price controls reduce costs for patients – VA proves, and slightly fewer products
available is insignificant

Kliff, Sarah. [Writer for Vox News]. “The true story of America’s sky-high pre-
scription drug prices”. Vox News, May 2018. h ps://www.vox.com/science-and-
health/2016/11/30/12945756/prescription-drug-prices-explained

What would happen if the United States started price-regulating drugs? For one thing,
we’d spend less on prescription drugs. If the United States set up an agency that nego-
tiated drug prices on behalf of the country’s 319 million residents, it would likely be
able to demand discounts similar to those of European countries. This would mean
that health insurance premiums wouldn’t go up nearly as quickly — they might even
go down. There would be trade-offs. We’d likely have to give up some of the choice of
drugs that our insurance plans cover. If a national board made decisions about what
prices were appropriate for drugs, it would need to have the ability to reject the drugs
that didn’t make the cut. Consider the Veterans Health Administration, which does ne-
gotiate drug prices. It gets drugs that are usually 40 percent cheaper thanwhatMedicare
pays. But it also covers fewer products. Margot Sanger-Ka recently reported for the
New York Times that “many older patients who get their health insurance from the V.A.
also sign up for Medicare drug plans to cover medicines that the V.A. won’t.” At the
same time, VA doctors do say their patients are generally able to obtain the medications
they prescribe.

The market fails to accurately regulate prices – government price controls are key

Carroll, Norman. [Carroll teaches, conducts research, and provides consulting services
in pharmacy management, pharmacoeconomics and managed care pharmacy at
Virginia Commonwealth University]. “Should the government regulate prescrip-
tion prices: the market doesn’t do it well”. Pharmacy Business and Economics,
2017. h ps://wp.vcu.edu/nvcarroll/2017/10/19/should-the-government-regulate-
prescription-prices-the-market-doesnt-do-it-well/

For most goods – like cars or shoes or groceries – the market does a good job of deter-
mining how much producers should supply and at what price to sell it. It does this by
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matching the quantity that consumers are willing to buy at a given price to the quan-
tity that suppliers are willing to sell at that price. The market – through the interaction
of supply and demand – then arrives at a price at which the quantities consumers are
willing to buy is equal to the quantity suppliers are willing to provide. The figure be-
low illustrates this. In this example, producers will supply 45 units and consumers are
willing to buy 45 units at a price of $45. At a higher price, say $50, producers would sup-
ply 50 units, but consumers would only be willing to buy 40. At a lower price, say $30,
consumers would be willing to buy 60 units, but producers would only 30 units. (Click
to enlarge) But the market may not do such a great job at determining optimal prices
and quantities for pharmaceuticals. There are at least two reasons for this: the effect
of insurance and prescribers’ awareness of drug prices. The insurance effect Insurance
impairs the ability of the market to match the quantity that producers will supply at a
given price to the quantity that consumers would buy at that price. This occurs because
insurance pays part of the price. As a result, the price the consumer actually pays, and
the price on which she makes her decision, is less than the price the supplier receives
(the insurer makes up the difference). The figure below illustrates this. The solid line
is a demand curve. It shows the quantity that consumers would be willing to purchase
across a range of prices. Let’s say a drug is priced at $74. The demand curve indicates
that consumers would be willing to buy 38 units of the drug at this price. Let’s also
assume that consumers have insurance for prescription drugs and that their copay for
this drug is $25. At the price consumers have to pay – $25 – they would be willing to
buy 82 units of the drug. This is far more than they would purchase if they had to pay
full price. (Click to enlarge) The physician effect In most markets, the consumer has
the primary, if not the sole, role in deciding whether she will buy a product. This is
not true in the pharma market. Here, consumers, insurers, and prescribers share this
role. Insurers decide whether or not they will pay for a particular product and how
much they will require the patient to pay. Prescribers decide whether a product will
be prescribed and which particular product is prescribed. Only after the prescriber has
decided to prescribe a product and the insurer has decided to pay for it does the con-
sumer’s choice ma er. (This assumes consumers will not purchase drugs the insurer
will not pay for.) Without a prescription, a consumer cannot get a prescription drug.
Unfortunately, prescribers do not know much about drug prices. A review of the sub-
ject indicates “Doctors consistently overestimated the cost of inexpensive products and
underestimated the cost of expensive ones.” Price is a lot less effective in determining
the optimal quantity of drugs sold when the primary decision makers don’t knowwhat
the prices are. So should government set prices? In the pharmaceutical market, insur-
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ance and prescribers’ lack of awareness of drug prices distorts the normal relationship
between price and quantity. A reasonable conclusion might be that because the market
does not do a particularly good job at se ing prices and levels of use (quantities con-
sumed), it might make sense for the government to regulate or negotiate prices. This is
what actually occurs in many countries.

Empirics from other countries and the VA prove price controls work

Carroll, Norman. [Carroll teaches, conducts research, and provides consulting
services in pharmacy management, pharmacoeconomics and managed care phar-
macy at Virginia Commonwealth University]. “Should the government regulate
prescription prices: it works where it’s tried”. Pharmacy Business and Economics,
2017. h ps://wp.vcu.edu/nvcarroll/2018/07/16/should-the-government-regulate-
prescription-prices-it-works-where-its-tried/

Comparison of U.S. Prices to Those of Other Countries The United States is unique
among high income nations in that it does not regulate prescription drug prices. Most
other high income nations have some mechanism in place to do so. A 2010 study com-
pared brand-name drug prices in the U.S. with those in other high income nations. The
results, shown below, indicated that prescription drug prices are higher in the U.S. than
in any of the comparison countries. The difference ranged from U.S. prices being twice
those in the U.K. to U.S. prices being about 15% higher than those in Swi erland. The
comparison nations represented a range of types of negotiation and financing of pre-
scription drugs. According to Morgan, Canada has a mix of public and private payers
for prescription drugs and a mix of statutory and voluntary price negotiations. At the
other end of the spectrum, the UK has a single payer system and government agencies
that evaluate the cost-effectiveness of drugs and negotiate drug prices with the phar-
maceutical industry. Two other studies document substantially higher U.S. prices for
brand-name drugs. Danzon and Furukawa found that U.S. prices at the manufacturer
level were 20-40% higher than prices in 11 other countries that included France, Ger-
many, the UK, Canada and Australia. The Canadian Patented Medicine Prices Review
Board publishes an annual report that compares Canadian prices to those of other na-
tions. The 2015 report indicated that U.S. prices were at least twice as high as those in all
other comparator nations – including France, Germany, the UK, Canada, Australia, and
Swi erland. Comparison of Medicare, Medicaid, and Veterans Administration Drug
Prices Medicaid requires drug makers to pay rebates as a condition of participation in
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the program. The minimum rebate for brand-name drugs is currently 23.1%. If drug
makers increase a drug’s price at a rate greater than the increase in the CPI, the rebate
increases. Because of large price increases, many drugs have Medicaid rebates much
larger than the 23.1% minimum. In addition, if the pharma company provides a larger
discount to a private purchaser, it must also give that discount to Medicaid. Finally,
many states negotiate additional supplemental rebates. States induce manufacturers
to pay additional rebates by threatening to require prior approval for drugs for which
supplemental rebates are not paid. The Part DMedicare drug program presents a much
different situation. The federal government is prohibited by law from negotiating drug
prices in theMedicare program. Instead, the private insurance companies that offer Part
D drug plans, or the PBMs they use, negotiate rebates on drugs dispensed to Medicare
patients. This allowsMedicare to take advantage of competition among pharma compa-
nies who use rebates to get favorable placement on private insurers’ formularies. How-
ever, savings from competition are constrained by two features of the Part D program.
First, Part D formularies must have at least two drugs from every therapeutic class. In
classes with small numbers of competitors, this limits the size of rebates that plans can
negotiate. Second, in six important classes – anticonvulsants, antidepressants, antineo-
plastics, antipsychotics, antiretrovirals, and immunosuppressants – Part D formularies
must include all or essentially all drugs in the class. This requirement substantially re-
duces pharma companies’ incentives to provide rebates for drugs in these classes. A
2014 CBO study of drugs in 53 therapeutic classes found that the average Part D rebate
was about 15% while the average Medicaid rebate was 54%. The federal government
also regulates drug prices for the VeteransAdministration. Similar toMedicaid, the gov-
ernment requires that the VA get the lower of a discounted price (the government sets
the discount) or the pharma company’s best price to any private purchaser. (The details
of pricing to the VA are explained in a 2005 CBO study.) The VA negotiates additional
discounts from pharma companies that wish to have their products on the VA’s limited
formulary. The CBO estimates that the VA pays about 42% of the AWP for brand-name,
single source drugs. By comparison, CBO estimates that Medicaid’s net prices average
about 50% of AWP.

Price control would work, status quo rebates get pocketed instead of going to
patients

Edney, Anna. [Writer for Bloomberg News]. “U.S. Government Should Negotiate
Drug Prices, Adviser Group Says”. Bloomberg, 2017. h ps://www.bloomberg.com/
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news/articles/2017-11-30/u-s-government-should-negotiate-drug-prices-adviser-
group-says

The U.S. government should use its heft to negotiate lower prescription drug prices,
according to a group of independent experts who advise the nation on science and
medicine. Congress should authorize the government to use its purchasing power to
get be er deals on drugs it buys throughMedicare, the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering andMedicine said in a report Thursday. The group also suggested the U.S.
discourage direct-to-consumer ads for prescription medications. “Monitoring will be
needed, but taking these steps should bring down the cost of prescription drugs while
still enabling the continuing development of new drugs,” the advisers said in the 189-
page report, called “MakingMedicines Affordable: ANational Imperative.” The report
will likely add fuel to a recurring debate in the U.S., where unlike most of the rest of the
world the government doesn’t directly regulate medicine prices and is prohibited from
negotiating prices in the Medicare drug-benefit program for the elderly. Pharmaceu-
tical lobbies have strongly resisted changes over the years. President Donald Trump
threatened to force bidding wars early in his presidency, but hasn’t taken any action so
far. The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering andMedicine blames high prices
onAmerica’s convoluted drug-supply chain, including intermediaries that privately ne-
gotiate discounts on behalf of clients such as insurers and employers. Some drugmak-
ers took advantage of government policies designed to promote innovation in order to
protect their patents and block competition, the group also said. ‘Supremely Complex’
“The United States biopharmaceutical enterprise has evolved into a supremely complex
amalgam of regulators, developers and manufacturers, retailers, insurers, wholesalers,
physicians, employers offering benefits, and intermediaries including organizations re-
ferred to as pharmacy benefit managers,” according to the report. “Not surprisingly,
the system is rife with potential conflicts of interest.” The group, led by Norman Au-
gustine, former chief executive officer of Lockheed Martin Corp., advised that federal
regulators set up a system for be er assessing the value of treatments and require more
transparency. The recommendation on price negotiationwill likely feature prominently
during a Senate health commi ee hearing on the report on Dec. 12. While Republi-
cans have typically sided with the pharmaceutical industry and opposed the approach,
Democrats have repeatedly pushed for it, including in legislation proposed this year.
Speaking at the Forbes Healthcare Summit on Thursday in New York, Seema Verma,
the head of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, said the administration is
focused on reducing beneficiary drug costs, particularly in Medicare. Echoing others in
the administration, she said competition typically is good, and that the problems stem
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from “bad actors.” “Where the issue is in drug pricing is where there are no competi-
tors,” she said. “The market works very well when there are competitors.” The admin-
istration is examining the idea of passing on manufacturer rebates in Medicare directly
to beneficiaries, Verma said. That would lower the price for individuals, but not neces-
sarily the total cost of the treatments. She wasn’t asked specifically about negotiating
prices in Medicare, which has about 55 million beneficiaries. Read More: a QuickTake
on why drugs cost less in the U.K. than in the U.S. The advisers’ report doesn’t back
a controversial proposal Democrats and some Republicans have supported that would
allow Americans to import cheaper drugs from other countries. It’s “not clear” how
much the proposal would reduce drug prices, the group said. Many of the proposals
put forward have been brought up in medical and policy debates over years and would
be an uphill ba le with the pharmaceutical industry. The Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America, a lobby group for drugmakers, has opposed allowing the
government to become involved. On Thursday PhRMA released a report examining
the U.S. drug distribution system. It blamed insurers and benefit managers for failing
to pass on negotiated drug discounts to patients. They often keep the discounts, leading
to higher out-of-pocket costs for patients whose co-pays and deductibles based on the
higher, non-negotiated price, PhRMA said.

The market’s incredibly distorted now – only price controls stop arbitrary 5000%
price hikes

Bernstein, Jared. [A senior fellow at the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, was
the chief economist and economic adviser to Vice President Joe Biden and executive
director of the White House Task Force on the Middle Class from 2009 to 2011].
“Drug Price Controls Are Vital in a Market That’s Not Free”. New York Times, 2016.
h ps://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2015/09/23/should-the-government-impose-
drug-price-controls/drug-price-controls-are-vital-in-a-market-thats-not-free

If Charles Dickens were writing today and seeking a life model for one of his villains,
he’d be pleased to find Martin Shkreli, the former hedge fund manager who, upon ac-
quiring the rights to a critical drug for patients with life-threatening infections, raised
its price to $750 from $13.50 per tablet. We cannot count on drug companies to make
necessary medicines affordable or count on them to develop the drugs we most need.
But the problem we face is less this particular individual than the fact that we’re impos-
ing a market structure on something that should be a public good. Wewouldn’t squirm
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watching this guy try to explain himself if he were selling yachts or high-end real estate.
The challenge is finding the public policies that will take pharmaceuticals from what
any objective person would view as a highly distorted market — prices don’t rise 5,500
percent overnight in a functioningmarket— to amore rational one. Hillary Clinton just
released a new proposal with various ideas that point in that direction: allowing Medi-
care to bargain for lower drug prices, a monthly cap of $250 for patients with chronic
conditions, research and development investment requirements for highly profitable
drug companies, prohibition of delaying tactics that keep generics out of the market,
and more. All good ideas that incrementally push in the right direction. But to go fur-
ther will require two more aggressive steps: price controls and new incentives for drug
research. Price controls for drugs, which are common in other advanced economies,
increase affordability. But even when the mechanism is “cost-plus” pricing — the gov-
ernment allows drug companies some degree ofmarkup— their profitswill still decline
from current levels.

High costs kick people off insurance which is the main cause of poor health
outcomes

David Satcher, Stuart J. Marylander, Paul C. Brucker, Jack W. Colwill, U. Haspel,
William S. Hoffman, Pedro Ruiz, Juereta P. Smith, Margaret T. Stanley, Robert L.
Summi , Eric E. Whitaker, Modena H.Wilson, Charles E. Windsor George D. Zuidema,
Fi hugh Mullan, Robert G. Eaton Elizabeth M. Short. “Improving Access to Health
Care Through Physician Workforce Reform: Directions for the 21st Century: Third
Report to Congress and the Department of Health and Human Services Secretary.”
Rockville, Md: Health Resources and Services Administration, Dept of Health and
Human Services; 1992.

The major elements of the health care crisis include: • Inadequate access to care. • Poor
and/or unequal health status within the population. • The high cost of health care . In-
adequate Access toHealth Care The problems associatedwith access to health care have
deeply rooted social, economic, and educational implications. Significant numbers of
people do not have access to affordable and quality health care, and the numbers con-
tinue to increase. Availability of insurance or other third-party coverage is a necessary
means of access for preventive and medical services. Yet, 37 million Americans lack
health insurance, three-fourths of them are fulltime workers and their families, and an-
other 16 million have inadequate coverage. In 1990, 17 percent of the nonelderly U.S.
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population did not have private or public coverage.3 In 1988, twothirds of the uninsured
population were in families of full-year steadily employed workers.4 These individuals
and their families face barriers in obtaining medical care and are less likely to get pre-
ventive care or adequate care when faced with serious illness. Studies have shown that
lack of insurance coverage is the major barrier to health care. Without insurance cov-
erage, many individuals and their families forgo medical care or opt for reduced care.
One recent study showed data indicating that lack of access to basic care inWashington,
D.C., and theUnited States resulted in excess needless premature deaths amongAfrican
Americans from common treatable conditions such as asthma, pneumonia, hyperten-
sion, and tuberculosis.5 Similarly, studies in New York City indicate that residents in
low income census tracts were significantly more likely to be hospitalized for common
conditions that can be treated with access to basic health care.6 Poor and/or Unequal
Health Status Within the Population Many socioeconomic factors affect health status,
including poverty, unemployment, lack of education, poor housing, and unsafe neigh-
borhoods. Figure 1 displays indicators of health status and medical care utilization by
race and poverty status. This information provides evidence that the health status of
individuals in the population varies according to race and socioeconomic status. Sim-
ply stated, our Nation’s most vulnerable citizens- minorities, the poor, the unemployed,
and the poorly educated-are at greatest risk for poor health. However, health problems
are exacerbated by barriers to regular primary and preventive care. Unfortunately, our
Nation’s most vulnerable citizens are also the mostly likely to be uninsured. Although
Medicaid is often considered to be the catchall program for the poor, in reality, this is
not the case. At the time it was enacted as Title XIX of the Social Security Act in 1965,
Medicaidwas not intended to pay formedical services of all poor Americans. Instead, it
was designed to provide medical assistance to those in the welfare program categories
of the aged, blind and disabled, and poor women or families with children, thus leaving
out poverty-stricken single people and childless couples. The restricted financial crite-
ria for Medicaid eligibility have excluded the employed poor. For reasons that include
these limitations on eligibility, about 60 percent of the poor do not receive Medicaid
benefits. This leaves a significant gap between the number of people living below the
poverty level and the actual number of Medicaid recipients. Consequently, substantial
numbers of ind ividuals do not benefit from any health program coverage for major
portions of the year. The resulting lack of health care is associated with worse health
status among the poor.
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High prices for cancer drugs ensure people don’t get treatment or only get partial
treatment, ensuring net worse health outcomes – value based pricing solves

Thompson, Dennis. [Reporter for HealthDay]. “Presidential Panel Says High-Priced
Cancer Drugs Harm Patient Care”. HealthDay, March 2018. h ps://consumer.
healthday.com/cancer-information-5/mis-cancer-news-102/presidential-panel-says-
high-priced-cancer-drugs-harm-patient-care-731892.html

”Financial toxicity” caused by high cancer drug prices is harming people’s ability to fight
the dreaded disease, a new report from the President’s Cancer Panel warns. The report,
released Tuesday, argues that urgent action is needed to stem the growing price tags
associated with new cancer drugs, particularly if the price doesn’t match the amount
of benefit the drug offers. ”Drug costs are accelerating far faster than costs for other
components of care, which, together, can result in a significant financial burden on pa-
tients and their families,” the three-member panel wrote. ”When financial resources
are strained, patients are less likely to follow treatment regimens, potentially worsen-
ing health outcomes these drugs are intended to improve.” The panel recommends a
series of actions to minimize the impact of drug costs on patients while also promoting
value-based pricing of newer drugs. In 2013, cancer patients paid $207,000 a year, on
average, for their medications, compared with $54,100 a year in 1995, according to the
report. The panel reported that much of the increase can be a ributed to new cancer
drugs coming on the market. More than half of new cancer drugs approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration from 2009 to 2013 were priced at more than $100,000 for
one patient’s treatment for a year. In 2015, cancer patients were paying from $7,484 to
$21,834 a month to take new breakthrough drugs that could help them survive. These
prices are causing financial toxicity -- a term the panel used to describe the negative im-
pact of cancer care costs on the well-being and survival chances of patients. ”We have
patients every day who need to take medication and may be facing very difficult deci-
sions about whether to take their medicine as prescribed or making adjustments based
on financial concerns,” said Ann Geiger, an adviser to the panel. She’s deputy associate
director of the Healthcare Delivery Research Program at the U.S. National Cancer Insti-
tute. PhRMA, which represents the pharmaceutical industry, responded to the panel’s
findings. ”Today’s cancer therapies were unimaginable just a decade ago. These new
therapies a ack disease at the molecular level and are tailored to the unique needs of
individual patients,” Holly Campbell, deputy vice president of public affairs at PhRMA,
said in a statement. ”Thanks to these breakthroughs, the cancer death rate in the United
States has fallen 25 percent since its peak and two out of three patients diagnosed with
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cancer are living at least five years after diagnosis,” she added. But, ”too often insur-
ance companies don’t cover the newest cancer breakthroughs and if they do, they often
put all medicines to treat certain types of cancer on the highest cost-sharing tier,” Camp-
bell explained. ”This concentrates costs on the sickest patients, which is the opposite of
how insurance is supposed to work.” ”And the cost of treatment doesn’t reflect the full
range of factors that contribute to the financial hardships faced by patients with cancer,”
Campbell added. ”Research shows that physician and hospital fees, transportation ex-
penses and the inability to work, among other medical and non-medical factors, are
driving the cost burden on patients.” In the report, the panel recommends: Promoting
value-based pricing so that drug costs are more reflective of their benefits and effective-
ness. Providing patients with be er information and clearer communication about the
cost of their treatment options, so they canmake the best-informed decisions about their
care. Maintaining access to high-quality health insurance that minimizes the impact of
cancer drug costs on patients. Stimulating competition that promotes the development
of generic and biosimilar versions of pricey cancer drugs. Arming the FDA with the re-
sources needed to assess cancer drug safety and effectiveness. Investing in new research
that will promote the development of innovative and high-value cancer drugs. ”All
Americans should have the opportunity to purchase reasonably priced, high-quality
health insurance with prescription drug coverage to facilitate affordable access to can-
cer drugs,” the report states. The American Society of Clinical Oncology issued a state-
ment applauding the panel ”for calling for urgent collaborative action to align cancer
drug prices with value.” ”This is a societal problem, and our nation needs to tackle ris-
ing drug prices, together with other major drivers of increasing health care costs,” the
group’s chief executive, Dr. CliffordHudis, said in the statement. The American Cancer
Society agreed. ”Managing rising drug prices is a common struggle for cancer patients
who are often unsure about what their insurance will cover or how much of the cost
they’ll have to shoulder,” according to American Cancer Society representative Kirsten
Sloan. She’s vice president for public policy for the society’s Cancer Action Network.
”If patients are going to maintain access to the drugs they need, there has to be a bal-
anced approach that recognizes the need for innovation and affordability. This report
offers an important starting point for a critical national conversation,” Sloan said.
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High prices cause bankruptcy, treatment delay, and death – it’s ge ing worse in the
status quo because of private insurers and generic price hikes, price controls via
negotiations with Medicare solve

Ho, Vivian. [Reporter for US News]. “The Harm of High Drug Prices”. US News, 2016.
h ps://www.usnews.com/opinion/policy-dose/articles/2016-12-12/the-harm-of-high-
drug-prices-to-americans-a-continuing-saga

High drug prices are harmful. Medical costs and out-of-pocket expenses result in high
rates of bankruptcies, and 10-25 percent of patients either delay, abandon or compro-
mise treatments because of financial constraints. Survival is also compromised. For
example, in chronic myeloid leukemia, the 8-10 year survival rate is 80 percent in Eu-
rope (where treatment is universally affordable); in the U.S., where finances may limit
access to drugs, the 5-year survival is 60 percent. In surveys, 78 percent of Americans
worry most about costs of drugs. Sadly, three years after the issue was raised, there has
been li le progress. The problem is compounded by 2 additional factors. First is the in-
creasing shift in the cost of care and drugs to patients. Insurers justify this ”skin-in-the-
game” strategy as effective in reducing costs, but the high out-of-pocket expenses have
turned this into ”deterrence-in-the-game,” discouraging patients from seeking care or
purchasing drugs. In a recent survey, one-third of insured Texans delayed or did not
pursue care because of high out-of-pocket expenses. Second is the spill-over of high
drug prices to generics. Complex regulatory issues and shortages allow companies to
increase prices of generics to levels as high as patented drugs. The latest scandals – Tur-
ing, Valiant and Mylan – are only the most extreme examples of a common strategy in
pricing drugs. Generic Imatinib to treat chronic myeloid leukemia is priced at $5,000-
8,000/year in Canada, $400/year in India, but $140,000/year in the U.S. For generic drugs
to be priced low, four to five generics have to be available. The average cost of filing for
FDA approval of a drug is $5 million in 2016, and the average time to approval is 4
years. There are currently more than 3,800 generic drug applications awaiting FDA ac-
tion. The FDA should overhaul its procedures to reduce the cost of filing to less than $1
million per drug, reduce the timeline to approval to 6-12 months and monitor for the
availability of multiple generics at all times. While expressing a desire to ”be part of the
solution,” the drug industry has done li le. Instead, it funded a $100+ million public
relations campaign in 2016 to support the sustenance of high prices. Of interest, some
drug industry CEOs favor lowering drug prices, arguing that affordable drugswill have
deeper market penetration, keeping more patients alive who continue to purchase and
use these drugs, thus generating more long-term profits. Several solutions can be im-
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plemented to reduce drug prices: 1) Allow Medicare to negotiate drug prices (this can
save $400-800 billion over a decade). 2) Establish a post-FDA mechanism to review the
benefits of drugs and define fair prices. 3) Encourage medical organizations to incor-
porate price into definitions of ”treatment value.” 4) Prevent strategies that delay the
availability of generics (this saved the U.S. health care system $227 billion in 2015 and
$1.46 trillion over a decade. 5) Accelerate the process of generics approval and reduce
costs of filing. 6) Request that drug companies report transparently the costs of research
and development to justify prices.

High healthcare costs push wages downward – employers trade off wages with
rising insurance costs

Goldhill, David. [M.A. in History from New York University, Speaker at Harvard Med-
ical School and the Institute of Medicine, 2013]. “Catastrophic Care: How American
Health Care Killed My Father – And HowWe Can Fix It”, ebook, no page numbers.

I admit I’ve simplified here for purposes of illustration. Companies don’t really calcu-
late individual employees’ pay after subtracting their individual health care costs on an
ongoing basis. Most of us compute an average premium cost for all employees and ap-
ply that to individual hiring decisions. But the end result is the same: paying for your
health insurance is just another way your employer compensates you for your work.
Which means that over time, the money your company spends on your premiums re-
ally comes out of your own pocket—where else would it come from? ¶ Now, I suspect
most people have a hard time believing this; after all, what company that drops health
insurance turns around and gives employees raises covering its savings? But over time—
and over the whole economy—the effect is accepted by economists of all ideologies: the
more companies shell out for health care, the less they pay in salaries and wages.¶With
health care expenses increasing faster than inflation over the past forty-five years—and
faster than overall economic growth for many of those years—we’ve clearly seen the
impact of higher health insurance premiums in slower wage growth.†¶ FOOTNOTE
BEGINS…¶ In the decade before the recession—1998 to 2008—the American economy
grew by 25 percent and corporate profits grew by 54 percent. Yet average wages grew
by only 13 percent. Cast your mind back to those good old pre-recession days. Liber-
als and conservatives argued furiously as to why the American worker seemed to be
doing so poorly. Was it because of tax cuts, declining unionization, deregulation, or
globalization? But while the data are difficult to measure precisely, President Obama’s
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Council of Economic Advisors suggested an alternative leading cause: the explosion
of employer health insurance costs. In its 2009 “Economic Case for Health Reform,”
the CEA includes a chart which it says shows that the bulk of growth in compensa-
tion costs in the decade 1996–2006 went to employer health premiums; in other words,
spending on health insurance crowded out growth in wages. The CEA projected that
more than 100 percent of the growth in future compensation could go to higher premi-
ums. In other words, wages could actually decline over time to compensate for higher
employer health costs.¶ FOOTNOTE ENDS… ¶ In our recent recession, most compa-
nies have tried to hold the line on compensation costs. Yet employer health insurance
premiums continue to grow—up by 4.7 percent in 2008, 5.5 percent in 2009, and 3 per-
cent in 2010. So what are companies doing to compensate? Many are cu ing back on
their benefits packages and increasing deductibles, co-pays, or employee shares of pre-
miums. In other words, to avoid cu ing pay, they are passing on more costs to their
employees.

Healthcare cost growth swallows a fifth of the economy in less than a decade – drug
costs are a major contributor

Johnson, Carolyn. [Reporter at the Washington Post, Masters in Science Writing from
MIT]. “Why America’s health-care spending is projected to soar over the next decade”.
WashingtonPost, 2017. h ps://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/02/15/u-
s-health-care-spending-projected-to-soar-to-5-5-trillion-by-2025/?utm_term=.ef5477be728b

U.S. health-care spending grew 4.8 percent last year, as the country has emerged from a
period of historically low health spending growth, according to new federal estimates.
However, that growth is projected to accelerate over the next decade as Americans age
andmedical prices rise.¶ The country spent $3.4 trillion on health care in 2016, a number
that is projected to grow to $5.5 trillion by 2025. The study, by the Centers for Medicare
andMedicaid Services, projects that the average growth in health spendingwill be even
faster between 2016 and 2025, at 5.6 percent per year, driven by inflation in the cost of
medical services and products and an aging population.¶ The estimates were published
in the journal Health Affairs on Wednesday.¶ Economy & Business Alerts¶ Breaking
news about economic and business issues.¶ Sign up¶ The projections are based on an
assumption that the legislative status quo will prevail — an unlikely scenario given
President Trump and Republicans’ plan to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act.¶
The spending projections are similar to previous estimates, pu ing health care on track
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tomake up about a fifth of the economy by 2025.¶After several years of historically slow
growth, health spendingwill pick up in part as medical prices increase, according to the
study. Medical price inflation — the increase in the costs of doctors’ visits, drugs and
hospital care — has been at low levels, largely due to inflation overall being low after
the recession and in part because of the expiration of a temporary payment increase to
primary care providers inMedicaid, according to CMS economist SeanKeehan, who led
the study.¶ ¶ Health Affairs¶ The slower growth in 2016 was a ributed to a variety of
factors. Medicaid spending grew more slowly, and prescription drug spending, which
grew 9 percent in 2015 due to expensive hepatitis C drugs, only increased 5 percent in
2016. That was in large part due to the slowing use of expensive drugs to treat hepatitis
C.¶ Looking forward to 2025, prescription drug spending was projected to grow at 6.4
percent per year, faster than overall health spending and faster than the economy is
expected to grow. The researchers credited the trend to the increased spending on high-
priced specialty drugs but noted that most of the drugs usedwill continue to be cheaper
generic drugs.¶ Medicare spending is expected to grow at an average of 7.1 percent per
year over the 10-year period, whileMedicaid spending is expected to grow at an average
rate of 5.7 percent annually between 2017 and 2025.

Costs are the number one systemic risk to the economy and trigger a full blown
recession

Byrne, John Aidan. [Former Associate Editor at S&P Global, has 25+ years reporting
about the economy and investment]. “The health care industry is bound to collapse
soon, experts say”. New York Post, 2017. h p://nypost.com/2017/04/30/the-health-care-
industry-is-bound-to-collapse-soon-experts-say/

The US health care sector may be incubating the next big Lehman-style disaster that
could tip the economy into a full-blown recession, according to industry analysts.¶ For-
get about the subprime mortgage collapse. The health care sector is nursing its own
toxic mess, with soaring debt, the analysts say. “As a nation, we have to step up our
game and get on top of it; this is a huge issue,” said Chris Oretis, a former Washing-
ton lobbyist who now works as executive vice president in the life insurance secondary
markets at GWG Holdings.¶ As industry spending and debt servicing rage out of con-
trol, health care is ranked as the No. 1 US “systemic recession risk” in a new report.
The sums at stake are staggering: Spending in the sector accounted for $3.3 trillion in
2015, and is 18 percent of the US economy today. The industry generates 16 percent of
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private sector jobs nationwide, up from 10 percent in 1990.¶ US health care spending
is forecast to grow by an average 5.6 percent annually in the coming decade, accord-
ing to a report by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), a projection
based on no changes out of Washington and in the Affordable Care Care through 2025.
Meanwhile, national spending on health care is forecast to outpace US gross domestic
product growth by 1.2 percent. CMS has estimated that spending will comprise 19.9
percent of GDP by 2025, up from 17.8 percent in 2015.¶ “There’s no question that ris-
ing health care costs are hurting our overall economy,” said New York-based financial
adviser Michael Mondiello. “With consumer spending accounting for some 70 percent
of economic activity, the more we spend on health care, the less we have to purchase
other things like a vacation or to save for retirement.”¶ The feeble economic growth
elsewhere has failed to keep up with a gargantuan health care debt binge among both
individuals and governments, critics said.¶ Then there’s the boom in mergers, in facil-
ity building and in manpower hiring that analysts say could be signs of a speculative
bubble that could eventually burst.¶ “The bigger picture is with the health industry’s
ballooning debt and a government that lacks sufficient capital,” said Mondiello. “This
[bailout] bill will likely be passed on to consumers, pu ing us as a country deeper into
debt,” addedMondiello, a former CPA in the emerging business sector at Coopers & Ly-
brand.¶ The firstmurmurs of early troublemayhave beendetected.¶ “Companies in the
health care sector are starting to lay people off,” said JohnBurns, CEOof JohnBurnsReal
Estate Consulting, an independent research and consulting firm on macro trends, such
as the health care and technology sectors, that drive the US housing market.¶ “Health
care companies borrowed too muchmoney, and have grown their debt faster than their
revenue, so you have to have a pullback.”¶ Earlier this year, for example, MD Ander-
son Cancer, Houston’s second-biggest employer, said it was slashing 1,000 jobs amid
losses that surpassed $100 million in one quarter alone. Job growth overall in the health
care sector is slowing.¶ In a report published by Burns, health care is identified as the
largest systemic risk to the economy, of the three sectors Burns examined, which also
included technology and automotive.¶ The conventional wisdom points to US demo-
graphic trends, and an aging population, as supportive of the long-term strength, but
the report shows industry growth has surpassed what is sustainable:¶ Health care com-
pany debt is up 308 percent since 2009.¶ The number of hospitals in health systems has
expanded by 26 percent since 1999.
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Healthcare industry implosion is coming now – kills the economy

Byrne, John Aidan. [Former Associate Editor at SandP Global, has 25+ years reporting
about the economy and investment]. 4/30/2017, “The health care industry is bound
to collapse soon, experts say,” New York Post, 2017. http://nypost.com/2017/04/30/
the-health-care-industry-is-bound-to-collapse-soon-experts-say

The US health care sector may be incubating the next big Lehman-style disaster that
could tip the economy into a full-blown recession, according to industry analysts.¶ For-
get about the subprime mortgage collapse. The health care sector is nursing its own
toxic mess, with soaring debt, the analysts say. “As a nation, we have to step up our
game and get on top of it; this is a huge issue,” said Chris Oretis, a former Washing-
ton lobbyist who now works as executive vice president in the life insurance secondary
markets at GWG Holdings.¶ As industry spending and debt servicing rage out of con-
trol, health care is ranked as the No. 1 US “systemic recession risk” in a new report.
The sums at stake are staggering: Spending in the sector accounted for $3.3 trillion in
2015, and is 18 percent of the US economy today. The industry generates 16 percent of
private sector jobs nationwide, up from 10 percent in 1990.¶ US health care spending
is forecast to grow by an average 5.6 percent annually in the coming decade, accord-
ing to a report by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), a projection
based on no changes out of Washington and in the Affordable Care Care through 2025.
Meanwhile, national spending on health care is forecast to outpace US gross domestic
product growth by 1.2 percent. CMS has estimated that spending will comprise 19.9
percent of GDP by 2025, up from 17.8 percent in 2015.¶ “There’s no question that rising
health care costs are hurting our overall economy,” said New York-based financial ad-
viser Michael Mondiello. “With consumer spending accounting for some 70 percent of
economic activity, the more we spend on health care, the less we have to purchase other
things like a vacation or to save for retirement.”¶ The feeble economic growth elsewhere
has failed to keep up with a gargantuan health care debt binge among both individuals
and governments, critics said.¶ Then there’s the boom in mergers, in facility building
and in manpower hiring that analysts say could be signs of a speculative bubble that
could eventually burst.¶ “The bigger picture is with the health industry’s ballooning
debt and a government that lacks sufficient capital,” said Mondiello. “This bailout bill
will likely be passed on to consumers, pu ing us as a country deeper into debt,” added
Mondiello, a former CPA in the emerging business sector at Coopers and Lybrand.¶
The first murmurs of early trouble may have been detected.¶ “Companies in the health
care sector are starting to lay people off,” said John Burns, CEO of John Burns Real Es-
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tate Consulting, an independent research and consulting firm on macro trends, such
as the health care and technology sectors, that drive the US housing market.¶ “Health
care companies borrowed too muchmoney, and have grown their debt faster than their
revenue, so you have to have a pullback.”¶ Earlier this year, for example, MD Ander-
son Cancer, Houston’s second-biggest employer, said it was slashing 1,000 jobs amid
losses that surpassed $100 million in one quarter alone. Job growth overall in the health
care sector is slowing.¶ In a report published by Burns, health care is identified as the
largest systemic risk to the economy, of the three sectors Burns examined, which also
included technology and automotive.¶ The conventional wisdom points to US demo-
graphic trends, and an aging population, as supportive of the long-term strength, but
the report shows industry growth has surpassed what is sustainable:¶ Health care com-
pany debt is up 308 percent since 2009.¶ The number of hospitals in health systems has
expanded by 26 percent since 1999.

Continued cost increases cause the healthcare bubble to pop, collapse the economy

Howrigon, Ron. [President and CEO of Fulcrum Strategies, Masters in Economics from
North Carolina State University, has held SeniorManagement level positionswith three
of the largest Managed Care Companies in the country, including Kaiser Permanente,
CIGNA HealthCare and BlueCross BlueShield, former Director of Community Medi-
cal Services with Kaiser Permanente]. “Flatlining: How Healthcare Could Kill the US
Economy”. Greenbranch Publishing, pages 8-11, December 30th, 2016.

In 2010, the United States GDPwas $15 trillion. The total healthcare expenditures in the
United States for 2010 were $2.6 trillion. At $2.6 trillion, the U.S. healthcare market has
moved up from 15th and now ranks as the 5th largest world economy, just behind Ger-
many and just ahead of both France and the United Kingdom. That means that while
healthcare was only 5% of GDP in 1960, it has risen to over 17 of GDP in only 50 years.
Over that same time, the Defense Department has gone from 10 of GDP to less than 5
of GDP. This means that in terms of its portion of the US. economy, defense spending
has been reduced by half while healthcare spending hasmore than tripled. If healthcare
continues to trend at the same pace it has for the last 50 years, it will consumemore than
50% of the US. economy by the year 2060. Every economist worth their salt will tell you
that healthcare will never reach 50% of the economy. It’s simply not possible because
of all the other things it would have to crowd out to reach that point. So, if we know
healthcare can’t grow to 50 of our economy, where is the breaking point? At what point
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does healthcare consume so much of the economy that it breaks the bank, so to speak?
This is the big question when it comes to healthcare. If something doesn’t happen to re-
verse the 50-year trend we’ve been riding, when will the healthcare bubble burst? How
bad will it be and how exactly will it happen? While no one knows the exact answers
to those questions, economists and healthcare experts agree that something needs to
happen, because we simply can’t continue on this trend forever. Another way to look
at healthcare is to study its impact on the federal budget and the national debt. In 1998,
federal healthcare spending accounted for 19 of the revenue taken in by the govern-
ment. Just eight years later, in 2006, healthcare spending had increased to 24 of federal
revenue. In 2010, the Affordable Healthcare Act passed and significantly increased fed-
eral spending for healthcare—so much so that in 2016, healthcare spending accounted
for almost one-third of all revenue received by the government and surpassed Social
Security as the largest single budget category. What makes this trend even more alarm-
ing is the fact that revenue to the federal government doubled from 1998 to 2016. That
means healthcare spending by the federal government has almost quadrupled in terms
of actual dollars in that same time period. If this trend continues for the next 20 years,
healthcare spending will account for over half the revenue received by the government
by the year 2035. Again, that simply can’t happen without causing significant issues
for the financial wellbeing of our country. In recent history, the U.S. economy has expe-
rienced the near catastrophic failure of two major market segments. The first was the
auto industry and the second was the housing industry. While each of these reached
their breaking point for different reasons, they both required a significant government
bailout to keep them from completely melting down. What is also true about both of
those market failures is that, looking back, it’s easy to see the warning signs. What
happens if healthcare is the next industry to suffer a major failure and collapse?

Economic decline causes war—strong statistical support

Royal, Jedidiah. [Director of Cooperative Threat Reduction at the U.S. Department of
Defense, M.Phil. Candidate at the University of New SouthWales]. “Economic Integra-
tion, Economic Signalling and the Problem of Economic Crises”. Economics of War and
Peace: Economic, Legal and Political Perspectives, 2010.

Less intuitive is howperiods of economic declinemay increase the likelihood of external
conflict. Political science literature has contributed amoderate degree of a ention to the
impact of economic decline and the security and defence behaviour of interdependent
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states. Research in this vein has been considered at systemic, dyadic and national lev-
els. Several notable contributions follow. First, on the systemic level, Pollins (2008) ad-
vances Modelski and Thompson’s (1996) work on leadership cycle theory, finding that
rhythms in the global economy are associated with the rise and fall of a pre-eminent
power and the often bloody transition from one pre-eminent leader to the next. As
such, exogenous shocks such as economic crises could usher in a redistribution of rel-
ative power (see also Gilpin. 1981) that leads to uncertainty about power balances, in-
creasing the risk ofmiscalculation (Feaver, 1995). Alternatively, even a relatively certain
redistribution of power could lead to a permissive environment for conflict as a rising
power may seek to challenge a declining power (Werner. 1999). Separately, Pollins
(1996) also shows that global economic cycles combined with parallel leadership cycles
impact the likelihood of conflict among major, medium and small powers, although he
suggests that the causes and connections between global economic conditions and se-
curity conditions remain unknown. Second, on a dyadic level, Copeland’s (1996, 2000)
theory of trade expectations suggests that ’future expectation of trade’ is a significant
variable in understanding economic conditions and security behaviour of states. He
argues that interdependent states are likely to gain pacific benefits from trade so long
as they have an optimistic view of future trade relations. However, if the expectations
of future trade decline, particularly for difficult [end page 213] to replace items such as
energy resources, the likelihood for conflict increases, as states will be inclined to use
force to gain access to those resources. Crises could potentially be the trigger for de-
creased trade expectations either on its own or because it triggers protectionist moves
by interdependent states.4 Third, others have considered the link between economic
decline and external armed conflict at a national level. Blomberg and Hess (2002) find
a strong correlation between internal conflict and external conflict, particularly during
periods of economic downturn. They write, The linkages between internal and external
conflict and prosperity are strong and mutually reinforcing. Economic conflict tends to
spawn internal conflict, which in turn returns the favour. Moreover, the presence of a
recession tends to amplify the extent to which international and external conflicts self-
reinforce each other. (Blomberg & Hess, 2002. p. 89) Economic decline has also been
linked with an increase in the likelihood of terrorism (Blomberg, Hess, & Weerapana,
2004), which has the capacity to spill across borders and lead to external tensions. Fur-
thermore, crises generally reduce the popularity of a si ing government. “Diversionary
theory” suggests that, when facing unpopularity arising from economic decline, si ing
governments have increased incentives to fabricate external military conflicts to create
a ’rally around the flag’ effect. Wang (1996), DeRouen (1995). and Blomberg, Hess,
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and Thacker (2006) find supporting evidence showing that economic decline and use
of force are at least indirectly correlated. Gelpi (1997), Miller (1999), and Kisangani and
Pickering (2009) suggest that the tendency towards diversionary tactics are greater for
democratic states than autocratic states, due to the fact that democratic leaders are gen-
erally more susceptible to being removed from office due to lack of domestic support.
DeRouen (2000) has provided evidence showing that periods of weak economic per-
formance in the United States, and thus weak Presidential popularity, are statistically
linked to an increase in the use of force. In summary, recent economic scholarship pos-
itively correlates economic integration with an increase in the frequency of economic
crises, whereas political science scholarship links economic decline with external con-
flict at systemic, dyadic and national levels.5 This implied connection between integra-
tion, crises and armed conflict has not featured prominently in the economic-security
debate and deserves more a ention. This observation is not contradictory to other per-
spectives that link economic interdependence with a decrease in the likelihood of exter-
nal conflict, such as those mentioned in the first paragraph of this chapter. [end page
214] Those studies tend to focus on dyadic interdependence instead of global interde-
pendence and do not specifically consider the occurrence of and conditions created by
economic crises. As such, the view presented here should be considered ancillary to
those views.

Healthcare costs crush manufacturing competitiveness – it’s the key factor

Hayes, Justin. [Assurance Director at Ka , Sapper & Miller, a tax, accounting and con-
sulting firm, MS in Accounting from Ball State University]. “Healthcare Costs Hurt U.S.
Manufacturers Globally”. KSM, 2011. h p://www.ksmcpa.com/blog/healthcare-costs-
hurt-u-s-manufacturers-globally

U.S. manufacturers face a steep hill to be competitive globally according to a recent
report by The Manufacturers Alliances/MAPI and the Manufacturing Institute. The re-
port, titled ”The 2011 Structural Costs of Manufacturing in the United States,” states
that U.S. manufacturers are paying approx. 20% more in costs than nine of its largest
competitors in the world (Canada, China, France, Germany, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Tai-
wan, and the United Kingdom). The impact onmanufacturing profitability can be quite
large.¶ The study looked at five key elements, which included corporate taxes, em-
ployee benefits costs (including health care costs), tort (legal costs for lawsuits) costs, pol-
lution abatement compliance costs, and energy costs.¶ “The story of the structural cost
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gap boils down to two issues: health care and corporate taxes,” says Jeremy Leonard,
author of the study and an economic consultant with MAPI via the MAPI website. “We
have the policy tools to deal with them, but lack the leadership to bring them under
control. Absent structural costs, U.S. manufacturers are broadly competitive with their
international peers thanks to the tireless efforts to innovate and become more efficient.
It is up to the policymakers to step up to the plate to ensure a vibrant manufacturing
sector in the years ahead.”¶ The largest barriers noted in the study relate to corporate
taxes and employee benefits, mainly health care costs. The U.S. pays approximately
8.6% more for corporate taxes and 5.7% more for employee benefits on average then
their competitors abroad. This can have a dramatic impact on the pricing model of
U.S. manufacturers, which will ultimately impact manufacturing profits in the U.S.¶
Stephen Gold, president and CEO of MAPI stated, “This report tells an important story,
one in which the White House and Congress should be very interested. While we rec-
ognize American manufacturers face a myriad of challenges from overseas, these data
demonstrate that domestically imposed costs further undermine our ability to compete.
We hear a great deal from policymakers these days about the need to bring manufactur-
ing back toAmerica, yet these challenges continue to undercutAmericanmanufacturing
competitiveness.”

Strong commercial manufacturing key to U.S. military power

Rodriguez, Stephen. [Senior Fellow at the International Security Program at
New America, MA in International Security]. “EISENHOWER MEETS TRUMP:
A NEW DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL BASE STRATEGY”. War On The Rocks, 2017.
h ps://warontherocks.com/2017/08/eisenhower-meets-trump-a-new-defense-industrial-
base-strategy/

The increase in foreign interest has coincidedwith the rapid closure of more than 60,000
factories as well as the consolidation of the defense industrial base. After the end of the
ColdWar, the dramatic drawdown of U.S. military forces appeared to validate this con-
solidation given the sharp decline in defense spending. This was infamouslymarked by
the so-called “last supper” in 1993, when Secretary of Defense Les Aspin and his deputy
William Perry hosted all the major defense suppliers and informed them that the gov-
ernmentwas prepared towatch half of themgo out of business unless they consolidated.
This kicked offmore than $55 billion inmergers over the next five years. Yet the industry
became dominated by a handful of major defense contractors that performed increas-
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ingly specialized work. It is li le wonder those in the Pentagon are wondering where
their manufacturing resilience went.¶ The decline in defense industrial base capacity
has been exacerbated by foreign competition and investment from Asia, and China in
particular. The legacy defense electronics base in the San Fernando Valley — the orig-
inal Silicon Valley — has been shriveling up for years, as has American access to rare
earth metals. Competition is a good thing, yet there is also a cost to bear when choos-
ing between quality foreign components and maintaining warm assembly lines in the
U.S. for defense needs. The executive order should focus on expanding programs like
the manufacturing institutes to renew and broaden the production capacity of the de-
fense industrial base.¶ The review mandated by the president’s executive order would
identify the raw materials and manufacturing capabilities that are essential to U.S. na-
tional security, as well as highlight contingencies that may be disrupting critical supply
chains that support national security needs. America’s manufacturing resilience has al-
ways been one of its greatest strengths, butmodern supply chains are sophisticated. The
Pentagon’s ability to procure goods critical to the common defense will be hampered by
an inability to obtain commercial sub-components indirectly related to national security.
The executive order’s assessment will provide visibility into these sub-component sup-
pliers; only then can the government make informed procurement decisions across the
entire manufacturing base.¶ Large U.S. firms that build major defense programs like
the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter should be prepared to enable this executive order by em-
bracing nontraditional, commercial suppliers. In recent years, smaller defense corpora-
tions have won an increasingly large share of the Pentagon’s research and development
budget, often by converting commercial technologies into military applications. This is
an opportunity for heritage defense firms to proactively engage both small R&D con-
tractors and nontraditional suppliers alike to ensure defense-critical technologies are
seamlessly incorporated into their supply chains.¶ Tactically, the timing of the execu-
tive order is problematic. The assessment’s recommendations are due in April 2018,
thus missing the window for the 2018 five-year budget planning cycle as well as the
congressional debate over the Fiscal Year 2019 budget. Still, this directive could not
come soon enough.¶ Eisenhower understood, and cautioned, that America couldn’t be
a global power without a resilient manufacturing base to support economic and mil-
itary objectives. But it is a difficult balance to maintain. While many contemporary
interpretations of his final speech latch onto his warning against the influence of the
military-industrial complex, Eisenhower also valued a robust defense industrial base,
saying:¶ A vital element in keeping the peace is our military establishment. Our arms
must be mighty, ready for instant action, so that no potential aggressor may be tempted
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to risk his own destruction…American makers of plowshares could, with time and as
required, make swords as well. But now we can no longer risk emergency improvi-
sation of national defense; we have been compelled to create a permanent armaments
industry of vast proportions.¶ Eisenhower was cautioning against winnowing out the
commercial manufacturing that supported American national security objectives. The
executive order by Trump is a step in the right direction towards Ike’s goal.

Naval power is key to de-escalate conflict and deter great power war

Roughead, Gary, Conway, James, and Allen, Thad. [Roughead is Admiral, US Navy,
Chief of Naval Operations, Conway is General in the USMarine Corps, Allen is admiral
in the Coast Guard]. “A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower.” US Navy,
Oct 2007.

This strategy reaffirms the use of seapower to influence actions and activities at sea
and ashore. The expeditionary character and versatility of maritime forces provide
the U.S. the asymmetric advantage of enlarging or contracting its military footprint in
areas where access is denied or limited. Permanent or prolonged basing of our mili-
tary forces overseas often has unintended economic, social or political repercussions.
The sea is a vast maneuver space, where the presence of maritime forces can be ad-
justed as conditions dictate to enable flexible approaches to escalation, de-escalation
and deterrence of conflicts. The speed, flexibility, agility and scalability of maritime
forces provide joint or combined force commanders a range of options for responding
to crises. Additionally, integrated maritime operations, either within formal alliance
structures (such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization) or more informal arrange-
ments (such as the Global Maritime Partnership initiative), send powerful messages to
would-be aggressors that we will act with others to ensure collective security and pros-
perity. United States seapower will be globally postured to secure our homeland and
citizens from direct a ack and to advance our interests around the world. As our se-
curity and prosperity are inextricably linked with those of others, U.S. maritime forces
will be deployed to protect and sustain the peaceful global system comprised of inter-
dependent networks of trade, finance, information, law, people and governance. We
will employ the global reach, persistent presence, and operational flexibility inherent
in U.S. seapower to accomplish six key tasks, or strategic imperatives. Where tensions
are high or where we wish to demonstrate to our friends and allies our commitment to
security and stability, U.S. maritime forces will be characterized by regionally concen-
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trated, forward-deployed task forces with the combat power to limit regional conflict,
deter major power war, and should deterrence fail, win our Nation’s wars as part of a
joint or combined campaign. In addition, persistent, mission-tailored maritime forces
will be globally distributed in order to contribute to homeland defense-in-depth, foster
and sustain cooperative relationships with an expanding set of international partners,
and prevent or mitigate disruptions and crises. Credible combat power will be continu-
ously postured in theWestern Pacific and the Arabian Gulf/Indian Ocean to protect our
vital interests, assure our friends and allies of our continuing commitment to regional
security, and deter and dissuade potential adversaries and peer competitors. This com-
bat power can be selectively and rapidly repositioned to meet contingencies that may
arise elsewhere. These forces will be sized and postured to fulfill the following strategic
imperatives: Limit regional conflict with forward deployed, decisive maritime power.
Today regional conflict has ramifications far beyond the area of conflict. Humanitar-
ian crises, violence spreading across borders, pandemics, and the interruption of vital
resources are all possible when regional crises erupt. While this strategy advocates a
wide dispersal of networked maritime forces, we cannot be everywhere, and we cannot
act to mitigate all regional conflict. Where conflict threatens the global system and our
national interests, maritime forces will be ready to respond alongside other elements of
national and multi-national power, to give political leaders a range of options for deter-
rence, escalation and de-escalation. Maritime forces that are persistently present and
combat-ready provide the Nation’s primary forcible entry option in an era of declining
access, even as they provide themeans for this Nation to respond quickly to other crises.
Whether over the horizon or powerfully arrayed in plain sight, maritime forces can deter
the ambitions of regional aggressors, assure friends and allies, gain andmaintain access,
and protect our citizenswhile working to sustain the global order. Critical to this notion
is the maintenance of a powerful fleet—ships, aircraft, Marine forces, and shore-based
fleet activities—capable of selectively controlling the seas, projecting power ashore, and
protecting friendly forces and civilian populations from a ack. Deter major power war.
No other disruption is as potentially disastrous to global stability as war among major
powers. Maintenance and extension of this Nation’s comparative seapower advantage
is a key component of deterring major power war. While war with another great power
strikes many as improbable, the near-certainty of its ruinous effects demands that it
be actively deterred using all elements of national power. The expeditionary character
of maritime forces—our lethality, global reach, speed, endurance, ability to overcome
barriers to access, and operational agility—provide the joint commander with a range
of deterrent options. We will pursue an approach to deterrence that includes a credi-
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ble and scalable ability to retaliate against aggressors conventionally, unconventionally,
and with nuclear forces.
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5.2 Hospitals

Price hikes hugely increase costs for hospitals – empirics

Saporito, Bill. [Writer/reporter for TIMEMagazine]. “Hospitals Furious at Cancer-Drug
Price Hikes”. TIME, 2014. h p://time.com/3541484/cancer-drug-price-hikes/

Some of the nation’s hospitals are seriously ticked off at Genentech, the San Francisco
biotech firm, for implementing a stealth price hike for three critical cancer drugs. On
September 16, Genentech told hospitals and oncology clinics that as of October 1, they
can only buy Avastin, Herceptin and Rituxan—three of the biggest weapons in the can-
cer arsenal—through specialty distributors instead of general line wholesalers they’ve
been using for years. The shift means hospitals will lose out on standard industry
discounts—which Genentech and its distributors will then pocket. “Our blunt estimate:
It will cost $300 million more in the U.S. overnight in what folks are paying for these
lifesaving drugs,” says Pete Allen, group senior vice president, sourcing operations, for
Novation, a health care services company that negotiates drug contracts. Novation esti-
mates the hospitals it represents will take a $50 million hit—and that’s before the costs
of additional inventory, handling and paperwork the hospitals might also incur. Sales
of Avastin, used to treat colorectal, ovarian and other cancers, hit $6.6 billion last year.
Sales in what the company calls its HER2 breast cancer franchise—Herceptin, Perjeta
and Kadcyla— rose 14% to nearly $7 billion. “As a result of the decision to change its
distribution system, Genentech’s use of specialty distributors is resulting in unprece-
dented price hikes, the results of which will harm the patients we serve,” said Dr. Roy
Guharoy, chief pharmacy officer at Ascension Healthcare, a Catholic, nonprofit health
system with some 1,500 locations, in a statement. Genentech—owned by Roche, which
had $50 billion in sales last year—says the switch to specialty wholesalers will improve
the efficiency and security of the supply chain. The company says its newer cancer
drugs, such as Perjeta, Kadcyla and Gazyva, are already supplied this way, which al-
lowed it to reduce the number of distribution centers from 80 to five. “We do believe
this is the best distribution model for these medicines,” said Charlo e Arnold, the com-
pany’s associate director of corporate relations. “We understand that there maybe a
business impact on hospitals.” The company wouldn’t explain the specifics of why the
specialty model is be er. Hospitals aren’t buying the company’s rationale. “I haven’t
talked to anyone who thought this was a safer way to distribute these drugs,” says Bill
Woodward, senior director of contracting at Novation. “There is nothing about these
drugs that would make them safer to be in the specialty channel.” Most of the major
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wholesalers, in fact, already have specialty distribution arms although one general firm,
Morris & Dickson, had to create a specialty arm to remain a Genentech distributor. It’s
a difference without a distinction, say the hospitals, except that Genentech earns more
money. The financial cost to the hospitals comes first through the loss of rebates from the
big wholesalers. But more importantly, hospitals also lose to ability to negotiate what
are called cost-minus discounts with their wholesalers that, depending on the cost of a
drug, amounts to a 2%-to–5% price reduction. The cost of this “back-end” funding had
been borne byGenentech; now the hospitals will have eat it. Ascension says it is already
seeing significant net price hikes. A 400 mg dose of Avastin jumped from $2,382.28 on
October 12 to $2,511.36 on October 14, a nearly 8% increase. Similarly, a 500mg dose
of Herceptin rose to $3,878.89 from $3,586.52. Even worse for the hospitals, they can’t
pass this increase on to insurance companies—since the list price remained the same,
as far as insurers are concerned there’s been no increase. Ascension has flatly alleged
that Genentech is reclassifying Avastin, Herceptin and Rituxan as “specialty” drugs to
enhance profits moreso than improve the supply chain. Specialty drugs usually fall un-
der the FDA’s Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) program, established
for compounds like the testosterone drug AndroGel that may have unusual side effects;
or for drugs that are unusually expensive. According to Ascension, in 1990 only 10 spe-
cialty drugs existed. By 2012 that number jumped to nearly 300 compounds. “The end
result is large price hikes unaccounted for in our 2015 budgets, and it will mean that
already scarce resources will need to be stretched,” says Guharoy. The hospitals are
already being forced to deal with rising prices for all kinds of drugs. According to As-
cension, its drug costs have risen $36 million in the past year. With 2015 pharmacy bud-
gets already set, Genentech’s new distributionmodel threatens to bust hospital budgets
before the year has even started. Genentech tried a similar switch in 2006, but outraged
customers forced the company to rescind the program. This time Genentech seems like
it’s digging in. “We understand theremay be some adjustments,” said Arnold of Genen-
tech’s testy customers, noting that the company was “working to educate them” about
the benefits of the new system. Judging from the bile level, that could take awhile.

Drug prices are skyrocketing and wreck hospitals – price controls solve

Stempniak, Marty. [Writer for Hospital and Health Networks]. “Rising Drug Prices
Pose Economic Threat to Hospitals, Patients: New Report”. Hospital and Health
Networks, 2016. h ps://www.hhnmag.com/articles/7732-new-aha-sponsored-report-
details-how-drug-prices-are-crippling-hospitals-patients
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Drug prices have skyrocketed in recent years and they’re having an adverse effect on
both patients and the hospitals that treat them. Frustrated with this ongoing trend, two
trade groups— theAmericanHospitalAssociation and the Federation ofAmericanHos-
pitals — recently commissioned a new study to put a number to this surge. They found
that inpatient hospital drug costs have leapt by 38 percent per admission in just three
years. Just last year, prescription drug spending surpassed $309 billion, which repre-
sents an 8.5 percent uptick compared with that of the previous year. The “tremendous”
rise in such costs is harming patients and forcing hospital leaders tomake tough choices,
Rick Pollack, president and CEO of the AHA, said in a conference call with reporters
Tuesday. Those include forgoing facility modernization projects, or pu ing off the pur-
chase of new technology; 90 percent of those surveyed said rising drug prices have had a
moderate to severe impact on their budgets. Patients, too, are often forgoing medicines
because of their high cost, which can lead to rehospitalizations or trips to the emer-
gency department. “That makes no sense,” and Pollack believes the excuse that such
price hikes help to fuel innovation is no longer acceptable. “We often hear from the drug
manufacturers that these price increases finance the development of lifesaving drugs of
the future, and be certain, the women and men who work in hospitals and health sys-
tems recognize as much as anyone the value of truly innovative, lifesaving medicines,”
he says. “But a drug beyond our reach or a patient’s reach cannot save anyone’s life.”
The University of Chicago’s independent research arm, NORC, conducted the study on
behalf of the AHA and FAH. It used data collected through an AHA/FAH survey of
more than 700 community hospitals, also gathering further data from group purchas-
ing organizations representing another 1,400-plus community hospitals. Overall, they
found that price increases appeared to be random, inconsistent and unpredictable, with
hikes occurring for both high- and low-volume drugs, and for both generic and brand
name medications. Pollack and FAH President and CEO Chip Kahn were joined on
the call by hospitals leaders from the Cleveland Clinic and Ardent Health Services in
Nashville, Tenn. David Vandewater, president and CEO of the 14-hospital Tennessee
system, said skyrocketing drug costs have placed a strain on his organization. Some of
the hikes affect drugs that have been around for decades and are used routinely in ev-
ery day hospital care, and with no corresponding uptick in quality or outcomes. As one
example, he noted that two pharmaceuticals used for surgery — neostigmine, which
helps patients recover from anesthesia, and glycopyrrolate, which reduces secretion in
the mouth and throat to administer anesthesia — have gone up by 883 and 1,350 per-
cent, respectively, over the past three years. That represents an increase of $5 million in
spending for the hospital network. “Just to put this in perspective, if these kinds of in-
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creases took place in the sale of gasoline in the United States, you’d be paying about $30
a gallon, and I suspect if that were the case, the federal government or somebodywould
decide enough is enough. We’ve got to stop these individuals from taking advantage
of hospitals, the patient and the consumer today,” says Vandewater. CEOs from both
associations said they do not favor a heavy-handed response to the issue, but they are
pushing for various changes on Capitol Hill to be er rein in drug prices through a coali-
tion of groups called the Campaign for Sustainable Rx Pricing. Along with the study,
the AHA also simultaneously released a set of policy recommendations to advance sus-
tainable drug prices. Those include limits on ads to consumers, shortening exclusivity
periods and expanding value-based payment to drugs, Pollack said.

Drug prices are going up across the board at 10% per year – costs a ton to hospitals

Dennis, Brady. [Dennis is a writer for the Washington Post]. “Ra led by drug
price increases, hospitals struggle with costs, care”. Chicago Tribune, 2016.
h p://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-hospitals-drug-price-increases-20160314-
story.html

Doctors at the University Hospitals of Cleveland see an immediately recognizable sym-
bol pop up alongside certain drugs when they sign in online these days to prescribe
medications for patients: $$$$$. The dollar signs, affixed by hospital administrators,
carry a not-so-subtle message: Think twice before using this drug. Pick an alternative if
possible. The Zagat-like approach is just one of the strategies hospitals nationwide are
using to try to counter drug costs. It was inspired in part by Shawn Osborne, the Uni-
versity Hospitals system’s vice president of pharmacy services, who saw unexpected
price hikes wreak havoc on his budget last year. The increases often involved brand-
name drugs with li le or no competition as well as commonly used generics around
for decades. Among those tagged were Nitropress and Isuprel, injectable heart medica-
tions that are a staple at many hospitals. Their 2015 list prices rose more than 200 per-
cent and 500 percent, respectively, after both were acquired by Canadian-based Valeant
Pharmaceuticals. Generic drugs: A bargain or sticker shock? Hospital officials across
the United States cite similar experiences, saying their predicament illustrates one di-
mension of a broken prescription-drug system. ”There’s been a huge consolidation of
these generic companies . . . everybody is buying everybody else,” said Gerard Ander-
son, a professor at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. ”If there’s no
competition, the prices go up. We are seeing a lot of [drug] shortages, and also price
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increases. That shouldn’t happen, but it is.” The problems, hospital administrators say,
extend well beyond the increases that have grabbed headlines and caused public out-
rage, most notably the 5,000 percent spike by Turing Pharmaceuticals and its former
chief executive, Martin Shkreli, in the list price of a drug to treat the parasitic infection
toxoplasmosis. Pharmaceutical mergers and acquisitions, which can be beyond regula-
tors’ reach, are only part of the dynamic. Some companies have raised pricesmoremod-
estly but repeatedly for a variety of medications old and new, and those increases add
up over time. A recent Bloomberg Business survey of about 3,000 brand-name prescrip-
tion drugs found that prices hadmore than doubled for 60 medications since December
2014 and at least quadrupled for 20. It found that prices for many other drugs contin-
ued to rise at 10 percent or more annually, particularly as competition waned or patents
neared expiration. Special Report: Dangerous Doses— Pharmacies miss half of danger-
ous drug combinations A December report from the Department of Health and Human
Services inspector general identified a similar trend. Prices rose faster than inflation for
nearly a quarter of top generic drugs between 2005 and 2014, even as prices for many
other generics remained low. ”The challenge is, you don’t have a crystal ball,” said Jeff
Rosner, senior director of pharmacy sourcing and purchasing at the Cleveland Clinic,
which last year faced an unexpected increase of more than $8 million after the prices of
two heart therapies surged. Rosner said it’s more and more difficult to anticipate how
much the institution will spend on the myriad drugs it buys annually. But that hasn’t
stopped him and his counterparts from trying. Nationally, hospitals are aggressively
pursuing efforts to anticipate andmitigate drug-cost pressures. ”The target on my back
has go enmuch bigger, and itwas pre y big before,” saidOsborne, who knows hemust
be er predict drug spending this year after going roughly $20 million over budget in
2015. That’s a challenge, given the 6,000 medications the nonprofit system purchases.
Hence the addition of ”$$$$$” in its electronic records to alert physicians about which
are most expensive. Like other facilities, the system dropped multiple budget-busters
from its formulary. Osborne said he now pays as much a ention to news about phar-
maceutical mergers and acquisitions each week as he does to academic articles about
medicines. ”Hospitals run on razor-thin margins. When you get surprises, it throws
everything off,” he said. ”As they say, ’No margin, no mission.’ ”
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Rising drug prices are unsustainable and force hospital closure – it’s had a moderate
to severe effect on costs for 90% of hospitals, data confirms prices are the key driver

Silverman, Ed. [Writer for PharmaLot]. “Rising drug prices are making hospitals feel
ill”. Stat News, 2016. h ps://www.statnews.com/pharmalot/2016/10/11/hospitals-drug-
prices/

The rising cost of medicines is making some hospitals feel ill. While much of the at-
tention over prescription drug prices is focused on consumers, a survey released on
Tuesday finds that hospitals are also spending much more than in the past. Between
2013 and 2015, the average annual drug spending for patients who stay in community
hospitals increased by of 23.4 percent, from $5.2 million to $6.5 million. And on a per
admission basis, hospital spending on drugs jumped nearly 39 percent, to $990. More-
over, the increase in prices outpaced reimbursement rates from payers, retail spending
on medicines, and the pharmaceutical price inflation calculated by the US Bureau of
Labor Statistics. As a result, the survey found that more than 90 percent of the hos-
pitals surveyed reported that recent price hikes for inpatient drugs had a moderate or
severe effect on managing costs. “With these drug prices so far outpacing the consumer
price index, hospitals are struggling to come up with trade-offs to preserve access to af-
fordable care for our patients,” said Sco Knoer, chief pharmacy officer at the Cleveland
Clinic, who spoke at a press briefing held by the AmericanHospital Association and the
Federation of American Hospitals, which conducted the survey. Last year, one hospital
claimed that the price increases for four commonly used medications, which ranged be-
tween 479 and 1,261 percent, cost the same amount as the salaries of 55 full-time nurses,
according to the trade groups, although they did not identify the hospital. But even 10
percent to 20 percent hikes on drugs that are widely used can have an impact, the sur-
vey noted. The survey, which last spring gathered pricing data from 712 US community
hospitals and two group purchasing organizations, adds to the growing chorus of anger
and concern over increasing prescription drug costs. The issue, as noted previously, has
becoming a talking point in the presidential campaign and prompted federal and state
lawmakers to introduce bills designed to curb rising prices. Related: Most Americans
believe prescription drug prices are unreasonable The furor has put the pharmaceuti-
cal industry on the defensive as many drug makers are scrambling to justify their price
hikes. Some drug makers are pointing fingers at pharmacy benefits managers, and the
convoluted pricing system in which rebates that are paid to win coveted placement on
lists of drugs for which insurance coverage is provided. We asked the pharmaceutical
industry trade group for a reply and will update you accordingly. Hospitals generally
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pay for drugs that are administered and then look to get reimbursed for patient care
that covers expenses. But the Bureau of Labor Statistics updates its pharmaceutical in-
dex every five to seven years, which means Medicare reimbursement rates cannot keep
pace with large or unpredictable price hikes. And some commercial insurers also fol-
low the Medicare payment method and rates. Hospital concerns over rising drug costs
are hardly new, though. Early last year, hospitals raised a ruckus after Valeant Pharma-
ceuticals bought the rights to a pair of lifesaving heart drugs, which are often used in
emergency se ings, and on the same day, raised their list prices by 525 percent and 212
percent, respectively. The episode triggered controversy as hospitals began pointing to
similar instances, often noting that price hikes followed deals in which drugs changed
hands, but li le or no research was done to improve the value or effectiveness of the
medications. In fact, the Valeant drugs — Nitropress and Isuprel — were cited in the
survey as prime examples of the phenomenon. The survey found that growth in unit
price — not increased volume — was primarily responsible for the rise in total inpa-
tient drug spending. Many of the 28 medicines that were sampled for the survey were
high volume drugs, but these also experienced what were described as “substantial” in-
creases in unit prices. One example cited was calcitonin-sodium, a drug used to treat
high levels of calcium in the blood or bone pain related to osteoporosis and other dis-
eases. In 2013, the two group purchasing organizations reported they spent about $2
million, but in 2015, spending climbed to $55 million, mainly because the price per unit
increased more than 3,000 percent. Among the drugs for which hospitals experienced
the most significant price hikes was Daraprim, which is sold by Turing Pharmaceuti-
cals. The company, which was run by Martin Shkreli, raised the price of the lifesaving
parasitic medicine by 3,695 percent. “Hospitals are under incredible pressure to main-
tain or decrease drug spending, yet this is a virtually impossible task given the huge
increase in prices of the most basic drugs,” said Erin R. Fox, director of the Drug Infor-
mation Service at the University of Utah Health Care. “The drugs that are increasing in
price generally are not new and are off patent. There is no competition, so hospitals are
forced to pay in order to make the best patient care decisions,” she continued. “These
price increases are unsustainable for hospitals who are taking care of sicker and sicker
patients.”

Specifically, rural hospitals are on the brink of closure now

SSI Group. “What is the Fate of Rural & Community Hospitals?”. SSI, 2017.
h p://thessigroup.com/fate-rural-community-hospitals/
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As rural hospitals continue to close, some health systems aremaking desperate a empts
to address the problems of funding and the expanding number of patients during a si-
multaneous drop in the availability of physicians in rural areas. Howare leaders dealing
with these struggles? We take a look. “Rural hospitals are especially vulnerable to clo-
sure due to payment cuts because of their smaller operating margin. A recent report on
indicators describing hospital performance shows 673 rural hospitals that are currently
at risk for closure, and of the 673 hospitals identified, 68 percent are critical access hos-
pitals (CAHs).” — from “Facility Closure: How to Get In, Get Out, and Get What Is
Important” published in Perspectives in Health Information Management a scholarly,
peer-reviewed research journal by AIHMA.org. Last year, Becker’s Hospital Review
gave a state by state breakdown of 77 closures for rural hospitals. According to that
article, those states with the most closures are located in the south. Recently the total
was updated to 80. You can see a map and get a complete list on this page at the Sheps
Services for Health Services Research. We counted 17 rural hospital closures in 2016
and 2017.

Rural hospitals are on the brink – laundry list of warrants

Gill, Francis. [Writer for the People’s Policy Project]. “Single Payer Could Stop
The Rural Hospital Closure Crisis,” People’s Policy Project, January 10, 2018,
h ps://peoplespolicyproject.org/2018/01/10/rural-hospital-closure-crisis-could-be-
alleviated-by-single-payer/

America’s rural hospitals are closing down at an alarming rate. According to the North
Carolina Rural Health Research Program, there were seventy-two rural hospital clo-
sures between 2010 and 2016, close to double the number that closed between 2005 and
2009. Hundreds more are teetering on the brink of closure. Consequently, rural Amer-
ica faces a serious healthcare delivery challenge, which is made all the more urgent by
the fact that rural residents tend to bemuch sicker to beginwith. They have higher rates
of chronic conditions and greater psychological distress. Rural counties have higher
death rates from unintentional injuries, more motor vehicle injuries, greater premature
mortality (below age 75), higher suicide rates amongst men, and higher infant mor-
tality rates. Health disparities between rural and urban America are profoundly well
documented, and geographic access—the ease or difficulty of traveling to a healthcare
provider—is one of the commonly offered explanations for this disparity, especially in
the case of traumatic accidents or other medical emergencies. When these rural hos-
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pitals close, the distance between a person’s home and the nearest medical facility in-
creases dramatically, and so too does the time it would take an ambulance to reach them
in an emergency. Rural hospitals have been struggling for years, largely due to chang-
ing demographics in rural areas. Right now, the most powerful predictor of closure
is profitability, which is partially a function of the characteristics of the community a
hospital serves. As the American populace has shifted to urban areas, the populations
that remain in rural areas have go en older, poorer, sicker, and less likely to be insured.
In other words, providing their care is more costly. Rural hospitals have been dealing
with the financial strain caused by these changing demographics for well over a decade.
But when the Affordable Care Act became law, the rate of rural hospital closures in-
creased dramatically. One reason for this is that the ACA began penalizing hospitals
with high readmission rates, a metric that represents the number of patients who return
to the hospital after discharge. This was intended to push hospitals towards providing
higher quality care and is in line with an admirable trend in American healthcare to-
wards value based payments. But it is also an aspect of the law that disproportionately
impacts hospitals that see a higher proportion of sicker patients, as rural hospitals do.
In addition, the ACA shifted money from providing reimbursements for rural hospi-
tals to covering the cost of insuring people via the Medicaid expansion. But in states
that failed to expand Medicaid, rural hospitals are still seeing a greater proportion of
uninsured patients without the corresponding increase in revenue. Lawmakers have
proposed several solutions to this problem, but they all fall short. Republican Senators
Grassley andGardner put forth the REACHAct—the Rural EmergencyAcute CareHos-
pital Act—in 2015. Democratic Senator Klobuchar signed on this year when the bill was
reintroduced. The bill would increaseMedicare payments to specially designated Rural
EmergencyHospitals. A similar bill was proposed in theHouse, but neither piece of leg-
islation gained any traction. And even if either had, it would’ve been merely a stopgap.
The changing demographics that make it costly to provide healthcare to isolated rural
areas can’t be fixed legislatively. Those drumming for a solution inevitably turn to tech-
nological innovations, like telemedicine, as a way of delivering care across distances.
We need only to fasten the proper payment scheme, they say. If we only knew how to
bill for it, telemedicine would save rural healthcare. Nevermind that huge swaths of
rural America don’t yet have access to broadband internet. It’s true that the potential
benefits of telemedicine remainwoefully unexplored, and the REACHAct could, in the-
ory, somewhat alleviate the crisis. But at the end of the day, these hospitals would still
be beholden to the ultimate predictor of a hospital closure: profitability. The rare stories
of success that have emerged from the rural hospital closure crisis are stories of hospi-
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tals that have made capital investments into long-term improvements. But when each
hospital has to mind their own bo om line, hospitals that are struggling cannot afford
to invest in new equipment, to refurbish their facilities, to update their electronic health
records system, to implement telehealth capabilities, or to spend money on hiring and
retaining staff. Large hospital groups that own multiple facilities have no incentive to
make these kinds of choices. They have no reason to invest in the community they are
serving. For large firms that own dozens of health centers, the more financially sound
decision is to simply close the hospitals that are struggling. Now compare this with
the possibilities of a single payer healthcare system, where capital investment in health-
care is uncoupled from individual hospital operating budgets and individual hospital
profitability and, instead, is driven by community need. In this system, whether or not
a hospital’s operating costs remained under budget would not dictate the decision to
buy a needed MRI machine or renovate the emergency room or even to keep the doors
open. Instead, capital investments would be a product of conscientious regional plan-
ning that incorporates the voices and desires and health concerns of the community that
the hospital serves.

20% of hospitals writ large are on the brink – rising costs are the cause

Hu, Charlo e. [Writer for Business Insider]. “Almost 20% of hospitals in the US
are in bad shape, according to Morgan Stanley”. Business Insider, August 2018.
h ps://www.businessinsider.com/almost-20-of-hospitals-in-the-us-are-in-bad-shape-
according-to-morgan-stanley-2018-8

Morgan Stanley concluded that after analyzing over 6,000US hospitals, nearly 20%were
either weak or at risk of potential closure. There’s a number of factors pressuring hospi-
tal margins, including new competition from alternative sites of care like UnitedHealth
and CVS-Aetna. The concentration of at-risk hospitals were highest in the states of
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Kansas, Tennessee, and Pennsylvania. Nearly 20% of US
hospitals are in bad shape, according to a new report on Thursday. The report, which
was conducted by Morgan Stanley and analyzed data from over 6,000 hospitals, found
that 450 of these facilities were at risk of potential closure and 600 hospitals were con-
sidered weak. A range of factors have squeezed hospital profit margins, including new
competition from alternative sites of care such as UnitedHealth and CVS-Aetna, as well
as so-called ”merger indigestion” after a wave of deal activity in the hospital sector fol-
lowing the passage of the Affordable Care Act. Higher healthcare costs are also pu ing
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pressure on hospital systems from patients, insurance companies and policymakers, as
is a rise in the uninsured population. Of the hospitals in the ”at risk” pool, the high-
est concentration were found in the states of Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Kansas, Ten-
nessee, and Pennsylvania. ”While potential disruption from the new Amazon venture
has been grabbing headlines, we think closures will enter the narrative on hospitals
during the next 12-18 months,” the report said.

Hospital closure dramatically worsens patient health

Wishner, Jane, Solleveld, Patricia, and Rudowi , Robin. [Writers at the Kaiser Family
Foundation]. “A Look at Rural Hospital Closures and Implications for Access to Care:
Three Case Studies”. Kaiser Family Foundation, 2016.

The hospital closures reduced access to emergency care. In all three case studies, stake-
holders emphasized that a major impact of the hospital closure was the loss of access
to emergency care in the community. They pointed out that the hospitals’ EDs had
also served as a safety-net for people with acute mental health or addiction treatment
needs18 by stabilizing them and arranging for their transport when needed; when the
hospital closed, local capacity to address these needs disappeared. Respondents cited
the immediate and ongoing need to ensure emergency transportation to neighboring
hospitals following the closure. Some public investment in ambulance services may
be needed in the wake of a rural hospital closure. After Mercy Hospital closed, for
example, the city of Independence purchased two new ambulances and hired an addi-
tional EMS crew. Fulton, Kentucky officials responded to Parkway Regional’s closure
by funding the ambulance service with city and county dollars. However, respondents
also noted that there can be challenges transporting patients back home after they are
taken by ambulance to another community for care and this problem can be signifi-
cant for low-income patients who do not have the means or support system in place
to ensure their travel home. Many physicians and other providers left the community
immediately following the rural hospital closure. Regardless of hospital closures, rural
communities characteristically face difficulty recruiting and retaining providers, result-
ing in systemic workforce shortages. The large hospital systems in the three study com-
munities typically employed the local physicians, so when the hospital closed, many
physicians relocated to another hospital in the owner’s system or left the area. As a re-
sult, the communities were often left without key providers. In Independence, Kansas,
providers began to leaveMercyHospital even before it closedwhen talk of closure “was
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in the air,” hastening the deterioration of the already struggling hospital. Some also said
that Mercy Health Systemmade competitive offers to physicians formerly employed by
the hospital to induce them to transfer to another hospital in the Mercy system, farther
away from Independence. Respondents reported that physicians formerly employed
by the hospital in Benne sville, South Carolina were barred from entering into agree-
ments with other hospitals in the area and were relocated to CHS’ Martin, Tennessee
facility following the closure. In all three study sites, respondents cited the outmigra-
tion of providers in the wake of the hospital closure as a significant problem, especially
given the challenges of recruiting providers to rural areas. Because hospital emergency
departments are a major source of primary care in rural areas, closures can have a sig-
nificant impact on access to primary care, but some communities can fill these gaps.
Respondents in all three study sites reported that most visits to the hospital ED were
for urgent care or primary care because access to such care in community-based out-
patient se ings was limited; “true emergencies” made up only a small percentage of
all ED visits. One South Carolina respondent referred to a “culture of overutilization”
of rural EDs. Stakeholders from Kansas estimated that as many as 90% of ED visits to
Mercy Hospital were for non-emergencies. In two of the communities we studied (In-
dependence, Kansas and Benne sville, South Carolina), some stakeholders described a
relatively smooth transition to community-based primary care following the closure. In
both cases, federally qualified health centers (FQHCs) in or near the community were
able to expand their provision of primary care. In Independence, office-based primary
care is available in the community, while in Benne sville, more people have to travel
to obtain primary care since the closure. Some respondents commented that, following
the closure of the hospital in Independence, nearby hospital systems opened competing
primary care clinics in the community, leading to a fragmented health system. How-
ever, others noted that increased provider and health system interest in serving their
community, often as a means to expand their market share, improved access to primary
care. At the time of our interviews, access to primary care remainedmore challenging in
Fulton, Kentucky, where there was no nearby FQHC. Respondents reported that access
to care is affected by ongoing competition between the two main health systems in the
area, CHS andLifePoint. The border betweenKentucky andTennessee runs through the
Fulton community and, following the closure, CHS moved some providers and staff to
its Martin, Tennessee facility and relocated its outpatient services from Fulton to a new
clinic across the state border in South Fulton, Tennessee, where at least some Medicaid
patients are not eligible to receive care. LifePoint is trying to establish clinics in Ful-
ton County but CHS placed a restriction on the Parkway Regional facility to prevent
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it from being used as a primary care hospital or operating in an acute capacity. The
hospital closures also exacerbated gaps in access to specialty care. Rural hospitals in
small communities cannot afford to offer the range of specialty services available in
hospitals in larger communities, and rural residents routinely travel for certain types of
specialty care, particularly for complex medical needs. But respondents reported that
pre-existing difficulties in accessing specialty care increased following the closures. In
many cases, specialists who had visited the local hospital on a regular basis to provide
outpatient visits were no longer available to see patients locally after the hospital closed.
With the closure, local residents also lost their access point for referrals to subspecialists.
Several respondents commented that many people now forgo lab work and diagnostic
imaging rather than travel to another community for the services. Problems with access
to obstetric care, diagnostic testing, laboratory tests, and mental health care – services
that had often been provided at the hospital before its closure but were no longer avail-
able locally – were a consistent theme. Unmet need for mental health and substance
use disorder treatment, a significant issue before the hospital closures, has also inten-
sified. Respondents across all three communities reported that longer travel time and
distance exacerbate tendencies to delay or forgo care, particularly among elderly and
low-income individuals.

Rural hospital closure damages the economy and hugely spikes food prices

Alemian, David. [Writer for MD Magazine]. “Rural Healthcare Is a Ma er of
National Security”. MDMagazine, 2016. h ps://www.mdmag.com/physicians-money-
digest/contributor/david-alemian-/2016/11/rural-healthcare-is-a-ma er-of-national-
security

Rural health organizations are already struggling with enormous turnover rates and
costs that run up into the millions of dollars each year. The additional financial burden
of penalties from Medicare and Medicaid will put many rural health organizations at
risk of going out of business. If too many rural health organizations go out of business,
it then becomes ama er of national security and here’s why: Inmost rural communities,
the healthcare organization is the largest employer. When the largest employer goes out
of business, the community collapses and people move away. What was once a thriving
community then becomes a ghost town. Rural America produces the food that feeds the
rest of the country. What will happen when our amber waves of grain turn to desert
wastelands because there is no one to work our great farmlands? As the source of food
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dries up, and store shelves empty, the price of food will go through the roof. As food
prices go up, hyperinflation will become a reality, and our printed money will become
worthless. Almost overnight, Americans will begin to go hungry because they won’t be
able to afford to put food on the table. You may think it sounds like a really bad movie,
but it should be food for thought.

Food price spikes cause refugee flows, instability, and Asian conflict

Natsios, Andrew. [Professor, George H.W. Bush School of Government at Texas A&M
University]. “Modernizing Food Aid: Improving Effectiveness and Saving Lives.”
Testimony to the House Commi ee on Foreign Affairs Hearing, February 14, 2018,
h p://docs.house.gov/meetings/FA/FA00/20180214/106858/HHRG-115-FA00-Wstate-
NatsiosA-20180214.pdf

Since I last spoke to this commi ee in June 2013, we have witnessed the most massive
refugee and internal displacement crisis in world history. The number of displaced per-
sons reached a record high of 65.6 million people in 2016, and, while the UNHigh Com-
missioner for Refugees has not released 2017 figures, the famines in Nigeria, Somalia,
South Sudan, and Yemen have likely made this number considerably higher still over
the past year. The UN classifies the current situation as the worst humanitarian crisis
since the institution’s founding followingWWII. Though this is a humanitarian crisis, it
has substantial political implications as well. Individuals frequently cope with famine
bymigrating, eitherwithin their home country or outside its borders. As a famine grows
more deadly, refugee and internally displaced camps form and develop their own, of-
ten violent, systems of internal governance, and past experience shows us that allowing
these camps to fester over time results in extremist groups taking root. For example,
in Somalia in 1992, famine and conflict forced families into displaced camps under the
control of warlords, who actively recruited unemployed, angry, and hungry youngmen
for their militias. Similarly, after the Russian invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 drove
millions of Afghans to neighboring Pakistan, refugee camps formed which became the
birthplace of the Taliban. We are all aware of how this led to the worst terrorist a ack in
U.S. history and the seventeen year effort by the United States government to stabilize
Afghanistan. In histories such as these, we can see the unfolding of humanitarian crises
that threaten not only human rights, millions of people’s lives, but also United States
national security. Severe and prolonged food insecurity, particularly for great powers
with large militaries, has a history of leading to wars among the great powers. In the
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lead-up toWorldWar II, AdolfHitler executed a foreign policy that sought to overthrow
the existing international order. One of his motivations for German expansionism was
to secure land to cultivate food for the German population. He believed Germany lost
WWI because it could not feed its own population from its own resources. Similarly, the
Nazis carried out the horrors of the Holocaust and a empted the extermination of the
urbanized Slavic peoples of central Europe to shrink these populations, whichHitler be-
lieved would ensure food for German Aryans by killing offwhat the Nazi regime called
“useless eaters”. The Japanese suffered localized famines in the early and mid-1930s be-
cause they could not produce or import enough food to feed their growing population:
the expansion of the Japanese empire that led to WWII in Asia was partially driven by
this fear. Over the past decade, Asian powers, concerned by their rising food needs
over the next century, are leasing hundreds of thousands of acres of land in Africa on
ninety-nine year leases to grow food in the future because they believe themselves to
be at risk of food crisis in the event of a break of the international food system. In non-
democratic countries lacking feedback and accountability mechanisms for citizens to
express discontent to government in a peaceful manner, famines heighten the risk of
conflict. For example, during the West African famine of 1968-1974, most governments
inWest Africa fell to coups or uprisings driven by the famine. In themid-2000s, this pat-
tern repeated itself when rising food prices caused riots in urban areas across the Arab
world and Africa. One of the major factors driving the Arab uprisings of 2009 and 2010
were food insecurity caused by rapidly and steeply rising food prices. We are living
with the ongoing chaos in the region driven by these uprisings nine years ago. While
famines or severe food insecurity are not the sole reason for these upheavals, they can
be the straw that breaks the camel’s back in a context of popular discontentment with
welfare and governance issues. Over the next century, food will become an increas-
ingly important ma er to people in poor countries across the globe. This will affect
the national security of Great Powers such as the United States. Roger Thurow, who
has wri en a great deal on modern famines, notes: “After World War II, eliminating
hunger was seen to be a bulwark against the extremism of the day: international com-
munism. Today, eliminating hunger would be a bulwark against the extremism of the
twenty-first century: global terrorism.” Food issues will determine war versus peace,
and security and stability versus chaos.
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Food price spikes spill over globally and cause civil conflict

Jones, AledW., and Phillips, Alexander. [Jones, Director, Global Sustainability Institute,
Anglia Ruskin University; PhD, Cosmology, Cambridge. Phillips, Research Assistant,
GSI]. “Historic Food Production Shocks: Quantifying the Extremes.” Sustainability 8:
427. 2016.

Global food supply is now a complex system. The interconnected nature of inter-
country food dependence has increased dramatically over the last few decades [8]. A
globalised market can make the system itself more resilient to localised shocks when
food can be sourced from alternative places not experiencing the particular shock.
However, if there are systemic linked events in different regions or across a wide
region, or an event is of sufficient size, then this system can be perversely more fragile
[9,10]. In particular the tele-connected nature of extremeweather events is becoming an
increasing focus of research [9] and while the short to medium term dynamics are not
well understood at present it is important to develop methods that can use the outputs
of these models to assess potential social impacts. These systemic risks involving
significant global losses of food production could have major societal and economic
impacts both through availability and price. Previous production shocks have been
linked to major global events such as civil unrest and, in turn, major upheaval [11–13].
Understanding the historic causes and transmission of shock through to societal impact
is key [14,15]. A recent study examining the evolution of trade networks over the period
1992–2009 concluded: The global food system does exhibit characteristics consistent
with a fragile one that is vulnerable to self-propagating disruptions. That is, in a se ing
where countries are increasingly interconnected and more food is traded globally
over the (last two decades), a significant majority of countries are either dependent
on imports for their staple food supply or would look to imports to meet any supply
shortfalls. [10] A crop production shock results in a global food supply shock through
trade and export restrictions [16,17]. The responses of markets and governments to
production shocks have been the subject of numerous studies since the 2007/08 price
shocks [18–27] and range from short term speculation to more fundamental changes
in policies. While food systems are both inherently local, particularly in the case
of subsistence farming, and global a useful unit to explore production shocks is the
country level. An extreme shock in food production will invariably involve a response
by a government at country level [16,25] in an a empt to manage local price increases
and the impact of the shock. Therefore, developing a detailed understanding of the
impact of productions shocks would initially necessitate an analysis at country level
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to allow a comparison across different studies. While it has been noted previously
that the impact of food production shocks on an individual country do not seem to
be correlated with whether that country is a net food importer or exporter [11] local
infrastructure and processes will of course play an important part including transport,
storage, policy responses and subsidies [9]. A common method to identify production
shocks is therefore a first step in assessing whether an extreme loss constitutes a risk
for a particular country or not.

US is key – it’s a major food producer, and global shocks often come from a single
country – empirics

Jones, AledW., and Phillips, Alexander. [Jones, Director, Global Sustainability Institute,
Anglia Ruskin University; PhD, Cosmology, Cambridge. Phillips, Research Assistant,
GSI]. “Historic Food Production Shocks: Quantifying the Extremes.” Sustainability 8:
427. 2016.

Global production shocks are more often than not the result of a single country expe-
riencing a production loss. However, if more than one major producer experiences a
production shock then the global loss can be very high. For example, in 2002 there was
a loss of 7.98% of all global cereals in that single year. Depending on what else is hap-
pening in the food system, in particular associated with stock levels, these global losses
could lead to significant social impacts. At country level at least one country experi-
ences a major shock (loss of more than 58% of its production) every other year. Using
purely global data (Figure 1) we also saw a production shock of 7.15% in 2002, which
was less than a two sigma event using global only trend lines. However, using this new
method we have shown that Australia, Canada, China, India and United States all hav-
ing 3 sigma events in 2002 amounting to a 7.98% loss (the overall loss is slightly higher
as the regression lines are done on a country by country basis and therefore the overall
trend is slightly different to a global trend). In conducting this analysis we emphasise
that it is the level of detail that is important and not the overall trend as displayed by
the global data. Global 3 sigma events identified using country level data help iden-
tify where shocks took place, explaining possible re-orientations of the trading system
of food. 4. Discussion Rises in global food prices can have a significant impact on so-
cieties and have in the past led to social unrest [11,13]. However, the causes of food
price rises are myriad [27] and the subject of a lot of study. One underlying cause is
the physical availability of food. In particular shocks in cereal production are viewed
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as one of the causal factors in price shocks [16] although a cereal production shock does
not always lead to a price shock and a price shock has not always been preceded by
a production shock [9]. Never-the-less developing a policy response to food security
and global food resilience requires a deep understanding of the food system. Surpris-
ingly there is no one agreed method for quantifying or categorizing when a country
has experienced a food production shock. This paper has presented a linked method to
categorize a country level production shock and a shock at country level that leads to
a global production shock. We have identified several production shocks over the pe-
riod 1995–2011 and classed these as country or global shocks while listing the year and
country in which the shock originated. Research which has explored the food system
and price shocks can be be er grounded in underlying production shocks by using this
method. We argue that this would allow for an easier comparison between different
arguments for causality of food price shocks. In particular in building quantified mod-
els having a similar basis for including cereal production shocks would create a be er
method for validation and calibration of these models. The simple formulation of iden-
tifying 3 sigma shock events presented in this paper should be readily reproducible by
other research groups. Of course several limitations exist with this method when using
it for detailed policy development not least the quality of the data contained within the
FAOSTAT database. Another key limitation is that food price shocks are rarely directly
linked into overall cereal production but rather a complex interaction with imports, ex-
ports and stock levels. Also, as previously highlighted, this method does not identify
whether a particular country is at risk of political or social impacts as a result of the pro-
duction shock. The risk factors are myriad and include political responses, transport,
storage infrastructure, substitutability of grains with other sources of food, exchange
rates and food subsidies, However, we believe an initial categorization of food produc-
tion shocks using this simple and common method will allow be er cross-comparison
between studies while given a common basis for further study into these more detailed
responses to production shocks. Thismethod should allow an identification of key coun-
tries to examine in further detail as potential sources of either shocks to import demand
or export capability. Identifying a particular country of course is only the first step in
understanding the dynamics of the global food system. 5. Conclusions In this paper we
present a method to categorize food production shocks at country level. We use data
from FAOSTAT to list a set of extreme production shocks over the period 1995–2011 and
the countries and years in which these shocks occur. We show that global cereal produc-
tion shocks occur as a result of shocks in major cereal producers including USA, China,
Russia, Ukraine, India, Argentina, Canada andAustralia. The largest global shock using
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our method was a 7.98% shock in 2002. Production shocks when an individual coun-
try experienced more than 58% loss in annual cereal production has occurred 21 times
during that period in countries that are predominantly classed as developing countries.

Empirics prove rural hospital closure wrecks their economies

Holmes, George. [Ph.D., Cecil G. Sheps Center for Health Services Research, University
of North Carolina]. “The Effect of Rural Hospital Closures on Community Economic
Health”. Health Serv Res. 2006 Apr; 41(2): 467–485.

The results presented here suggest that the closure of a rural county’s sole hospital de-
creases the economic well-being of the community and likely places the local economy
in a downward cycle that may be very difficult to recover from. This effect was not
only statistically significant but policy significant as well. For example, we estimate a
long run decrease in the per capita income of 1.5 percent. The finding that the economic
impact is an issue in communities where the sole hospital closed, an event that would
almost always occur in rural areas, suggests important considerations for policymakers
involved with hospital regulation. The traditional charge of health care regulators has
been to increase economic efficiency, which places a particularly acute financial pres-
sure on small rural hospitals. Because of low volumes it is difficult for these facilities
to manage profitability under fixed reimbursement systems such as Medicare’s PPS, as
they experience significantly greater variability in inpatient demand across years, with
a resultant instability in average costs per discharge (Dalton, Holmes, and Sli in 2003a,
b). Thus, regulations imposed to increase hospital efficiency may have spillover effects;
the economy is affected if the regulations induce the hospital to close. These economic ef-
fects, of course, compound any negative effects on health and health care access in rural
communities because of the closure. Assessments of the impact of hospital closure have
found that closures have created barriers to receipt of crucial emergency services (Reif,
Des Harnais, and Bernard 1999), increased travel time to inpatient care with substantial
effect on outcomes in the case of certain clinical conditions (Fleming et al. 1995; Reif,
Des Harnais, and Bernard 1999), and resulted in decreased utilization (Rosenbach and
Dayhoff 1995) and a loss of access to a proximate source of primary health care (Bind-
man et al. 1990). Combined with the decrease in physician supply because of hospital
closure (Hart, Pirani, and Rosenbla 1991b) and the economic downturn demonstrated
in this paper, access to primary health care would likely continue to decrease.
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Robust rural health system is key to contain pandemics

Meit, Michael and Knudson, Alana. [Meit is MA, MPH, is Deputy Director,
NORC Walsh Center for Rural Health Analysis, Bethesda, Maryland, part of
NORC at the University of Chicago. He also serves as Chair of the NRHA Ru-
ral Public Health Interest Group. Knudson is PhD, is Associate Director for
research at the University of North Dakota Center for Rural Health, Grand
Forks, and also with Upper Midwest Rural Health Research Center]. “Why
Is Rural Public Health Important? A Look to the Future.” Journal of Public
Health Management and Practice. Volume 15. Number 3. p. 185-190. 2009.
h p://worh.org/sites/default/files/Why%20is%20Rural%20Public%20Health%20Important.pdf

It is noteworthy that the history of governmental rural public health can largely be en-
capsulated in the years spanning 1908 (establishment of the Jefferson County Health
Department) to 1945 (passage of the Hill-Burton Act). Prior to 1908, the focus of public
health was almost exclusively urban, and since 1945, the focus of rural health has been
largely on the important issue of access to healthcare services. The “lost momentum”
of health departments that was noted by Terris13(pp1155–1164) in 1976 continues to-
day and is an important issue for further study. We are now facing new challenges to
meet the public health needs of rural America, and these challenges are significantly
driven by changing demographics. First, rural America is aging—the proportion of
older Americans residing in rural areas is generally higher than in urban areas. Like-
wise, there are also changes in the racial and ethnic groups residing in rural America.
The greatest population growth in rural America is among Native Americans, African
Americans, Hispanics, and migrant populations, whereas the growth rates among the
non-Hispanic white population were the lowest.24 These demographic changes will at
least require that cultural competence be included as a key component in the ongoing
development of the rural public health system. In addition, public health issues facing
these populations such as access to healthcare, environmental exposures, and health
disparities require an even more flexible rural public health system than the traditional
rural public health models have supported. Health disparities between rural and urban
citizens are well documented, and emerging public health threats related to infectious
diseases such as pandemic influenza, or man-made threats related to terrorism, necessi-
tate a robust public health system that can uniformly identify, track, and contain these
threats while working to improve overall community health status. An essential ele-
ment to address these emerging concerns is an appropriately funded rural public health
system with an adequately educated and trained rural public health workforce.
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Rural hospital closure is coming now and worsens patient health and creates huge
health disparities between urban and rural areas

HRSA. [Health Resources and Services Administration]. “Hospital Closings Likely
to Increase”. HRSA, 2017. h ps://www.hrsa.gov/enews/past-issues/2017/october-
19/hospitals-closing-increase.html

Hospitals located in rural areas have been closing their doors more frequently and at
higher rates than urban facilities in recent years — and a pa ern of increasing financial
distress suggests that more are likely to falter, experts said in a recent web conference.
The small hospitals are often the only health care available in rural counties, and those
most affected by hospital closings tend to be poor, minorities and elderly patients with
chronic health conditions. More than 120 rural hospitals have gone out of business since
2005, and the trend has been accelerating since 2010, said George Pink of the North
Carolina Rural Health Research and Policy Analysis Center at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. ”The hotspot for closures and financial distress continues to be
the South – particularly Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, Arkansas and Virginia … as well
as Texas,” Pink told a Sept. 21 webcast audience. ”A lot of states in the Midwest have
no hospitals that are rural and at high risk of financial distress.” Further, he said, many
of the closures in recent years affected Critical Access Hospitals , a designation by the
Centers for Medicare andMedicaid Services for facilities that provide essential services
in especially isolated communities. And most shut down amid financial woes tied to
upkeep costs for things like leaking roofs, antiquated power supplies and aging clinical
equipment. Contributing factors included: Insufficient patient populations; high rates
of uninsured patients; dwindling cash flow; and physician shortages. The Federal Of-
fice of Rural Health Policy housed at HRSA has a number of programs designed to help
these smaller hospitals improve quality and track their viability. Currently, 96 percent
of the 1,340 access facilities in the U.S. are reporting rural-relevant quality measures.
Photo of UNC researcher George Pink on the left and on the right is graph of the dis-
tance the sick and injured often having to travel (30 miles or more) to find care UNC’s
Pink and other researchers reviewed the fiscal health of more than 2,300 rural hospitals
and published their conclusions last October. Though closings remain a ”relatively rare
event, they get a lot of media a ention,” he said, because the consequences for local
patients and local economies can be so far-reaching – with the sick and injured often
having to travel 30 miles or more to find care (at right). Hospitals at high risk for finan-
cial trouble – estimated today to be nine percent of those in rural America— often serve
those who are unemployed, lack transportation or suffer from mobility limitations due
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to conditions like obesity, diabetes and tobacco use. ”These more vulnerable popula-
tions,” Pink said, ”are at increased risk of losing access to some types of health care,
exacerbation of health disparities and loss of hospital and other types of local employ-
ment.”

Rural hospital closures are coming now and worsen health, shred local economies

Conyers, Julie. [MD, MBA, FACS, writes for the Bulletin of the American College Sur-
geons]. “Small hospital closures mean loss of access to care”. Bulletin of the American
College Surgeons, 2018. h p://bulletin.facs.org/2018/01/small-hospital-closures-mean-
loss-of-access-to-care/

The U.S. has seen the fortunate few garner enormous income and profit in health care.
Whereas services provided by physicians account for a combined 10 percent of health
care costs, the U.S. would have a cost crisis even if physicians worked for free. For-
profit hospital systems have a fiduciary responsibility to shareholders rather than the
communities they serve and are considered by many to be controversial. In the face of
controversy over alleged kickback violations and fraudulent billing of Medicaid near-
ing $1 billion in total, not to mention poor financial performance, the outgoing Tenet
Healthcare Corporation’s chief executive officer (CEO) is to be awarded $23 million in
severance. Public companies, such as UnitedHealth Group, a for-profit managed health
care company, have made huge profits for their shareholders. In the past 19 years, Unit-
edHealth Group has seen returns of greater than 4,500 percent, or 22.4 percent annually.
During his tenure as CEO of UnitedHealth Group, StephenHemsley’s total annual com-
pensation has reached a peak of more than $100 million. Judith Faulkner, CEO of the
privately held health care software company Epic SystemsCorporation, is now reported
to be a billionaire 2.5 times over. While a few executives amass fortunes in health care,
millions of patients are at risk of losing access to local health care due in part to the in-
creasing number of hospital closures. Although urban hospitals also are at risk, most of
the hospital closures have been in rural areas. As expected, most of these hospital clo-
sures are due to poor financial performance. The rise and fall of rural hospitals In 1946,
Congress passed the Hill-Burton Act, which provided federal funding for the building
of not-for-profit community hospitals contingent upon caring formedically indigent pa-
tients. This Act helped to fund 6,800 facilities in more than 4,000 communities. To rein
inMedicare spending, the prospective payment system (PPS) was implemented in 1983.
Many rural hospitals closed over the next decade. In 1997, Congress passed legislation
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establishing the Medicare Rural Hospital Flexibility Program, which granted critical ac-
cess hospitals (CAHs) reimbursement based on a reasonable cost basis for Medicare
beneficiaries. Today, of the 5,000 short-term care hospitals in the U.S., more than 53
percent are CAHs. The North Carolina Rural Health Research Program presented its
findings at the AmericanHospital Association (AHA) 30th Rural Healthcare Leadership
Conference in February 2017. As depicted in Figure 1, 122 rural hospitals have closed
over 10 years. Figure 1. Rural hospital closures January 2005 to December 2016 Figure 1.
Rural hospital closures January 2005 to December 2016 Their research determined that
many factors were associated with rural hospital closures. For instance, most of the
hospital closures were in the South, and 57 percent of closures since 2010 were in states
without Medicaid expansion. The researchers also noted that many hospital closures
were due to poor market share in more competitive markets, or because the hospitals
were located in areas of higher unemployment and/or greater health disparities. In 2016,
iVantage Health Analytics published a study in which the authors coined the term “vul-
nerability index,” which is based on 70 indicators, such as market strength, population
risk, quality, patient safety, patient satisfaction, outcomes, and financial stability, com-
pared to 62 closed hospitals. The study determined that 673 rural facilitieswere at risk of
closing, translating into the loss of 11.7 million health care encounters and 99,000 health
care jobs. This same study also showed that rural facilities charge more but incur fewer
costs, especially for outpatient services. Challenges facing rural hospitals Although all
hospitals are struggling to maintain a narrow 2 to 4 percent profit margin in the face of
increasing bad debt (uncollectable debt reported on income statement as bad debt ex-
pense or uncollectable accounts expense) due to high patient deductibles, copayments,
and declines in reimbursement, smaller hospitals are seeing an out-migration of com-
mercial payors, resulting in a higher proportion of Medicare and Medicaid patients.
The operational costs of small hospitals are proportionally higher in fixed costs with
few variable costs. For instance, remote hospitals must devote more capital to inven-
tory in contrast to the just-in-time inventory systems of urban centers. Smaller hospi-
tals also have higher salary and benefits-to-net-revenue ratios. Rural hospitals struggle
with physician recruitment and retention and often only have access to a limited work-
force. Many rural hospitals are also challenged by governance that lacks expertise. For
instance, a referral center in Sea le, WA, is governed by an appointed board composed
of leaders in other quality-driven complex industries, such as Boeing and Microsoft. A
rural district hospital is governed by an elected board of local community leaders, often
with no experience in operating complex industries. For-profit health care companies
have shu ered their small hospitals as part of a business strategy, rather than based on
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an assessment of community needs. Smaller hospitals have struggled with the capital
and resources required for government-mandated electronic health record implementa-
tion. Costs associated with information technology infrastructure (such as labor, hard-
ware, and training) and lost productivity from implementation often exceed budgets.
Additionally, the number of data breaches has skyrocketed, as have the costs associated
with increasing security. In fact, more than $34 billion was reportedly spent respond-
ing to security breaches in the first six months of 2015, exceeding the total amount of
federal incentives paid through the Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical Health Act to make this transition happen. Many hospitals did not anticipate
these costs. Changing landscape The future health care model is evolving. The U.S.
is realizing increasing divergence between hospital supply and demand while the de-
mand for health care professionals is increasing. Complex service lines, such as cancer
care and cardiovascular interventions, are transitioning to outpatient models. Despite
the aging baby boomers, the demand for inpatient services is expected to decline, while
outpatient services will increase disproportionately. Rural hospitals will have to po-
sition for an outpatient health care model and determine which inpatient services are
sustainable. Because obstetrics is often a high-resource but low-revenue service line,
many rural hospitals have discontinued this service. Losing access to rural emergency
obstetrics services may place young lives at risk. The health care market is now seeing
price elasticity for patients with commercial insurance, meaning the demand changes
with price change. Historically, consumers were insured through their employer with
relatively small out-of-pocket costs, so consumers were price inelastic. Now, many con-
sumers have high deductible and high copayment insurance plans, making the market
price elastic. Health care consumers are shopping for outpatient and even elective inpa-
tient services, often basing their decisions on price. Because hospitals set their charge
master to cover costs for 24/7 access to services and indigent care, inpatient facilities
cannot price compete with freestanding outpatient radiology, lab, and surgery centers.
The conundrum of a aining quality data Not only do rural hospitals have scarce re-
sources for quality reporting, but they also are challenged by reporting rates based on
small sample sizes, resulting in a much higher likelihood of sampling error. Because
a measured rate only estimates the actual rate, sample sizes are important and often
overlooked. A rate of 10 percent is much less significant in a sample size of 10 than in
a sample size of 100. Large centers have the resources to muddy the statistical waters.
For instance, transferring patients to the hospice service may decrease a service line’s
mortality rate. Rural centers may need to combine data over several years to achieve
meaningful sample sizes. However, rural hospitals need to provide preemptive quality
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data, especially in the higher volume service lines, such as endoscopy, and compare
themselves to national quality benchmarks. Perhaps rural hospitals could share the
full-time employees required for rural reporting to the American College of Surgeons
National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (ACS NSQIP®) as a means of afford-
ability. Looking ahead Hospitals, churches, and schools are said to make up the three-
legged stool of the rural community. Rural hospitals often act as a safety net. When
hospitals close, the community loses access to nearby emergency care. Physicians and
other providers often leave the community, and access to visiting specialists is lost. The
older, poorer, and sicker patients of rural communities often lack resources to travel for
health care, so they go without. Because hospitals serve as an economic multiplier of
their communities, a hospital closure results in lost jobs, closure of businesses, and loss
of tax revenue. However, low-volume hospitals may still be able to serve their commu-
nities by providing outpatient-only services, such as emergency department, radiology,
clinics, and laboratory services.

In particular, emergency department closures severely impact health outcomes

Hsia, Renee, Kellerman, Arthur, and Shen, Yu-Chu. [Hsia is MD, MSc, Keller-
man is MD, MPH, Shen is PhD]. “FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH CLOSURES OF
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES”. PubMed Central, 2014.
h ps://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4063529/

In some areas, the episodic closure of EDs may be of li le consequence, particularly in
competitive health care markets where nearby facilities can deliver the needed clinical
care for patients who seek ED treatment. Somemight assert that such “creative destruc-
tion” is a manifestation of a healthy marketplace. However, the market economics of
US health care, particularly emergency care, are distorted by the fact that 51 million
Americans lack health insurance, and another 48 million are covered by Medicaid and
other forms of public insurance that reimburse well below cost.40 With health care re-
form, the numbers of people onMedicaid and other forms of public insurance are likely
to increase substantially, with far-reaching implications if these patients cannot access
timely and adequate care. In most of the US health care system, an effective business
strategy is to minimize uncompensated costs by declining to treat these patients, but
EDs cannot do so. The economic challenge of operating an ED in the face of a federal
obligation may explain, in part, why for-profit hospitals were twice as likely to close
their EDs as facilities that are non-profit or publicly owned. It may also explain why
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hospitals in the lowest quartile of profitability (essentially, negative profitability), and
those in highly competitive markets were more likely to close their EDs. Yet, even af-
ter controlling for these and other characteristics, we observed that safety-net hospitals
were significantly more likely to close their ED than hospitals that did not serve this
role. The closure of an emergency department can have profound repercussions for a
community.41–43 Closures can adversely affect access to emergency care for everyone
– insured and uninsured alike.41 Hospital closures significantly affect access to care not
only by increasing the distance to the nearest hospital but also by increasing the pa-
tient load at neighboring hospitals.44 ED crowding degrades quality of care, not only
by prolonging patient waiting times and increasing the rate of patients who leave with-
out being seen, but in terms of outcomes, including increased rates of morbidity and
mortality.45–47 BecauseMedicaid, SCHIP, and uninsured patients are highly reliant on
hospital emergency departments for acute care,3 ED closure can displace tens of thou-
sands of uninsured and low income patients to other EDs, worsening crowding and
potentially se ing the stage for additional closures.
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5.3 Big Pharma

The industry is straight up evil – they falsify research, bribe doctors, create shill
organizations to endorse their produce, and pay sales representatives to hide side
effects

Munro, Andrew. [Writer for Cracked]. “5 Terrible Secrets Big Drug Companies Don’t
Want You to Know”. Cracked, 2014.

All right, so how exactly do doctors knowwhat medication to give you, when new stuff
is coming out all the time? Well, they read medical journals, which are full of stud-
ies telling them what’s working these days. Unfortunately, pharmaceutical companies
know that, so when they roll out a new product that they know occasionally gives pa-
tients uncontrollable diarrhea, they first release an overwhelming number of falsified
studies that replace the word ”diarrhea” with ”ki ens.” Cherry-Merry/iStock/Ge y Im-
ages Continue Reading Below The ki ens have diarrhea, but it’s adorable. OK, the
actual practice is a li le more subtle than the ki en thing. In one real case, drug com-
pany Medtronic paid $210 million to dozens of surgeons to sign their names to medical
articles that were drafted and edited with the help of Medtronic marketers to advertise
the company’s bone-growth product Infuse ... the same Infuse that was later linked to
cancer and infertility in men, which might have affected any of the million people who
were prescribed it. The warnings were always there in the fine print, but the marketers
were able to tweak thewording to play up the benefits and brush off the horrifying risks
and side effects. The authors who went along with it could later be seen wearing lab
coats made of solid gold. But even when drug companies go to the effort of conducting
genuine scientific studies, oftentimes they simply don’t publish the unfavorable results.
In one experiment, a number of studies of an antidepressantmedicationwere submi ed
to a drug regulatory authority, and in the end, only the studies that yielded favorable
results were released to the public. Oh, did we forget to mention that the studies were
funded by huge pharmaceutical conglomerates? This is why some researchers believe
that the vastmajority of studies on antidepressants are unreliable at best and completely
idiotic at worst. Purestock/Purestock/Ge y Images Personally, we prefer the trial-and-
error method. But what about independent studies that aren’t paid for by big busi-
nesses? Sure, they exist, but many of the researchers end up ge ing sued, and the stud-
ies are kept from publication by the drug company lawyers. Remember, the companies
don’t even need to win their suits -- all they need to do is keep bringing the scientists
back to court until they run out of money and resort to burning their research notes for
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warmth. 3 Deploying an Army of Lying Sales Representatives kadmy/iStock/Ge y Im-
ages Continue Reading Below Other than medical journals, the other way for doctors
to stay informed about drugs is through sales reps, who visit medical professionals and
tell them about the newest pill-magic their company has come up with. Sales represen-
tative visits are basically themedical education equivalent of a pizza delivery in a porno,
by which we mean that they are quick and convenient and usually end with someone
ge ing fucked. The bad news? That someone is usually us. Comstock/Stockbyte/Ge y
Images ”On the plus side, we’ve got plenty of birth control options for you to use while
we do it.” In most countries, drug sales reps are legally required to disclose all relevant
information about a drug they are promoting to the doctor, not just the fun stuff. But in
theU.S., Canada, and France, it’s been found that they onlymention serious drug risks 6
percent of the time. Because, you know, they’re in sales. Their goal isn’t to inform; their
goal is to get the doctors to sign on the do ed line -- and your doctor is just as susceptible
to slick sales techniques as anybody else. So what’s the risk here? Well, more than half
of the drugs whose downsides aren’t mentioned carry the most severe warning that can
be issued -- we’re talking ”may cause death” territory here. And that’s just for the risks
-- things that might go horribly wrong when someone takes the drug. This is not to be
confused with side effects, which are things that will almost definitely go horribly right
if you take the drug. But again, sales reps won’t even mention side effects in 59 percent
of the cases. michaeljung/iStock/Ge y Images ”When you think about it, what is ’anal
bleeding’ really?” Part of the problem is that some hospitals might be greeting over a
dozen sales reps a day. The doctors want to listen just long enough to get the merchan-
dise and free samples, but not a moment longer than they have to. This leads to super
condensed sales pitches, and if something’s going to get cut, it’ll be the downsides. A
far larger part of the problem, however, is that despite the law being pre y clear on
these points, there’s practically no oversight or enforcement of it whatsoever. Continue
Reading BelowMeanwhile, the drug companies are spending billions on TV ads telling
patients to demand these drugs from their physician. So, the doctors are ge ing pres-
sured from all sides. But really, why should they worry about it when they just read
that informative journal article talking about how safe the drug is? And if we’re making
it sound like there are paid shills everywhere, well, that’s because drug companies are
... 2 Planting Shills Everywhere DanComaniciu/iStock/Ge y Images You can’t read any
product label nowadays without discovering that it’s been endorsed by the American
Society of Whatever, recommended by the National Center for Stuff, or enjoyed by the
International Institute of Things. As it turns out, most of these groups are pharmaceuti-
cal industry shills recommendingmedication based not on rigorous research, but rather
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the name that appears on their checks. Take the American Acne and Rosacea Society,
for example. It’s a theoretically impartial organization that’s factually funded almost en-
tirely bymanufacturers of acnemedication like Galderma, which has 13 of the 15 AARS
experts on its payroll. So when AARS recommended a treatment for acne, it was no sur-
prise that they went with Galderma’s $2,500-a-year plan, instead of the equally effective
$120-a-year generic alternative. Jupiterimages/BananaStock/Ge y Images ”Anything is
possible!” According to a study from the Journal Sentinel, among 20 clinical guidelines
for the top-selling drugs in theU.S. (includingNexium, Lipitor, andOxycontin), 16were
drafted by doctors with clear ties to drug companies. Case in point: GlaxoSmithKline’s
asthma medication Advair was America’s fifth best-selling drug of 2011, thanks to a
recommendation by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, which might have
come about because 12 of the institute’s 18 panelmemberswere being paid byGSK. Con-
tinue Reading Below But it’s one thing when a bunch of professionals basically recom-
mend brushing your teeth with dog food just because they’re sponsored by Purina. It’s
a whole other thing when their shilling can kill you. michaeljung/iStock/Ge y Images
”When you think about it, what is ’death’ really?” Let’s take what drug giant Wyeth did
in 2002, after discovering that their hormone therapy drugs for menopause increased
risk of breast cancer, heart disease, stroke, and blood clots. The problem was that the
drugs Prempro and Premarin were already on the market, so instead of recalling them,
the company spent $12 million forming the Council on Hormone Education, 85 percent
of whose members were working for Wyeth. They then spent the next six years con-
ducting an online course ”educating” thousands of doctors about how totally awesome
hormone therapy is, and how all that cancer/stroke business was probably due to some-
thing the patients did in their free time. And in some cases they can take a, well, more
direct approach ... 1 Rampant Bribery Kenishirotie/iStock/Ge y Images It turns out that
big drug companies hand out bribes -- extensively, frequently, and usually in foreign
countries. For instance, GlaxoSmithKline is currently under investigation for dishing
out about $500 million in bribes to Chinese doctors, government officials, hospital ad-
ministrators, and anyone else who happened to be standing around at bribe o’clock.
The payouts were meant to secure the company a bigger market share in the country
by, assumingly, ge ing the government to crack down on the GalaxySwitchPine knock-
offs that have been flooding China. Jupiterimages/Photos.com/Ge y Images Since then,
the company made the heroic decision to investigate themselves and found that the
entire bribe thing was orchestrated by four senior executives who acted alone, against
company guidelines. But in light of GSK’s vehement ”It was all a few loose cannons”
defense, you have to wonder what kind of illicit stuff Pfizer was really into. Because
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when Pfizer was caught bribing medical professionals in Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech
Republic, Italy, Kazakhstan, Russia, China, and Serbia to get them to prescribe more of
the company’s drugs, they quickly admi ed their guilt and agreed to pay $60 million
in fines. Oli Scarff/Ge y Images News/Ge y Images We assume that means the bribery
had ne ed them $60 billion. But really, we’re surprised they didn’t gowith ”Literally ev-
eryone does this” as their defense. When the drug giant Eli Lilly bribed Chinese officials
and doctors, they had to throw in some expensive jewelry and spa treatments to secure
their business interests abroad. So what did they get for their bribes? Well, it involves
straight up paying doctors and hospitals to prescribe their drugs instead of their com-
petitors’. As in, your doctor prescribes you a pill not because it’s the best one for your
condition, but because the drug company bought him a new motorcycle. Wait -- it’s
actually sadder than that. Pfizer China allegedly ”created ’point programs’ that could
be redeemed for gifts like cellphones and tea sets based on howmany prescriptions the
physicians wrote.”

Big pharma has fundamentally corrupted healthcare – doctors are trapped by
conflicts of interest to over-prescribe drugs based on false positives, which
ultimately worsens patient health and expands corporate control

Ofri, Danielle. [Physician at Bellevue Hospital and associate professor of medicine
at the New York University School of Medicine, as well as editor in chief of
the Bellevue Literary Review]. ”Big Money’s Sway Over Doctors,” Slate, 2017.
www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/medical_examiner/2017/08/single_payer_is_the_way_to_eliminate_health_care_s_conflicts_of_interest.html

I once spent a fewmonths working in an internal medicine practice that had purchased
its own stress-test machine. After the purchase, the number of stress tests ordered sky-
rocketed. Many were for patients who didn’t really need them. Conflict of interest has
been in the news a lot lately—the Trump/Kushner White House and business dealings
have taken ‘conflict of interest’ to new heights. (It has also become one of the presi-
dent’s favorite phrases.) The naked rapaciousness in our new administration would
make even Rod Blagojevich blush. But the thing about political conflict of interest is
that it can feel oddly distant to the very people it harms. Medical conflict of interest,
however, is a far more intimate affair. The doctor-patient relationship is a one-on-one
interaction, and so conflicts of interest are concrete and directly personal. If there is
any sort of external influence that compels a doctor to prescribe a particular statin, or
to refer a patient to a specific radiology center, or to implant a certain brand of artificial
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knee, then medical decision-making will be tainted. The harm an individual person
stands to receive is obvious. Most doctors, though, do not think they are influenced by
anything other than their patients’ needs. The doctorswho purchased the stress-testma-
chine honestly believed they were offering a convenience to their patients who would
no longer have to travel across town for their tests. But as I watched patients undergo
a test for which they had only the mildest of indications, I could see that the medical
decision-making was influenced at the very least by the sheer accessibility of having the
stress-test machine in the next room over. What’s the harm of over testing? More testing
meansmore false positives—and the percentage of false positives goes up in the patients
who are least likely to have a disease to begin with. Beside giving someone the fright
of a heart disease diagnosis, a false positive stress test can send a patient to the cardiac
cath lab, and a percentage of patients who undergo cardiac catheterization will experi-
ence harms: arrhythmia, heart a ack, stroke, bleeding, anaphylaxis, or death. That risk
may be worthwhile for a patient who really needs it. But for a patient who didn’t need
the test and experienced terrible harm, that’s about the worst kind of medicine we can
give. And of course, all the patients—and their insurance companies—ended up paying
more for care they did not need. Medical conflict of interest, of course, extends beyond
the exam room to research, medical education, practice guidelines and medical advo-
cacy. The journal JAMA found enough out there to devote an entire issue to the topic.
For most patients, though, most relevant part is what might be influencing the person
on the other side of the stethoscope. Patients can now look up how much money their
doctors or hospitals have received (and from whom) on sites like ProPublica’s Dollars
for Docs or the federal government’s Open Payments database. It can be jaw-dropping
to see how much money pharmaceutical companies and device manufacturers pump
into the medical system. While some of this money is directed toward education, it’s
no secret that companies “invest” in the medical community because it pays back in
spades. Doctors’ prescribing pa erns can be influenced even just by a free lunch from
these companies, even though most doctors remain staunchly convinced that they are
not swayed by such tactics. A natural experiment took place in 1997 when Medicare
reorganized its geographical pricing system. This 1997 consolidation, which adjusted
reimbursement rates to account for variability of costs around the country, meant that
some regions experienced a sudden change in reimbursements. In areas that lucked
out and found themselves ge ing paid more for the same medical care, there was a con-
comitant brisk increase in medical services rendered. It’s unlikely that these Medicare
patients suddenly got sicker—therewasn’tmuch change in things like dialysis or cancer
treatment. Most of the spike in medical services was accounted for by elective proce-
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dures. While elective procedures like cataract removal and cardiac catheterization can
often be medically necessary, there is a yawning gray zone in which these procedures
get done for tenuous indications—asmy former colleagues illustrated. Researchers also
noted a surge in the number of MRI machines purchased. Interestingly, most of these
MRI machines were bought by nonradiologists. Radiologists own MRI machines be-
cause it is a necessary tool for their trade, but most nonradiologist doctors don’t need
an MRI machine. And, unsurprisingly, the data revealed that most of the increase in
MRI scans came from these non-radiologists. Even more illuminating was the type of
MRI scans done: There was a marked increase in orders for MRIs of the back, whereas
there was no change in MRI scans of the head and neck. (Imaging studies of the lower
back for ordinary back pain are nearly always unnecessary and notoriously overused,
whereas MRI scans for the head and neck tend to be used more appropriately.) Analy-
ses like these make it clear that medical care responds to money. This is not to say that
all doctors are money-grubbing slime; on the contrary, most doctors are conscientious
and genuinely try to do right by their patients. Butmedical decisions can be still swayed
by money, even unconsciously, regardless of whether it’s from insurance companies or
from industry. Patients, though, would obviously prefer medical care be swayed only
by our medical needs, not bymarket forces. So how dowe address these enormous con-
flicts of interest in health care? The pernicious effects of bribery by the drug and device
companies require aggressive policing. Transparency of who is receiving this money,
illuminated by the various databases, is an important first step but not always directly
helpful to patients—especially if they are sick, or desperate, or lacking in internet or
English-language skills. For the medical profession to retain a shred of its integrity, it
has to flatly forbid for-profit companies frommeddling in clinical care (in the same way
that legitimate news organizations erect a barrier between the news department and the
editorial department). The conflict of interest raised by fee-for-service is trickier because
of the fragmented nature of the American health care system. Bundling of payments
is one possibility—for example, creating one fixed reimbursement rate for addressing
back pain, whether a doctor prescribes ibuprofen or orders an MRI. But the most effec-
tive way would be to eliminate financial incentive altogether and have physicians be
paid a salary rather than receive pay based on what procedures they order. My for-
mer colleagues’ income increased every time they ordered a stress test, whether it was
necessary or not. Medical organizations like Kaiser Permanente that utilize the salary
model deliver care that is recognized as both cost-efficient and high quality. Switching
to salary-based pay, though, still wouldn’t erase the most basic conflict of interest inher-
ent to the American system of health care. That conflict of interest would be the fact that
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health care access is already tied to health insurance, and health insurers hold the purse
strings that determine payment to doctors. Presence or absence or extent of health in-
surance is the most powerful influence on how doctors care for patients: Most patients
can’t get to doctors at all if they don’t have insurance, and if they do have insurance,
the more coverage they have, the more medical care they get. To address this conflict of
interest, there is only one ethical option: universal health care. Historically, universal
health care has been a third-rail in medical policy discourse. The specter of socialized
medicine is anathema for an America that prides itself in rugged individualism. How-
ever, the current political turmoil aroundhealth caremayhave offered an oddly salutary
silver lining. The lurching medical policy decisions of the Trump administration and
Congress has allowed ordinary Americans to witness how the sausage of our health
care system is made. The broader public has become viscerally aware that a for-profit
system of health care means that when the chips finally fall, it is money and politics that
ma er more than patients. When maternity care, mental health care, and pre-existing
conditions can be je isoned for expediency’s sake, it’s clear that the patients’ best inter-
ests have fallen off the table. Now that Americans have had a taste of medical fairness
that the Affordable Care Act a empted—however imperfectly—to promote, they recoil
from the specter of millions of people blithely axed off the heath insurance rolls in an
effort to placate political or financial priorities. And they are painfully aware that in
our country, ge ing cut from health insurance essentially means ge ing cut off from
medical care. The conflict of interest can’t get any more manifest than this. If we in the
medical profession want the public to believe that our commitment to patients is our
highest priority, then we need to take the lead in combating the forces that threaten this.
We need to take a stand for our patients by rejecting industrymoney that swaysmedical
decisions. We need to condemn the fee-for-service system that warps the priorities of
medical care. Andwe need to forcefully advocate for a universal health care system that
offers medical care on the basis of being human, not on the basis of being moneyed.

Big pharma is also racist

Lee, Sandra Soo-Jin. [PhD, Stanford Center for Biomedical Ethics]. “Racializing Drug
Design: Implications of Pharmacogenomics for Health Disparities”. Stanford Univer-
sity Medical School, 2005.

Several researchers have argued that recent developments in genetic variation research
will render race, as defined by distinctive genetic signatures, obsolete (S. Lee, PhD,
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unpublished data, 2005). The argument is that race and its proxies, including skin
color, eye shape, and enzyme metabolism, will no longer be necessary for research
once specific genetic correlates are identified. Underlying this prediction of a race-free
genomic era is the assumption that research on human genetic variation will proceed
untainted by dominant social ideas and values regarding what constitutes human dif-
ference. Whereas much of the focus on race in science has formed a largely harmonious
chorus against the concept’s use as a biological category for human groups, li le at-
tention has been given to the ways in which bodies and bodily materials are nonethe-
less racialized institutionally. Closer inspection of the infrastructure of racialization is
needed to fully understand how racemay be produced and inscribed onto humanDNA,
as opposed to being “discovered” in the research process. I discuss 3 areas from which
the infrastructure of racialization emerges. The first is current research on human ge-
netic variation—specifically, efforts to create national DNA repositories within which
genetic samples are catalogued by racial and ethnic identifying information. The sec-
ond is the embedded practice in clinical medicine of incorporating perceptions of racial
and ethnic identification and concomitant assumptions of biological difference into clin-
ical decisionmaking. The third is the pharmaceutical industry’s increasing interest in
racially identified patient populations as profitable market niches. These areas of re-
search, clinical practice, and commercial development build an infrastructure of racial-
ization whereby race becomes a central focus in the search for meaningful differences
among groups. The confluence of these efforts and practices might not foreshadow the
predicted era of personalizedmedicine; rather, the current trajectorymay be one of race-
based medicine that further reifies race as a naturalized, immutable biological reality.

Only government regulation checks inevitable exploitative practices, particularly in
the case of drug pricing

Merelli, Annalisa. [Reporter at Quar ]. ”The way to fix outrageous drug pric-
ing in the US is simply to do what all other rich countries do.” Quar , 2015.
h ps://qz.com/509344/the-way-to-fix-outrageous-drug-pricing-in-the-us-is-simply-
to-do-what-all-other-rich-countries-do/

When news broke that the price of Daraprim, a 62-year-old life-saving drug often pre-
scribed to AIDS patient, had been raised from $13.50 a tablet to $750, outrage ensued.
The steep rise was announced on Sept. 20 by Turing Pharmaceuticals, a startup that, ac-
cording to the New York Times, acquired the rights to the medication in August, and
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immediately after increased its price by over 5,500%. Turing’s CEO, former hedge fund
manger Martin Shkreli, publicly defended his decision to raise the drug price saying
that the new profit would be invested in further research and the drug’s new cost was
more in line with that of other life-saving drugs. But he eventually gave in and an-
nounced a price revision. While insults of all kinds have been thrown at “Pharma Bro,”
he is not the real villain but rather someone trying to do his job, which is to make a
profit. The villain is the system. A privately funded healthcare system, as the one at
work in the US, sets all the conditions that allow Shkreli’s actions. What’s more, they
seem perfectly justifiable if viewed from the perspective of entrepreneurship. Health
is arguably the most valuable of goods, and if you let the market determine its price
without regulation, well, suppliers will always try and get the highest price they can.
It’s the market, stupid Americans pay far more than any other country for prescription
drugs. In fact, Americans overpay for every aspect of healthcare: procedures and ser-
vices are the most expensive in the world, because efficiency plays no role in rewarding
the healthcare providers. As Dr. Stephen Ondra—who works as chief medical officer
for customer-owned health insurance company Health Care Service Corporation—told
Quar , “right now inefficiency is rewarded, the more you do to get an outcome, the
more you make.” There is a common denominator behind all of this: the free, unregu-
latedmarket. TheUS is an outlier among industrialized nation: it’s the only rich country
that does not offer a publicly funded health system, relying instead largely on private in-
surance. This affects the pricing of drugs in several ways that are independent from the
actual regulations imposed on pharmaceutical companies. First, and perhaps most im-
portantly, the power in se ing the price for drugs is skewed toward drugmanufacturers.
Unlike countries where universal health coverage is in place, the negotiating is left to in-
dividual care providers rather than being in the hand of a large, publicly funded buyer
that’s able to negotiate since it purchases most (if not all) of the drugs. For those with
health insurance, high drug prices result in higher premiums, but it’s hard to notice the
price increases directly. This means consumers lack awareness of the actual medication
prices, and consequently, any pressure to keep them under control. Plus, the costs of
bringing a drug into the US market are higher, partially because of marketing expenses.
The US is one of only two countries (the other being New Zealand) that allows direct-to-
consumer advertisement of prescription drugs, while elsewhere promotion is limited
to medical professionals. This raises the already steep marketing bill of drugs manu-
facturers. As Robert Yates, former World Health Organization senior health economist
told Quar , “the amount [pharmaceutical companies] spend onmarketing is massively
more than they do on research and development.” Finally, pharmaceutical companies
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can count on tens of billions of dollars in revenue, at higher margins than most other
sectors (with the sole exception of software). So they make the most of the opportunity
to advertise directly to the customer in the world’s only rich market that’s unregulated.
With more advertising come more requests of specific brand names, which in turn can
cause higher volumes of prescriptions, overmedication, and price hikes. This doesn’t in
any way mean that other countries are immune to high drug prices. A recent Guardian
article, for instance, exposed the struggles of the UK’s National Health System (NHS),
one of the biggest in the world, in supplying British patients with expensive cancer
drugs. Yet drug prices that are too high for the NHS, or other publicly funded systems,
are a fraction of what US citizens pay. Let’s take Daraprim as an extreme case: the same
drug (pyrimethamine, Daraprim’s main ingredient) that could be priced $750 a pill in
theUS is currently available in India for �7, or $0.10. Beyond drug pricing TheDaraprim
case shouldmake clear why 61 prominent US economists are among the 267 signatories
of the Economists’ Declaration on Universal Health Care, a statement led by Larry Sum-
mers and subscribed to by economists Joseph Stigli and Thomas Pike y, presented
in New York ahead of the United Nations General Assembly, on Sept. 18. Healthcare
expenditure in the US far outpaces other rich countries and represents the first cause
of individual bankruptcy. In the declaration, the economists “call on global policymak-
ers to prioritize a pro-poor pathway to universal health coverage as an essential pillar
of development.” The document also focuses on the individual human right to high-
quality, accessible health care, which, if administered through universal coverage has
“accompanying benefits in both health and in protection from health-related financial
risks.” Publicly funded healthcare is not simply good for citizens but also for the econ-
omy on the whole. As Yates told Quar , “these [economists] aren’t people who have
vested interests, but who recognize that [universal health coverage] is good for society.”
Indeed, despite the US adversity to publicly funded, socialized healthcare (where citi-
zens contribute to health coverage according to their income), the current system has
proved ineffective not only in providing access to affordable care, but also in saving
public resources. Although the Affordable Care Act might help in reducing costs for
the government, the US government is currently in the paradoxic position of spending
more in healthcare than any other in terms of GDP percentage, while covering a much
smaller percentage of the overall health costs. “One of every four dollars we pay in the
US [for healthcare] are used for administrative expenses,” William Hsiao, professor of
economics at Harvard Public Health School, told Quar . Because there are so many
insurers, each with their own sets of rules, there is a large amount of resources wasted
purely in dealing with the system. To explain it, Hsiao provides the example of an
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independent medical practice. The average US independent doctor, Hsiao says, deals
with an average of six different insurance companies, each providing several products
with specific rules in terms of reimbursement and co-pay, so the practice has to deal
with an estimated 30 different plans. This becomes so complicated that the doctor has
to hire a dedicated person to deal with it, and on top of it 25% of the nurses’ weekly
time, and eight hours of the doctor’s, are dedicated to administrative tasks. If, instead,
there were a single, publicly funded payer—not necessarily through taxation, but with
a social insurance fund based on income, that covered everyone—these costs would be
eliminated. “My very rough guess would be that we could reduce US healthcare cost of
30%,” Hsiao told Quar . It would mean going from a 17.5% GDP spending in health to
about 12%—which could save the averageAmerican $2,500 a year. Butwhatwould hap-
pen to all those administrative jobs that would become obsolete? “To be realistic about
it, the savings of the initial years would have to be spent re-training the people for some
other occupations,” Hsiao told Quar . This would, however, only be an issue for the
very short-term, since people would spend the savings theymake on healthcare in other
sectors, creating new, different jobs. The American exception Then there is the cultural
issue, well expressed a few years ago byMeganMcArdle in TheAtlantic: “Once the gov-
ernment gets into the business of providing our health care, the government gets into
the business of deciding whose life ma ers, and how much.” That is a concern that sits
at the core of the American belief that no good comes of government’s involvement in
the life of the individual—in any sphere. It’s something that profoundly differentiates
the US from other Western countries, and is embodied in the country’s welfare state (or
lack of thereof). The economists directly address this in their declaration, stating that
“resource constraints require individual countries to determine their own definition of
’essential.”’ They, however, believe having a public entity, rather than private capital,
decide what is “essential,” (what needs to be covered, and in which order of priority) is
the be er option. “You never get perfect universal health care,” Yates told Quar , “it’s
always a process.” Defenders of private healthcare think it offers choice and access to
the best services. But the reality is that such services remain a privilege of the rich, who
face a proportionally lower cost since insurance premiums, whether provided through
an employer or independently purchased, do not vary according to the insured’s income
level. The system doesn’t appear to be working, and the poor performance of America
in terms of health parameters such as life expectancy, infant mortality rates, maternal
deaths are proof. But while many agree that the system needs to change, not everyone
is convinced publicly funded health care is the way to go, or that it would even feasible,
in the US. “You have to have a solution that fits your culture,” said Ondra, who pro-
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poses an approach to healthcare that would leverage the private entrepreneurial spirit
as a driver to lower costs. “If you can find a non-governmental solution, a rational mid-
dle ground that fits more with our dynamics,” Ondra told Quar , that would be “more
efficient and creative.” Yates, on the other hand, thinks America might not be that far
from implementing publicly funded health care. The Affordable Care Act, he says, was
the first step in that direction, and now some states “are debating [adopting] health care
[plans] that are socially and publicly funded.”
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5.4 AT: Innovation Goes Down

Studies estimating decreases in R&D are statistically flawed – laundry list of
warrants – price controls have a very marginal effect

Scherer, F.M. [Professor emeritus of public policy and corporate management at the
John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, in Cambridge, Mas-
sachuse s]. “Price Controls And Global Pharmaceutical Progress”. Health Affairs,
2009. h ps://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/pdf/10.1377/hlthaff.28.1.w161

My assignmentwas to comment on three papers in aHealthAffairsWeb-Exclusive pack-
age.1 Because space is limited, I focus mainly on one: the work by Darius Lakdawalla
and colleagues examining how U.S. price controls might affect pharmaceutical inno-
vation and, ultimately, health in the United States and Europe.2 Most major nations,
many of whose policies are reviewed in the paper by Neeraj Sood and colleagues, en-
force drug price controls.3 This means that the United States is the “honey pot” from
which multinational pharmaceutical companies derive a lion’s share of their profits. I
have no doubt that tough price controls in the United States would adversely affect in-
centives for innovation. The crucial questions are, how much, and on what kinds of
drugs? The paper by Lakdawalla and colleagues summarizes an impressively rich and
detailed simulation analysis, with commendable a ention to the sensitivity of results
to key assumptions. My main quarrel with the paper entails its so-called baseline-case
“elasticity” assumption that a 1 percent decrease in drug sales revenues would lead to
a 3 percent decrease in the new product count. (The assumption is stated most clearly
in the authors’ technical appendix.) The conclusions by Lakdawalla and colleagues de-
pend critically upon their baseline value of 3.0, as the sensitivity analysis in their Exhibit
6 reveals. An elasticity of 1.0 would yield a small positive increment to present value
for the U.S. year 2060 cohort, given the other baseline assumptions; an elasticity of 2.0, a
present value of –$17,000, compared to the much larger effect of –$51,000 for the elastic-
ity of 3.0. I was skeptical of the baseline 3.0 value for several reasons. It is drawn from
an econometric investigation by Daron Acemoglu and Joshua Linn.4 Their work uses
state-of-the-art techniques to estimate how new Food and Drug Administration (FDA)–
approved drugs respond to a variable that is predictable but largely unaffected by drug
availability: the size of population cohorts susceptible to diverse diseases. My skepti-
cism turns on several points. First, Acemoglu and Linn’s model addresses population
counts (not revenues, as asserted by Lakdawalla and colleagues). Correctly ascertaining
the impact of price controls on new drug development requires a focus on revenues (ris-
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ing more rapidly than population) and research and development (R&D) costs (rising
evenmore rapidly). Neither is explicitly used in Acemoglu and Linn’s analysis. Second,
Acemoglu and Linn showno awareness that the number of newproducts and especially
new chemical entities (NCEs) approved during the final decade of their 1965–2000 sam-
ple rose abruptly because of a reduced backlog of FDA applications (and possibly an
altered bias favoring approval over rejection) imparted by the 1992 Prescription Drug
User Fee Act (PDUFA). When I a empted a crude test (without the sophisticated cohort
breakdowns used byAcemoglu and Linn) of how eliminating the backlog effect affected
the response of the number of approvedNCEs to the size of population cohorts ages 55–
85, I obtained an elasticity of 2.61 with the unaltered NCE count data and 2.06 with data
stripped of a three-year backlog effect. Ignoring PDUFA makes a difference. The mo-
tivational foundation for the analysis by Acemoglu and Linn was Jacob Schmookler’s
seminal contributions on the importance of “demand-pull” to innovation.5 In Chap-
ter 7 of his book, Invention and Economic Growth, Schmookler reported elasticities
insignificantly different from 1.0. In the most extensive retest of the Schmookler hy-
potheses, covering patented inventions flowing to 214 capital goods–using industries,
I estimated an elasticity of 0.686.6 Believing that drug development incentives depend
upon revenues and production costs (which determine gross margins) and R&D out-
lays, I was also inclined toward skepticism of a 3.0 elasticity from my own analysis
of R&D responses, published in an earlier issue of Health Affairs and in my industry
case-study book.7 The analysis focused on deviations from trend, not absolute levels,
because what price controls do is enforce a deviation from what otherwise would be
trend values. The econometric version of my analysis suggests an R&D elasticity of
approximately 0.6 with respect to gross margins. Because gross margins approximate
60 percent of sales revenues, this implies a sales revenue deviation elasticity of about
1.0. Lakdawalla and colleagues reject these results, arguing that “short-run deviations
in profits have no bearing upon the long-term payoffs of investments.” They ignore
the suggestion in myHealth Affairs article that “managers’ expectations of future profit
opportunities, which are tempered, inter alia, by contemporary market conditions, can
exert a demand-pull influence on R&D investments.”8 To be sure, current profits are
an imperfect predictor of future profits. But in a world of uncertainty and “bounded
rationality,” Herbert Simon argued in his Nobel Prize–winning work, managers often
seize upon imperfect observables in their decisions.9 An economic model I used to an-
alyze how changes in third-world patent policy affect innovation also yielded modest
new-drug elasticity estimates—on the order of 0.73.10 Themodel, however, was not cal-
ibrated from econometric estimates. Reconsidering it in the framework of Lakdawalla
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and colleagues’ paper, I recognized an important caveat. Lakdawalla and colleagues
analyze the five top-selling drugs each of seven disease categories, which in their tech-
nical appendix they call “blockbusters.” In studies of three different new drug cohorts,
Henry Grabowski and others have shown that the distribution of payoffs—technically,
the discounted present value of gross margins—is highly skewed.11 Their three analy-
ses show the discounted pay offs from top-decile blockbusters to be from 5.2 to 5.6 times
commensurately capitalized R&D costs (including the costs of failed efforts). Suppose,
then, that price controls reduce manufacturers’ revenues by 20 percent and quasi-rents
by 30 percent. The effect for the blockbusters will be to leave quasi-rents roughly 3.8
times R&D costs. Even in a highly uncertain world, this seems unlikely to discourage
R&D investment for drugs expected to be top sellers.

Innovation is declining already – decades of data proves fewer drugs are ge ing
approved by the FDA

Baker, Dean. [Economist and the Co-Director of the Center for Economic and
Policy Research, in Washington, D.C.]. “Reducing Waste with an Efficient Medi-
care Prescription Drug Benefit”. Center for Economic and Policy Research, 2013.
h p://cepr.net/documents/publications/medicare-drug-2012-12.pdf

When Congress was debating the Medicare drug benefit in 2003, there were many who
advocated thatMedicare provide the benefit as part of the traditional hospital insurance
program. This was expected to save money both due to lower administrative costs and
also as result of Medicare’s ability to use its market power to directly negotiate lower
priceswith the pharmaceutical industry. The plan thatwas passed instead required ben-
eficiaries to purchase insurance from private insurers who would be subsidized by the
government. It has been widely noted that the drug benefit has cost considerably less
than expected. In 2004, the Medicare Trustees projected that the Part D benefit would
cost $131.4 billion in 2011, the most recent year for which data is available. In fact, the
benefit cost $67.4 billion in 2011, just 51.3 percent of the originally projected cost.1While
advocates of using private insurers have claimed that lower than projected costs vindi-
cate their design for the benefit, in fact the main reason that costs have been less than
projected is that drug costs in general have risen much less rapidly than had been pro-
jected. In 2005, the Center for Medicare andMedicaid Services (CMS) projected that the
country would spend $403.7 billion on prescription drugs in 2014. 2 (These were the
first projections that incorporated the impact of the Medicare prescription drug benefit,
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and 2014 is chosen because the projections jump from 2006 to 2014.) The 2011 projec-
tions showed expenditures of $308.7 billion for 2014, or 59.2 percent of the 2005 projec-
tion.3 While there are undoubtedly many factors underlying the slower than projected
increase in drug costs, the main factor is a decline in the pace of innovation. The Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) rates the importance of new drugs in their approval
process. It fast tracks drugs that are considered “priority” drugs, meaning that they
are potentially a qualitative improvement over existing drugs. In the 1990s, there was
an average of 13.4 priority approvals a year of new molecular entities. This fell to 10.0
a year between 2004 and 2009, a 25 percent drop.4 Given the expected increase in ex-
penditures on prescription drugs, and the increase in research spending claimed by the
industry, it would have been expected that instead of falling, the number of priority
approvals would have increased substantially. With fewer important new drugs being
developed and patents expiring on many important existing drugs, it should not have
been surprising that the increase in drug expenditures would slow. It is likely that this
slower pace of innovation in the drug industry is a more important factor in explaining
lower than projected costs than the role of private insurers in delivering the benefit.

Turn – giving corporations monopolies so that they have innovation incentives
causes corruption and false marketing of what drugs can be used for – only
government funding for innovation solves

It is worth briefly discussing an objection that the pharmaceutical industry often makes
to allowingMedicare to negotiate lower drug prices. It claims that the high prices in the
United States provide much of the revenue and incentive to finance research into new
drugs. While it is true that the profits from patent monopolies do provide an incentive
to conduct research, they also provide an incentive tomarket drugs for uses that may be
inappropriate and to misrepresent evidence on the quality and safety of drugs. This is
the reason that there have been so many scandals in recent years such as the one involv-
ing Vioxx, where it is alleged that Merck concealed evidence that the drug increased the
risks of heart a acks and strokes. 6 The perverse incentives created by patent monopo-
lies also have led to the corruption of scientific research, which is a widely recognized
problem among medical researchers.7 Lower profit margins will reduce the incentive
for this sort of corruption, which presumablymeans that we can anticipate that the drug
companies will be more honest in marketing their drugs and revealing their research
findings. There are alternative mechanisms for supporting biomedical research that
are less susceptible to the same sort of corruption. The government already funds $30
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billion a year in biomedical research through the National Institutes of Health. While
most of this research is focused on more basic science, there is no reason in principle
that additional funding could not be directed toward developing drugs and bringing
them through the Food and Drug Administration’s approval process.8 Nobel Laureate
Joseph Stigli has suggested that the government finance the clinical testing portion of
the drug development process.9 This is the area most prone to corruption. It is also the
area in which full public disclosure of data is likely to offer the greatest benefits. Full
disclosure would allow doctors to know the overall effectiveness of drugs relative to
competitors. It would also enable researchers to mine data to find interaction effects be-
tween drugs and evidence that some drugs might be more effective for particular types
of patients than others.

No impact to innovation – new drugs that are only on the US market are just more
expensive and do the same thing as existing ones – quality of care stays the same,
especially because people can’t even afford the newly innovated drugs

Kliff, Sarah. [Writer for Vox News]. “The true story of America’s sky-high pre-
scription drug prices”. Vox News, May 2018. h ps://www.vox.com/science-and-
health/2016/11/30/12945756/prescription-drug-prices-explained

Let’s say you’re a pharmaceutical executive and you’ve discovered a new drug. And
you want to sell it in Australia. Or Canada. Or Britain. You’re going to want to start
se ing up some meetings with agencies that make decisions about drug coverage and
prices. These regulatory bodies generally evaluate two things: whether the country
wants to buy your drug and, if so, how much they’ll pay for it. These decisions are of-
ten related, as regulators evaluatewhether your newdrug is enough of an improvement
on whatever is already on the market to warrant a higher price. So let’s say you want
to sell your drug in Australia. You’ll have to submit an application to the Pharmaceuti-
cal Benefits Advisory Commi ee, where you’ll a empt to prove that your drug is more
effective than whatever else is on the market right now. The commi ee will then make
a recommendation to the country’s national health care system of whether to buy the
drug — and, if the recommendation is to buy it, the commi ee will suggest what price
the health plan ought to pay. Australia’s Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Commi ee
is not easy to impress: It has rejected about half of the anti-cancer drug applications
it received in the past decade because their benefits didn’t seem worth the price. But
if you do succeed — and Australia deems your drug worthy to cover — then you’ll
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have to decide whether the commi ee has offered a high enough price. If so, congrats!
You’ve entered the Australian drug market. Other countries regulate the price of drugs
because they see them as a public utility Countries like Australia, Canada, and Britain
don’t regulate the price of other things that consumers buy, like computers or clothing.
But they and dozens of other countries have made the decision to regulate the price of
drugs to ensure that medical treatment remains affordable for all citizens, regardless of
their income. Medication is treated differently because it is a good that some consumers,
quite literally, can’t live without. This decision comes with policy trade-offs, no doubt.
Countries like Australia will often refuse to cover drugs that they don’t think are worth
the price. In order for regulatory agencies to have leverage in negotiating with drug-
makers, they have to be able to say no to the drugs they don’t think are up to snuff.
This means certain drugs that sell in the United States aren’t available in other countries
— and there are often public outcries when these agencies refuse to approve a given
drug. At the same time, just because there are more drugs on the American market,
that doesn’t mean all patients can access them. “To think that patients have full access
to a wide range of products isn’t right,” says Aaron Kesselheim, an associate professor
of medicine at Harvard Medical School. “If the drugs are so expensive that you can’t
afford them, that’s functionally the same thing as not even having them on the market.”
It also doesn’t mean we’re necessarily ge ing be er treatment. Other countries’ regula-
tory agencies usually reject drugs when they don’t think they provide enough benefit
to justify the price that drugmakers want to charge. In the United States, those drugs
come onto market — which means we get expensive drugs that offer li le additional
benefit but might be especially good at marketing. This happened in 2012 with a drug
called Zaltrap, which treats colorectal cancer. The drug cost about $11,000 per month—
twice as much as its competitors — while, in the eyes of doctors, offering no additional
benefit. “In most industries something that offers no advantage of its competitors and
yet sells for twice the price would never even get on the market,” Peter Bach, an oncolo-
gist at Sloan-Ke ering Memorial Hospital, wrote in a New York Times op-ed. “But that
is not how things work for drugs. The Food and Drug Administration approves drugs
if they are shown to be ‘safe and effective.’ It does not consider what the relative costs
might be.”
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Trump solves – he’s hollowing out the FDA, so costs/delays for ge ing a new drug
to market will decrease

Johnson, Carolyn. [Reporter for the Washington Post]. “Trump calls for lower drug
prices, fewer regulations in meeting with pharmaceutical executives”. Washington
Post, 2017. h ps://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/01/31/trump-
calls-for-lower-drug-prices-fewer-regulations-in-meeting-with-pharmaceutical-
executives/?utm_term=.ff8369bd58d7

Cu ing regulations Trumpmade concessions to the industry aswell, saying hewill ease
regulations from the Food and Drug Administration to make it quicker to get drugs ap-
proved. “We’re also going to be streamlining the process, so that, from your standpoint,
when you have a drug, you can actually get it approved if it works, instead of waiting
for many, many years,” Trump said. Trump’s comments about speeding up drug ap-
provals come as confusion swirls about how the FDAwill be affected by recent executive
orders, including one that imposed a federal hiring freeze. There are many empty po-
sitions at the FDA, said Diana Zuckerman, president of the National Center for Health
Research. The recently enacted 21st Century Cures law provided for additional hiring
authority. “But with the hiring freeze, will they be able to hire anyone?” she asked.
Another executive order, issued on Monday, requires that agencies remove two regula-
tions for each new rule that’s promulgated. “That will cripple the FDA’s ability to do
anything other than regulate by nonbinding guidance documents,” said David Vladeck,
a professor at Georgetown University Law Center. “To hollow out the agency’s author-
ity by forbidding it from dealing with emerging issues through new regulations, and
perhaps even giving guidance, will jeopardize consumers and threaten the reputation of
the agency around the world.” He also questioned Trump’s comments Tuesday about
slashing drug-approval times at the agency, askingwhether consumerswanted the FDA
to rely on “comic-book” versions of drug applications.

Innovation hit can be compensated through increased spending on the NIH

Bernstein, Jared. [A senior fellow at the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, was
the chief economist and economic adviser to Vice President Joe Biden and executive
director of the White House Task Force on the Middle Class from 2009 to 2011].
“Drug Price Controls Are Vital in a Market That’s Not Free”. New York Times, 2016.
h ps://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2015/09/23/should-the-government-impose-
drug-price-controls/drug-price-controls-are-vital-in-a-market-thats-not-free
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Theproducers argue that thiswill stifle their incentive to innovate. But the evidence is in-
creasingly clear that we cannot count on the private sector to make necessary medicines
affordable. In fact, given the incentive structure, neither can we count on private drug
companies to develop the drugs we most need versus the ones that will be most prof-
itable. In health economics, maximizing social benefits is often at odds with private
benefits. The simplest solution is to take excessive profit out of the equation and ramp
up what is already a robust public medical research infrastructure. This could take the
form of an expanded National Institutes of Health, where researchers are employed by
the government, or private research could be subsidized. Either way, the key outcome
is that the patents themselves would be public goods in the public domain, meaning
no more price gouging. But wouldn’t this arrangement fail to inspire the most innova-
tive researchers? To keep such competition alive, economist Joe Stigli recommends
a prize fund, where those who developed the most beneficial medicines would get a
windfall reward. The winners could get rich, but they could not restrict the benefits of
their findings to extract more profits from sick people.

Even in a worst case scenario, pharma companies are so profitable in the status quo
that they’d still make a lot of money after a huge hit to profits, so they’d still have an
incentive to innovate and bring new drugs to market

Emanuel, Ezekiel. [Oncologist and vice provost at theUniversity of Pennsylvania]. “The
Solution toDrugPrices”. NewYorkTimes, 2015. h ps://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/09/opinion/the-
solution-to-drug-prices.html

Almost all developed countries — including those run by very conservative govern-
ments — have an effective solution for drug prices, which is why these countries of-
ten pay less than half of what people in the United States pay for drugs. For instance,
Australia’s more than 60-year-old Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme has been the single
purchaser of drugs for the country, making drugs available at fixed prices that are now
listed online. If the United States were to consider such an approach, drug companies
would immediately raise two objections: the high risks associated with drug develop-
ment and, related, the high cost of research and development. But both of these argu-
ments are fatuous. It is true that a vast majority of drugs fail. On average, only one
in every 5,000 compounds that drug companies discover and put through preclinical
testing becomes an approved drug. Of the drugs started in clinical trials on humans,
only 10 percent secure F.D.A. approval. Regardless of the risks, many drug companies
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are making huge profits. Gilead, maker of Sovaldi, has profits of around 50 percent.
Biogen, Amgen and other biotech firms have profits of around 30 percent. Merck and
Pfizer are seeing profits of 18 percent or more. Even if profits were cut by a third or a
half, there would be sufficient incentive to assume the risks of drug development.

Don’t believe big pharma’s lies – the cost of R&D is low, most discoveries are
funded by NIH or universities, and innovation will continue even with price cuts

Ho, Vivian. [Reporter for US News]. “The Harm of High Drug Prices”. US News, 2016.
h ps://www.usnews.com/opinion/policy-dose/articles/2016-12-12/the-harm-of-high-
drug-prices-to-americans-a-continuing-saga

Under criticism, the drug industry repeats the same arguments: 1) high cost of research
and development; 2) benefit justifies price; 3) market forces; and 4) regulating prices sti-
fles innovation. But all four arguments lack validity. The cost of research and develop-
ment is only 10 percent of the $1-2.6 billion figure that is claimed in industry-supported
studies. More than 50 percent of important discoveries are made in independent aca-
demic centers, funded by taxpayers, and 85 percent of basic research is conducted in
academic centers. The drug industry spends 1.3 percent of its budget on basic research,
but 20-40 percent on advertisements and related activities. Some studies show no rela-
tionship between drug benefits and price. Drug companies enjoy monopoly-like con-
ditions that discourage competition based on price. Finally, innovation is driven by
independent investigators who will continue to conduct research even if drug prices
fall.

Pharma spends way more money on ads and marketing than R&D – their evidence
is fear-mongering

Goldacre, Ben. [Writer for The Guardian]. “Evil ways of the drug companies”. The
Guardian, 2007. h ps://www.theguardian.com/science/2007/aug/04/sciencenews

This week health secretary Alan Johnson announced that he wasn’t going to stick by
the pharmaceutical price regulation scheme that lines the pockets of the drugs industry.
You only have to say those words to trigger my favourite three-minute dinner party
package: how evil is big pharma? In the UK, the pharmaceutical trade is the third most
profitable activity after finance and - this will surprise you if you live here - tourism. We
spend £7bn a year on pharmaceutical drugs, and 80% of that goes on patented drugs -
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medicines released in the last 10 years. In 2002, the 10 US drug companies on the For-
tune 500 list had combined international sales of $217bn (£106.6bn). They spent only
14% of that money on research and development, but 31% on marketing and adminis-
tration. They are very careful not to let anyone see how much goes on marketing and
on administration. Whenever you hear the drug companies explaining why they have
to charge so much for their products - perhaps as they are denying their lifesaving Aids
drugs to the 20 million HIV-positive people in Africa - the plea is that they need money
to develop new drugs. That’s not true if they spend twice as much on marketing as on
research and development. This unhappy collision of facts makes them look very evil
indeed. They also charge this money in slightly evil ways. Drugs have 10 years ”on
patent.” Loratadine is an effective antihistamine drug that does not cause drowsiness.
Before the patent ran out, the price of this drug, by Schering-Plough, was raised 13 times
in the US in just five years, increasing by over 50%. This is not a price rise in keeping
with inflation. This is evil.
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6.1 Price controls stifle innovation - theory

Drug companies need high profits for the risk of failure to be worthwhile

Joanna Shepherd [Professor of Law, Emory University], The Prescription for Rising
Drug Prices: Competition or Price Controls?, 27 Health Matrix 315 (2017) Available at:
h p://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/healthmatrix/vol27/iss1/12

Furthermore, brand companies must price a drug not only to recoup the drug’s own
costs; they must also consider the costs of all the product failures in their pricing deci-
sions. Only about ten percent of drugs that begin clinical trials are eventually approved
by the FDA.149 Moreover, even the ten percent of drugs that receive FDA approval are
not all commercial successes. Data indicate that only twenty percent of marketed brand
drugs will ever earn enough sales to cover their development costs.150 The other eighty
percent of approved drugs generate losses for drug makers. Thus, if only ten percent of
drugs are approved and twenty percent of those are able to recoup costs, then only one
in fifty drugs developed by brand companies is a winner that earns positive profits. The
price of these winners must not just recoup their own costs, they must also help recoup
the costs of the forty-nine out of fifty drugs that never earn a profit. Failure to cover the
losers’ costs will slow investment in R&D; drug companies will not spend millions and
billions of dollars developing drugs if they cannot recoup the costs of that development

Drugs companies spend billions ge ing drugs to market - they need high profits

Joanna Shepherd [Professor of Law, Emory University], The Prescription for Rising
Drug Prices: Competition or Price Controls?, 27 Health Matrix 315 (2017) Available at:
h p://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/healthmatrix/vol27/iss1/12

As previously discussed, brand companies incur an average of $2.6 billion in costs to
bring each drug to market with FDA approval.146 They must offset these significant
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costs before generic competition destroys brand profits; within three months of the first
generic entry, generics have already captured over seventy percent of the brand drugs’
market, and within twelve months, brand companies retain less than twenty percent
of their original market share. 147 As a result, brand companies have a very limited
window during which they can earn revenues sufficient to offset the significant costs of
R&D, not to mention the production, operating, marketing, and distributional costs of
selling a drug. In fact, research indicates that the average window of exclusivity during
which companies can earn significant revenues is less than thirteen years.148 Selling
drugs at too low a price during this window will result in significant losses for drug
companies.

Drug prices cannot be evaluated in a vacuum. Understanding uncertainty is key.

David Francis [researcher, NBER], “The Effect of Price Controls on Pharmaceu-
tical Research,” National Bureau of Economic Research, May 2005. Available at:
h p://www.nber.org/digest/may05/w11114.html

For the pharmaceutical industry, one economic problem is that only 3 out of every 10 of
their products generate after-tax returns (measured in present value terms) in excess of
average, after-tax R andD costs. The scientific process is heavily regulated, and involves
significant technical risk. Only one in several thousand compounds investigated ever
makes it through the full development process to gain approval of the Food and Drug
Administration. The vast majority of R and D projects fail for reasons related to safety,
efficacy, or commercial viability, the authors note. For compounds that do gain FDA
approval and are taken to market, the entire process from discovery to launch takes on
average about 15 years. Further, it’s estimated that the pre-tax cost of a new drug runs
around $802 million. The after-tax cost of an average drug is about $480 million, assum-
ing the company has sufficient revenues to take advantage of the tax benefits or can
somehow sell the tax benefits to another firm. The average net revenues for a new drug
amount to about $525million in present value. Thus at the time of a product launch, the
drug company can foresee a potential average profit or economic value for their phar-
maceutical R and D of about $45 million. With this economic scene as background, a
company must make a financial decision about whether to take an R and D project into
clinical development. This step is called the Phase 1 Go/No-Go decision. Only one out
of five projects that are given the “Go” signal into clinical development actually reach
the market as a product. Factoring in this uncertainty, the authors write, is essential to
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understanding the behavior of the industry. This uncertainty factor may explain what
critics say is a tendency of the pharmaceutical industry to focus on only minor innova-
tions (me-too products) because of their greater probability of success, at the expense
of conducting more revolutionary research that carries a higher risk of failure but also
may yield greater health improvements

The expected return on investment in R&D would drop if the US imposes price
controls

John A. Vernon [doctoral candidate in healthcare management and policy at the Whar-
ton School of theUniversity of Pennsylvania], “DrugResearch and Price Controls,” Cato
Institute,Winter 2002-2003. Available at: h ps://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/serials/files/regulation/2002/12/v25n4-
7.pdf

Basic economic theory predicts that firms invest in capital up to the point where the
expected marginal efficiency of investment (mei) is equal to the marginal cost of capital
(mcc). That equilibrium may be thought of in the classic way as the intersection of a
demand (for investment) and supply curve (investment funds). Specifically, the firm’s
meischedule is derived by arranging potential investment projects in a decreasing order
with respect to each project’s risk-adjusted expected rate of return. Firmswill undertake
the most profitable projects first and will continue to undertake additional projects so
long as the expected rate of return from the next project exceeds the firm’s marginal
cost of capital. The classic supply and demand framework for capital investment may
be applied directly to investment in pharmaceutical research and development. In a
neoclassical world, with perfect information and wellfunctioning capital markets, the
mcc schedule would simply be constant at the real market rate of interest. The firmwill
be indifferent about the source of investment finance. However, recentwork—both the-
oretical and empirical — has demonstrated that the source of finance does ma er. Cash
flows, because they have a lower cost of capital relative to external debt and equity, exert
a positive influence on firm investment spending. That has been particularly true for
empirical studies of pharmaceutical r&d investment. The effect of price controls and
other equivalent regulations is to reduce the expected return on investment in r&d(and
therefore the demand for r&d). Thus, for firms whose pharmaceutical sales come pri-
marily from markets outside the United States, the expected returns to r&dare likely to
be lower (all things considered) than the expected returns to r&dfor firmswhosemarket
is predominantly the U.S. pharmaceutical market.
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Venture capital funds are flush with cash and willing to invest in pharmaceuticals
as long as there aren’t price controls

Robert J. Easton [Senior Advisor, Bionest], Price controls would stifle innova-
tion in the pharmaceutical industry, STATNews, January 22 2018. Available at:
h ps://www.statnews.com/2018/01/22/price-controls-pharmaceutical-industry/

An important corollary is that, if profitability and value creation opportunities for new
drugs declined, the appetite of the venture community for risky, long-term biopharma-
ceutical investments would shrink exponentially. Price controls on drugs would have
the surprising effect of accelerating the flow of investment into high technology, where
timelines to market are shorter, less regulated, and less risky. The venture capital com-
munity is flush with cash and anxious to invest where high returns can be achieved
— ideally within a much shorter time than is typically possible in the realm of drug
R&D. As a society, if we force pharma into a chemical industry model, where there is
no biotech equivalent and no venture investing, we will be trading be er and sooner
effective drugs for be er and sooner virtual reality devices and self-driving cars.

Price controls may be arbitrary and reduce the amount of drugs coming to market

Laura Jozst [Assistant Managing Editor, AJMC], “Considering Alternative Financing
Methods for Expensive, Innovative Therapies,” American Journal of Managed Care
Newsroom, June 27 2016. Available at: h ps://www.ajmc.com/newsroom/considering-
alternative-financing-methods-for-expensive-innovative-therapies

During the session “Are Alternative Financing Approaches Needed for Innovative
Therapies?” panelists John Michael O’Brien, PharmD, MPH, of CareFirst BlueCross
BlueShield; Krista M. Ward, MBA, of Express Scripts; and Mike Ciarametaro, MBA,
of the National Pharmaceutical Council, discussed potential financing solutions and
the barriers to each. The high cost of drugs, to both plans and patients, has led
O’Brien’s company to invest more into pharmacy care coordination, emphasizing the
importance of adherence and ge ing the right patient on the right drug at the right
time. Ciarametaro ran through potential options, leading off by explaining by price
controls are not the best way to address high-cost curative therapies since they have
the potential for unintended consequences. Price controls have the potential to be
arbitrary, plus within the United States there is no agreement on what the threshold
should be, he explained. Plus, in the future, price controls could reduce the number of
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drugs that come to the market.
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6.2 Price controls stifle innovation - practice

We need innovation. Other countries prove that we won’t innovate if we have price
controls

Robert J. Easton [Senior Advisor, Bionest], Price controls would stifle innova-
tion in the pharmaceutical industry, STATNews, January 22 2018. Available at:
h ps://www.statnews.com/2018/01/22/price-controls-pharmaceutical-industry/

Yet there remain huge unmet needs for new and be er treatments for most cancers;
all neurological problems, especially Alzheimer’s disease; most autoimmune diseases;
most major gastrointestinal disorders; macular degeneration; and diabetes — not to
mention the global scourge of drug-resistant bacterial and viral infections. Advances
in these areas will come if money continues flowing to pharmaceutical companies and
their primary sources of innovation, biotechnology startups. But if U.S. drug prices
come under bureaucratic control, as they have in most of Europe and Japan, it will be
a different story. Li le pharmaceutical innovation occurs in price-control jurisdictions.
The United States has always, by a large margin, led the world as a source of new drugs,
and that lead has widened as Japan and Germany have imposed price controls over the
past few decades. All major international pharmaceutical companies, without excep-
tion, have instituted R&D and commercial operations in the U.S. to take advantage of
its pricing environment. If price controls pressure the U.S. industry into a more conven-
tional process industry model, like that of the chemical industry, pharmaceutical R&D
budgets would be slashed. To achieve the chemical industry’s rate of R&D spending, as
would be required to achieve profitability competitive with the chemical industry, top
pharmaceutical companies would have to reduce their R&D budgets by 80 percent —
almost $50 billion in total. This reduction in spending would take a few years to realize,
but would be completely evident by 2023 or earlier.

Price controls would have an outsized statistical effect on R&D

John A. Vernon [doctoral candidate in healthcare management and policy at the Whar-
ton School of theUniversity of Pennsylvania], “DrugResearch and Price Controls,” Cato
Institute,Winter 2002-2003. Available at: h ps://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/serials/files/regulation/2002/12/v25n4-
7.pdf

Impact of a U.S. price control policy To simulate the impact of a U.S. price control pol-
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icy on r&d investment, I used sample means of RDS and reg in conjunction with the
estimated coefficients on reg from the random-effects model specifications (-0.073 and
-0.096, respectively). A Hausman test (for fixed effects versus random effects) indicated
that was the appropriate model specification. The sample means of the RDS and reg
variables for all firms in the sample were 0.116 and 0.426, respectively. To simulate the
effect of a U.S. pharmaceutical price control policy, I increased the value of the regvari-
able to unity — 100 percent of a firm’s pharmaceutical sales are subject to one form of
price controls or another — and multiplied that change by the estimated coefficient to
predict the effect on industry r&d investment intensity. The results appear in Table 3.
My conclusion that a U.S. price control policy will lead to a decline in r&d investment
intensity of between 36.1 and 47.5 percent should be viewed with considerable caution
for several reasons. First, the prediction uses a change in the value of reg not observed
in the sample — a change from its sample mean of 0.426 to 1.0. The majority of firms in
the sample had reg values ranging between 0.3 and 0.8. Such a large perturbation in the
value of regoutside its sample range— for predictive purposes—may be inappropriate.

Price controls kill R&D - Europe proves

John A. Vernon [Professor in the Department of Health Policy and Management at
the University of North Carolina] Joseph Golec [Professor of Finance, University
of Connecticut], “Government Price Controls on Drugs Will Reduce Innovation
and Cost Lives,” American Enterprise Institute, December 17 2008. Available
at: h ps://www.aei.org/press/government-price-controls-on-drugs-will-reduce-
innovation-and-cost-lives/

In Pharmaceutical Price Regulation: Public Perceptions, Economic Realities, and Em-
pirical Evidence (AEI Press, January 2009), economists John A. Vernon and Joseph H.
Golec argue that price controls and other cost-limiting measures will starve pharmaceu-
tical companies of the R&D money required to develop new drugs. A drug can cost $1
billion or more before it ever appears in the marketplace–and only three out of every
ten new drugs ever recoup their development costs. This groundbreaking monograph
demonstrates empirically how the free-market system of drug pricing is vital to the con-
tinuing flow of breakthrough drugs. Europe’s tight control over drug spending has led
to sharp restraints on drug R&D spending. Between 1986 and 2004, Europe’s pharma-
ceutical industry R&D grew at merely one-half the rate of that in the United States. In
the mid 1980s, Europe’s drug R&D exceeded that of the United States by 24 percent. By
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2004, however, it trailed U.S. spending by 15 percent.

Even modest price controls can affect R&D

David Francis [researcher, NBER], “The Effect of Price Controls on Pharmaceu-
tical Research,” National Bureau of Economic Research, May 2005. Available at:
h p://www.nber.org/digest/may05/w11114.html

One of themain concerns of both business andWashington policymakers in recent years
has been soaring health care costs. This was an issue behind the passage of the Medi-
careModernizationAct in 2003 and during themore recent debate on legislation dealing
with the re-importation of drugs, from Canada or elsewhere. “It seems likely, therefore,
that pharmaceutical price controls are just around the corner,” Thomas Abbo and John
Vernon write in The Cost of U. S. Pharmaceutical Price Reductions: A Financial Simula-
tionModel of R&DDecisions (NBERWorking Paper No. 11114). “Indeed, the U.S. phar-
maceutical market is currently the only market in the world where drug prices remain
largely unregulated. In every other major market, governments regulate drug prices
either directly or indirectly.” Some critics of the drug companies assume that patent
protection and the freedom to price drugs in the United States at market prices, along
with an ability to exploit inefficiencies in the existing insurance system, actually encour-
ages pharmaceutical firms to exploit consumers with high costs. However, numerous
economic studies indicate that price controls, by cu ing the return that pharmaceuti-
cal companies receive on the sale of their drugs, also would reduce the number of new
drugs being brought to themarket. So, a short-run benefit for consumers could lead to a
long-run negative impact on social welfare. And, this damage wouldn’t be fully felt for
several decades because it takes so long to develop newdrugs. Abbo andVernon apply
a new technique to studying this question about research and development (R and D).
They maintain that their approach is more closely aligned with the actual structure of
R and D investment decisions by firms. They take account of the uncertainty around R
and D research costs, the success rates for drug developments, and the financial returns
to those products that are successfully launched onto the market. Their basic finding is
that cu ing prices by 40 to 50 percent in the United States will lead to between 30 and 60
percent fewer R and D projects being undertaken in the early stage of developing a new
drug. Relatively modest price changes, such as 5 or 10 percent, are estimated to have
relatively li le impact on the incentives for product development - perhaps a negative
5 percent.
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Reference pricing discourages innovation

Andrew Spiegel [Opinion Contributor, The Hill, “The tragic toll of drug price
controls,” The Hill, May 5 2017. Available at: h ps://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-
blog/healthcare/332145-the-tragic-toll-of-drug-price-controls

In hopes of driving down drug costs, public authorities all over the world have installed
price controls in the pharmaceutical market. This approach, though it generates some
short-term savings, is ultimately counterproductive. Price controls significantly restrict
patients’ access to life-saving medications, condemning many to die from eminently
treatable conditions. One of the most popular forms of drug price controls is “refer-
ence pricing.” Officials group drugs into therapeutic classes, based on how the drugs
a ack disease. They then set a single price for each class. In fact, several forms of refer-
ence pricing do not distinguish between innovative newmedications and older generic
alternatives. So, for instance, a new, breakthrough medication gets priced exactly the
same as an older, less effective drug that’s been off-patent for years. By doing this, ref-
erence pricing fails to value the innovative nature of the next generation of treatments
and cures.

R&D spending is key to pharmaceutical innovation

Grant D. Aldonas [Under Secretary for International Trade, U.S. Department of Com-
merce] “Pharmaceutical Price Controls in OECD Countries, Implications for American
Consumers, Pricing, Research and Development, and Innovation,” Testimony in front
of the Commi ee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions U.S. Senate Washington,
February 17, 2005. Available at: h ps://www.help.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Aldonas-
SenHELP-Rx-2-17-05.pdf

The study uses published academic research to estimate the impact of increased rev-
enues on pharmaceutical R&D. By limiting the return that would otherwise accrue to
companies thatmake risky investments to develop newdrugs and bring them tomarket,
the price controls that OECD countries in the study maintain also reduce pharmaceuti-
cal R&D globally; research and development spending exists at lower levels thanwould
be the case if these countriesmaintainedmarket conditions similar to those in theUnited
States. The study estimates that this reduction falls in the range of $5 billion to $8 billion
annually, once prices are fully adjusted. This represents between 11 and 16 percent of
current private R&D worldwide, based on figures from the CMR International (CMRI).
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Based on the estimated cost of developing a new drug, an increase in R&D spending of
$5 billion to $8 billion could lead to three or four new molecular entities annually, once
markets fully adjust. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved, on average, 30
new molecular entities between 2000 and 2003.
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6.3 Price controls reduce trial participation

Price controls mean fewer trial participants since researchers can’t afford to pay
them

Tomas Philipson [University of Chicago Economist], “Beyond Economics: How Price
Controls Are Killing Millions Of Patients,” Forbes Magazine, Jan 3 2014. Available
at: h ps://www.forbes.com/sites/tomasphilipson/2014/01/03/beyond-economics-how-
price-controls-are-killing-millions-of-patients/#3330393f65a3

Whenever prices are artificially held down through government controls, many more
buyers than sellers line up. The price controls implicit in banning compensation in in-
vestigational research is no exception. The controls have resulted in a classic excess
demand for clinical trial data; there are far more studies seeking to recruit participants
than there are providers and subjects interested in participating in them. This leads to
queuing by the demand side as trials wait for a dismal 3 percent of the eligible patients
currently estimated to participate in investigational research. Given that this queuing
leads to at least a decade from idea to market, it seems safe to argue that relying only
on the altruism of trial participants to teach us what works in health care is not ge ing
the job done on time.

Life insurance, health insurance could convince more people to participate in trials

Tomas Philipson [University of Chicago Economist], “Beyond Economics: How Price
Controls Are Killing Millions Of Patients,” Forbes Magazine, Jan 3 2014. Available
at: h ps://www.forbes.com/sites/tomasphilipson/2014/01/03/beyond-economics-how-
price-controls-are-killing-millions-of-patients/#3330393f65a3

The lengthy recruitment process implied by these price controls could be remedied
partly by allowing for financial “neutrality” in investigational research, at the very least.
Such neutrality would involve the more modest goal of making subjects and providers
at least not take a financial hit from participation, as opposed to being adequately com-
pensated. Such neutrality would change the incentives of, say, oncologists, who cur-
rently earn thousands from pu ing a patient on a branded cancer drug, but lose money
when their practice engages in trial work. It would also allow for compensation of sub-
jects above and beyond simply not paying for the treatment investigated in a trial, but
going beyond that. If not in cash, this could be potentially done through life insurance
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policies to family members, payment of health insurance premiums, or other types of
incentive mechanisms.

Lifting price controls means more trials participants

Tomas Philipson [University of Chicago Economist], “Beyond Economics: How Price
Controls Are Killing Millions Of Patients,” Forbes Magazine, Jan 3 2014. Available
at: h ps://www.forbes.com/sites/tomasphilipson/2014/01/03/beyond-economics-how-
price-controls-are-killing-millions-of-patients/#3330393f65a3

With lifted price controls, future patients would ideally have a mechanism to pay cur-
rent doctors and patients in a trial for the benefit of the learning generated. Ideally we
would live in a world where future patients did not just free-ride off trial participants. It
turns out that company-sponsored investigational research would enable this valuable
compensation across patient generations. This is because the venture capital and private
equity firms that fund the multiple rounds of new treatments naturally stare blindly at
future earnings when deciding on supplying capital. Incentives in trials would thus be
financed from these future earnings, which in turn would ultimately be paid for by pa-
tients on the new treatment whenmarketed. In economic jargon, corporate financing of
trial incentives would “internalize” the positive externality of trial subjects by making
those benefi ing from the learning pay for it. In addition, if price controls were lifted,
the firms funding neutrality would be policed by their own success.

Adding “trial veterans” could save millions of lives

Tomas Philipson [University of Chicago Economist], “Beyond Economics: How Price
Controls Are Killing Millions Of Patients,” Forbes Magazine, Jan 3 2014. Available
at: h ps://www.forbes.com/sites/tomasphilipson/2014/01/03/beyond-economics-how-
price-controls-are-killing-millions-of-patients/#3330393f65a3

Compensation for health risks in the presence of regulated consent is certainly feasible
in investigational research as well. In summary, the government needs to get out of the
way of allowing future patients to incentivize people in medical development for the
knowledge they provide. It can take a step in the right direction by at least allowing fi-
nancial neutrality in investigational research, while retaining strong consent regulations.
Doing so would not only justifiably compensate “trial-veterans” or their families for the
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great public service they provide, but would also prevent the silent killing of millions
of patients waiting for working therapies as defined by current FDA standards.
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6.4 Innovation is key to extending life expectancy

Research and development is high now and companies have been able to wipe out
diseases because of it

Robert J. Easton [Senior Advisor, Bionest], Price controls would stifle innova-
tion in the pharmaceutical industry, STATNews, January 22 2018. Available at:
h ps://www.statnews.com/2018/01/22/price-controls-pharmaceutical-industry/

The global pharmaceutical industry is among the most profitable, driven by its ability
to price to value, especially in the United States. High profits a ract investors and gen-
erate money for research. The global pharmaceutical industry’s investment in research
and development is second, barely, to the computer and electronics industry and well
beyond that of most other industries. For comparison, the top 10 pharmaceutical com-
panies spend five times more on research and development as a percent of sales than
do the top 18 U.S. chemical companies. The pharma industry’s efforts have been quite
productive in a acking some of the most vexing problems in medicine. Cardiovascu-
lar mortality in the U.S. has declined more than 50 percent since the introduction of
propranolol, the first beta blocker, in 1964. Many cancers, such as childhood leukemia,
have almost been cured. AIDS is now a chronic disease, as the death rate has declined
from near 100 percent to near 0 percent. Hepatitis C is now curable. Even metastatic
melanoma, formerly a death sentence for 95 percent of its victims, is now curable for
many. Lung cancer may be next. All these miracles have been brought through the
clinic and into the market by commercial pharmaceutical companies.

The quantity of drugs available to fight a disease is key to saving lives

Daniel P. Kessler [Professor of Management at Stanford University], “The Effects of
Pharmaceutical Price Controls on the Cost and Quality of Medical Care: A Review of
the Empirical Literature,” Stanford University, Hoover Institution, and the National
Bureau of Economic Research, No Date. Available at: h p://plg-group.com/wp-
content/uploads/2014/03/The-effect-of-pharmacetuical-price-controls-on-the-cost-and-
.pdf

Empirical evidence shows that both the discovery and use of pharmaceuticals – partic-
ularly new or novel compounds – lead to lower medical expenditures and improved
health outcomes.3 Lichtenberg (2004b) estimates the effect of the stock of drugs avail-
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able to treat a disease on the death rate from that disease. He matches data from three
sources on the treatments and outcomes for 100 diseases from 1979-98: data from First
DataBank’s National Drug Data File on the list of all drugs appropriate for treatment of
each disease; data from the FDA on the year in which every compound available in the
year 1998 was approved as a NME; and data on mean age at death by cause of death
from the Compressed Mortality File from the National Center for Health Statistics. He
finds that increases in the stock of available compounds to treat a disease lead to signif-
icant increases in the mean age at death and reduces the fraction of individuals dying
before age 65 from a disease. Lichtenberg concludes this studywith a comparison of the
total costs and benefits of pharmaceutical knowledge accumulation. He estimates that
the increase in the stock of priority-review drugs from 1979-98 (on average, 6.0 drugs
per illness) led to an increase in the mean age at death of 0.39 years (4.7 months) – or
about 10 percent of the total increase in mean age at death during the period.

Profit motive key to innovation - malaria proves

James Calfee [reseearcher, AEI], “Bioterrorism and Pharmaceuticals,” American Enter-
prise Institute, October 13 2001. Available at: h p://www.aei.org/publication/bioterrorism-
and-pharmaceuticals/print/

The logical conclusion of this kind of thinking is perfectly clear to anyone paying a en-
tion to the ba le against malaria. The history of malaria vaccine research is lengthy and
rich, withmany enticingmechanisms. The problem is ge ing frombasic research to clin-
ical trials, which iswhere the pharmaceutical industry always comes in. Yet in PhRMA’s
exhaustive list of 137 medicines in development for infectious diseases, the largest sin-
gle category consists of 42 vaccines–not one of which is for malaria. The United Nations
and the World Health Organization are desperately searching for billions of dollars to
fund research for vaccines against malaria and other tropical diseases because everyone
knows that the nations that suffermost from these diseaseswould not respect the patent
rights of an effective vaccine.

Each new drug saves thousands of lives, increases wages

Consumers will suffer from reductions in innovation. Research shows that pharmaceu-
tical innovation has produced significant health benefits to consumers. Empirical esti-
mates of the benefits of pharmaceutical innovation indicate that each new drug brought
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to market saves 11,200 lifeyears each year. 154 Another study finds that the health im-
provements from each new drug can eliminate nineteen billion dollars in lost wages
by preventing lost work due to illness.155 Additionally, because new effective drugs re-
ducemedical spending on doctor visits, hospitalizations, and othermedical procedures,
data show that for every incremental dollar spent on new drugs, total medical spending
decreases by more than seven dollars.156
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6.5 Price controls reduce competition

Price controls kill generics

Joanna Shepherd [Professor of Law, Emory University], The Prescription for Rising
Drug Prices: Competition or Price Controls?, 27 Health Matrix 315 (2017) Available at:
h p://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/healthmatrix/vol27/iss1/12

Finally, lower profitability will likely reduce competition in the pharmaceutical indus-
try. Generic entry, like the market entry of suppliers in any industry, depends on po-
tential profits. Indeed, several examples illustrate the relationship between profits and
generic entry. First, the substantial profit potential under the Hatch-Waxman 180-day
exclusivity period has led to a significant increase in generic challenges.157 Second,
generics race to enter the market upon brand-patent expiry to claim a share of brand
drugs’ market share and profits before the market is saturated with generic competi-
tors.158 Conversely, in periods when few patents are expiring, the existing profits avail-
able in the market are much lower and fewer generics enter.159 Finally, foreign coun-
tries that utilize price controls to control drug prices have significantly less generic com-
petition; without the profit potential, fewer generics enter the international markets.160

On average drug prices would be higher with price controls because of a lack of
competition

Joanna Shepherd [Professor of Law, Emory University], The Prescription for Rising
Drug Prices: Competition or Price Controls?, 27 Health Matrix 315 (2017) Available at:
h p://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/healthmatrix/vol27/iss1/12

Currently, the U.S. market has more generic competition than any other market, largely
because of the significant profit potential for these firms.161 However, additional price
controls will lead to reductions in generic entry. This reduction in generic competition
will reduce consumers’ choices of drugs and increase drug prices. Although price con-
trols will require set discounts from average prices, without generic competition, these
average prices will be much higher than they would be with more competition.
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Competition is key to lower prices

OrrinG.Hatch [Senator, Utah (R)], “Opinion: ToKeepDrugCosts Low, ThinkCompeti-
tion, Not PriceControls,” Roll Call, June 25 2018. Available at: h ps://www.rollcall.com/news/opinion/opinion-
competition-is-key-to-promoting-innovation-and-prescription-drug-affordability

Further, while the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid’s recent efforts to facilitate com-
petition for new, breakthrough or specialized drugs are commendable, more action is
needed to ensure a clear path from FDA approval to reimbursement that includes a
discussion of cost to consumers. And the FDA should finalize guidance that provides
certainty to doctors and pharmacists about when a lower-cost biosimilar drug can be
used in place of a more expensive drug. A robust, competitive market is the best way
to promote innovation, and to lower premiums and out-of-pocket costs for Americans
— not more price controls that push the health care system toward single-payer, which
would further burden taxpayers without actually reducing drug costs. I am confident
we can chart this course without breaking the bank, and I welcome collaboration with
the administration to move in this direction. It’s what Utahns — and all Americans —
want and deserve.

Competition lowers prices without compromising health

Paul Howard [senior fellow and director of health policy at the Manha an Institute],
“To Lower Drug Prices, Innovate, Don’t Regulate,” New York Times, September 23
2015. Available at: h ps://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2015/09/23/should-the-
government-impose-drug-price-controls/to-lower-drug-prices-innovate-dont-regulate

Be er prices can be enjoyed today without compromising tomorrow’s cures. But in-
stead of exercising greater control over the industry, reformers should opt for less —
focusing instead on efficiency, innovation and competition. First, modernize the drug
development process to ensure that companies can develop safe and effectivemedicines
for Food and Drug Administration approval faster and at less cost than is currently pos-
sible. Ge ing more drugs to market means more competition between producers. As
we’ve seen from newmedicines combating hepatitis C, the emergence ofmultiple drugs
has helped insurers negotiate up to 50 percent price cuts. And because the health bene-
fits of new medicines are so large, advancing one generation of F.D.A. drug approvals
(or 25 new drugs) by a just a single year would generate $4 trillion in benefits to U.S. pa-
tients. Second, Congress should retool entitlement programs to encourage greater com-
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petition among providers and insurers based on real health outcomes. Ground level
efficiency in patient care, not top-down price controls, will ensure consumers and tax-
payers get the maximum value for their health care dollars without dampening innova-
tion. Price controls sacrifice the health of future generations in exchange for a short-term
fix. They remain a poor choice for any policymaker with a holistic view of American
health care.
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6.6 Price controls reduce the supply of drugs

Price controls reduce product availability and cause black markets to spawn

FionaM Sco Morton [Professor of Economics, Yale University], “The Problems of Price
Controls,” Cato Institute, 2001. Available at: h ps://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/problems-
price-controls

The imposition of price controls on a well-functioning, competitive market harms soci-
ety by reducing the amount of trade in the economy and creating incentives to waste re-
sources. Many researchers have found that price controls reduce entry and investment
in the long run. The controls can also reduce quality, create black markets, and stimu-
late costly rationing. In the case of pharmaceuticals, the most damaging area is likely
to be the reduction in innovation, which will harm all future generations of patients.
Although policymakers know that price controls can be very harmful, they continue
to have strong incentives to legislate low prices for themselves. This often leads to the
adoption of more sophisticated price controls. The government pegs its price to some
reference price in the economy rather than choosing a fixed number, or sets its price a
fixed amount below that of other customers. These schemes destroy welfare by insert-
ing a new incentive into what would otherwise be a well- functioning market; either
the price to non-government customers is higher or the price to poorer customers rises.
More generally, the reference price chosen by the government rises because of the price
control, not because of a change in the underlying forces of demand or supply.

In general, price controls result in suboptimal supply

FionaM Sco Morton [Professor of Economics, Yale University], “The Problems of Price
Controls,” Cato Institute, 2001. Available at: h ps://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/problems-
price-controls

Serious problems also result when government sets prices below the equilibrium level.
This causes consumers to want more of the product than producers have available.
When the federal government restricted gasoline price increases in the 1970s, long lines
formed at gas stations and only those motorists who waited long hours in line received
the scarce gasoline. In both cases of government price controls, serious welfare loss
results because not enough of the good is sold. The wasted chance to create both pro-
ducer and consumer surplus from those sales is known as ‘deadweight loss’ because
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it is income that is lost forever. In addition to creating deadweight loss, an artificially
high price transfers profits from consumers to producers; these rents are often wasted
because producers spend them on lobbying and other influence activities to maintain
the regulated price. In the case of a low price, producers transfer profits to consumers.
Consumers, in competing for a limited amount of the controlled product, may waste as
much as they gain from ge ing it at a low price. For instance, the people who waited
in the 1970s gas lines probably shouldered as much cost from the lost time queuing as
they saved from the price controls on gasoline. (Researchers Robert Deacon and Job Son-
stelie have even argued that the gas lines cost consumers more than they saved from the
controlled gas prices.) Thus, the artificially low prices not only hurt producers, but also
consumers.

Price controls cause massive and damaging shortages - Venezuela proves

Jose Nino [contributor, Mises Wire], “Price Controls Are Disastrous for Venezuela, and
Everywhere Else,”Mises Institute, August 16 2016. Available at: h ps://mises.org/wire/price-
controls-are-disastrous-venezuela-and-everywhere-else

Images of citizens waiting in lines to get basic goods — toilet paper, flour, milk —
throughout supermarkets in Venezuela abound across the internet. Such surreal im-
agery is the norm in present-day Venezuela. From the 1950s to the late 1990s, Venezuela
was Latin America’s most economically and politically stable country. Fast-forward to
the present, andVenezuela is not only undergoing an unprecedented economic collapse,
but it is also on the verge of becoming a failed state. How could a country that was once
so prosperous fall to such lows? Basic economics dictates that goods do not just vanish
out of thin air. To comprehend the phenomenon of shortages in Venezuela, a cursory
analysis of the economic measures passed by Hugo Chávez’s regime and his successor,
Nicolás Maduro, is needed. The main culprit in Venezuela’s economic tragedy is gov-
ernment intervention, specifically price controls implemented during the Chávez and
Maduro administrations. These controls have been the underlying factors behind the
rampant scarcity of basic goods in Venezuela

Price controls reduce generic suppliers

Thomas Sullivan [President, Rockpointe Corporation], “Increasing Generic Drug
Shortages Linked to Government Price Controls,” Policy Med, May 6 2018. Available
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at: h ps://www.policymed.com/2012/03/increasing-generic-drug-shortages-linked-to-
government-price-controls.html

Methotrexate is the essential treatment for one of the most common forms of pediatric
leukemia, while Doxil is used to treat ovarian cancer and AIDS-related sarcoma. A re-
cent article from the Wall Street Journal explained that, “The shortages occurred when
Benvenue, one of only four domestic suppliers, closed its plant because it could no
longer guarantee product safety.” Unfortunately, as the author noted, “These short-
ages were not rare episodes. Last year, a record of 267 drug shortages were reported,
up from 58 in 2004. Evenmore tragically, most 2011 shortages remain unresolved.” The
article explained some of the causes of these shortages. First, the number of suppliers of
generic drugs has dwindled. There were 26 U.S. vaccinemakers in 1967; today there are
only six. Supply disruptions are common, including the possibility that a facility com-
pletely shuts down for a protracted time because of quality or safety problems. Second,
unlike in most consumer-goods industries, many pharmaceutical manufacturers have
failed to invest in the technology and quality-control improvements that would reduce
the risks of partial or complete facility shutdowns—and this despite the FDA’s regu-
larly issued current guidelines for goodmanufacturing practices (cGMPs). Behind both
problems are the government’s tight price controls for generic drugs, especially when
purchased by Medicare and Medicaid. Low prices induce drug makers to exit various
markets, or at least to reallocate their manufacturing capacity toward more profitable,
patented pharmaceuticals. Low prices also tend to eliminate the rationale for invest-
ments in be er manufacturing technologies and processes, as shown in a 2009 study
conducted by the author and published in the Journal of Management Science. Govern-
ment price controls on generic drugs limit the manufacturers’ margin to 6% in many
cases.

Vaccine shortage directly linked to price controls

Thomas Sullivan [President, Rockpointe Corporation], “Increasing Generic Drug
Shortages Linked to Government Price Controls,” Policy Med, May 6 2018. Available
at: h ps://www.policymed.com/2012/03/increasing-generic-drug-shortages-linked-to-
government-price-controls.html

In the case of vaccines, for example, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) pays as li le for generics as it can negotiate. This results in an average reduction
of 40% off the catalog price that applies to sales in the private sector, according to a
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2006 study in the journal Clinical Infectious Diseases. As that study noted, the federal
government’s own National Vaccine Advisory Commi ee identified price controls as
the primary reason for the dramatic decline in the number of suppliers.
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6.7 Price controls slow the process of ge ing drugs to market

Price controls need to be negotiated every time a drug gets approved

Andrew Spiegel [Opinion Contributor, The Hill, “The tragic toll of drug price
controls,” The Hill, May 5 2017. Available at: h ps://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-
blog/healthcare/332145-the-tragic-toll-of-drug-price-controls

Drugs actually represent a relatively small slice of global medical spending. Just con-
sider: over the next decade, spending on prescriptions will account for less than 10
percent of total healthcare spending growth in the OECD, the economic association en-
compassing the United States, Canada, and much of Europe. And the price control pro-
cess significantly degrades patient well-being. Pharmaceutical firms have to undergo a
long, drawn-out negotiating process every time they want to sell a newmedication in a
controlled market. All the while, sick people aren’t ge ing the medicines they need.

Empirically, delays in ge ing drugs to market are deadly

Andrew Spiegel [Opinion Contributor, The Hill, “The tragic toll of drug price
controls,” The Hill, May 5 2017. Available at: h ps://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-
blog/healthcare/332145-the-tragic-toll-of-drug-price-controls

In America, which has a relatively free drug market, the average medicine is approved
90 days quicker than in Europe and about a year quicker than in Canada. This delay
can be deadly, especially for colon cancer patients. The drug industry has invented ad-
vanced drugs proven to beat back this disease, including specialty chemotherapy agents
such as panitumumab and “angiogenesis inhibitors,” which prevent colon cancer cells
from growing by cu ing off their blood supply. Obviously, these drugs can only help
patients if regulators approve them. Too often, that approval is slow to come. And
such delays are now common across a wide variety of drug classes, leading to serious
carnage: some 600,000 European deaths could be avoided each year if the continent’s
healthcare systems simply offered “timely and effective medical treatments,” according
to the European Union’s own data.
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Two studies show the effects of a 10% imposed price swing

Marina Kutyavina [Researcher, Congressional Budget Office], “The Effect of
Price Control Threats on Pharmaceutical R&D Investments,” Thesis submi ed
to Stanford University Department of Economics, June 10 2010. Available at:
h ps://economics.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/publications/kutyavina_hthesis2010.pdf

Lichtenberg (2007) takes a different approach to analyzing the effects of price controls
on pharmaceutical industry. Instead of focusing on R&D intensity or the number of
R&D projects as a measure of pharmaceutical innovation, Lichtenberg seeks to capture
the actual output of R&D by using the number of unique chemotherapy treatments as
well as the number of published scientific articles related to drug therapy for specific
forms of cancer. The author assumes that “the elasticity of investment with respect to
the expected price of drugs should be at least as great as the elasticity of investment
with respect to expected market size” and proceeds to estimate the price elasticity of
R&D using the innovation and market size data for 18 types of cancer (p. 404). He finds
that a 10% decline in drug prices would reduce pharmaceutical innovation by 5 to 6%.
Surprisingly, a study by Giacco o, Santerre, and Vernon (2005) that examines industry-
level R&D intensity as a proxy for pharmaceutical innovation produces a very similar
estimate for price elasticity of R&D. Using real prices for medications from 1952 to 2001,
togetherwith the industry data, researchers conclude that increasing drug prices by 10%
is linked with a 6% increase in R&D intensity, lagged by one year.
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6.8 Price controls inhibit readiness against bioterror

Bioterrorism has affected the US in the past

James Calfee [reseearcher, AEI], “Bioterrorism and Pharmaceuticals,” American Enter-
prise Institute, October 13 2001. Available at: h p://www.aei.org/publication/bioterrorism-
and-pharmaceuticals/print/

Bioterrorism–the dissemination of toxic organisms in order to inflict harm on a large
scale–has been discussed in the medical and public policy communities for many years.
DuringMay 1999-June 2001, the Journal of theAmericanMedical Association published
consensus statements on dealing with anthrax, smallpox, botulism, the plague, and tu-
laremia as bioterrorism weapons.[1] Nonetheless, bioterrorism has been extremely rare
except among warring nations. The only documented case in the U.S. involved a non-
fatal dissemination of salmonella in 19__. The only well-known anthrax episode in-
volved the unintentional dispersion of anthrax in 1979 from a biological weapons facil-
ity in the Soviet Union, causing the deaths of at least 40 persons.[2] This sparse historical
record had caused some public health experts to argue that preparations for bioterror-
ism would be an inefficient diversion of resources from other public health activities.
We are now dealing with a series of domestic a acks with anthrax (bacillus anthracis).
This continuing episode apparently began with the Sept. 20 mailing in St. Petersburg,
Florida, of a le er that a few days later infected Erin O’Connor, a staffworker for NBC
newscaster Tom Brokaw. The role of anthrax in that episode remained unknown for
some time, however. The first anthrax case to be discovered and made public emerged
on Oct. 4 with news reports that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
had determined that a critically ill Florida man (who would die the next day) was a vic-
tim of inhalation anthrax (the most serious form). Because this was the first inhalation
anthrax case since the late 1970s, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
began with the assumption that this so far isolated case did not involve intentional in-
fection by an assailant or terrorist. Nonetheless, the FBI immediately joined CDC in a
massive search for the source. On Oct. 8, a second Florida person was diagnosed with
inhalation anthrax. Both victims were treated with Cipro. Criminal and/or terrorist in-
volvement was then very strongly suspected if not assumed. These developments have
yet to cease. ByOct. 31, CDC had confirmed 16 anthrax cases in Florida, NewYork, New
Jersey, and Washington, D.C., including 6 subcutaneous (skin) cases and 10 inhalation
anthrax cases, 4 of them fatal.[3] In addition, there were about 25 suspected cases of an-
thrax infection (which requires several days to confirm).[4] A much larger number had
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clearly been exposed to anthrax, and thousands were suspected to have been exposed
and were taking antibiotics

Bioterrorism is more of a threat than nuclear terrorism

Wil Hylton [reporter, New York Times], “How Ready Are We for Bioterrorism?,” New
YorkTimes, October 26 2011. Available at: h ps://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/30/magazine/how-
ready-are-we-for-bioterrorism.html

Even some nuclear experts began towonder if the risk of a biological a ack had eclipsed
the nuclear threat. Graham Allison, the founding dean of Harvard’s John F. Kennedy
School of Government and a leading expert on nuclear proliferation, told me: “Nuclear
terrorism is a preventable catastrophe, and the reason it’s preventable is because the
material to make a nuclear bomb can’t be made by terrorists. But in the bio case —
oh, my God! Can I prevent terrorists from ge ing into their hands anthrax or other
pathogens? No! Even our best efforts can’t do that. I think the amazing thing is that
one hasn’t seen more bioterrorism, given the relative ease of making a bioweapon and
the relative difficulty of defending.”

Bioterrorism is considered one of the most serious threats to US national security.
Simulations show an a ack could kill a million people

Wil Hylton [reporter, New York Times], “How Ready Are We for Bioterrorism?,” New
YorkTimes, October 26 2011. Available at: h ps://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/30/magazine/how-
ready-are-we-for-bioterrorism.html

How a biological a ack might unfold depends on a number of variables, including
which biological agent is used, the extent of its weaponization, the amount released and
themethod of delivery. Some agents, like the smallpox virus, are highly contagious and
could spreadwidely froma small release. Others, like the plague and tularemia bacteria,
are not typically contagious but are relatively easy to make into wet slurry and disperse.
Some of the most vivid descriptions of how such an a ack might look come from the
national-security exercises used to develop biodefense policy. The exercise briefed to
Dick Cheney in 2001, for example, was known as Dark Winter and was coordinated
by the Center for Strategic and International Studies and the Johns Hopkins Center for
Civilian Biodefense Studies. It took place over two days at Andrews Air Force Base,
with former Senator Sam Nunn playing the role of president, David Gergen acting as
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national-security adviser, the former C.I.A. director JamesWoolsey leading intelligence
and the retired four-star general John Tilelli serving as chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. As the smallpox virus began to appear, first in Oklahoma and then in pockets
across the nation, the participants quickly discovered that the country had no standing
response plan and only enough vaccine to protect 5 percent of the public. Within weeks,
as many as a million people in the United States were estimated dead.

The US is not ready for a an act of bioterrorism

Wil Hylton [reporter, New York Times], “How Ready Are We for Bioterrorism?,” New
YorkTimes, October 26 2011. Available at: h ps://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/30/magazine/how-
ready-are-we-for-bioterrorism.html

Last year, two separate review boards evaluated the state of the country’s biodefense
program, and each report came back scathing. The National Biodefense Science Board,
a nonpartisan task force created in 2006 to oversee countermeasure development, deliv-
ered a 103-page report to the secretary of Health and Human Services, Kathleen Sebe-
lius, describing “lack of urgency,” “lack of coherence,” “lack of prioritization” and “lack
of synchronization.” The title of the report was “Where Are the Countermeasures?”
And the commission created by Congress in 2007 to evaluate all defenses for chemi-
cal, biological, radiological and nuclear threats delivered its final report, offering le er
grades in several categories. For a ention to the safe storage of toxins, the government
received an A. For openness and transparency, a B-minus. For biodefense, the grade
was an F. “The lack of U.S. capability to rapidly recognize, respond and recover from a
biological a ack is the most significant failure identified in this report card,” the com-
mission wrote. “Especially troubling is the lack of priority given to the development of
medical countermeasures — the vaccines and medicines that would be required to mit-
igate the consequences of an a ack.” Even within the biodefense community, there is a
widespread sense that the countermeasure program is failing. Early this year, Sebelius
described the effort as “full of leaks, choke points and dead ends,” and inmore than 100
interviews with senior officials from each of the federal agencies related to countermea-
sure development— including past and current program heads at theWhite House, the
Pentagon, the National Institutes of Health and the Departments of Homeland Security
and Health and Human Services — I heard an endless series of grim diagnoses on the
health of the nation’s biodefenses. As one senior official in the Obama administration
put it: “We need a new model. This is never going to work.”
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6 Con Cards

Price controls hamper bioterror readiness efforts

James Calfee [reseearcher, AEI], “Bioterrorism and Pharmaceuticals,” American Enter-
prise Institute, October 13 2001. Available at: h p://www.aei.org/publication/bioterrorism-
and-pharmaceuticals/print/

Bayer was widely accused of profiteering when it sought payment for its most valuable
asset (which may well be in demand by other governments around the world if the
anthrax threat spreads abroad). An astonishing degree of currency has been given to
the idea that there is something wrong with making money by fighting bioterrorism.
Unfortunately, some industry leaders have assented to this view. The CEO of Bristol-
Myers-Squibb, for example, was recently quoted as saying at an industry briefing that
“Several of us have said we have no intention to make any profits on bioterrorism.”[29]
Aswe shall see in the next sections, he did notmean quitewhat he said, but his comment
reflects the current mood. Secretary Thompson’s persistence in pushing Cipro’s price
far belowmarket levels to within reach of the costs of manufacturing and distribution is
fully consistent with this mood and undoubtedly contributed to it. Some of this think-
ing is driven by the idea that making a profit from an unexpected development such as
the anthrax crisis is essentially a windfall profit for which no firm can make plans and
which therefore cannot affect R&D incentives. This is very much mistaken. A large pro-
portion of the profits from successful drugs are unexpected. One reason is the difficult
of foreseeing the nature of competition, so that some profits may accrue simply because
competitors take longer than expected tomatch an innovative product. More important
is the fact that many of themost lucrative uses for new drugs are not discovered until af-
ter the drug is developed and marketed. The statin class of cholesterol-reducing drugs,
for example, have a much broader and more profitable market than anyone could have
envisioned when Mevacor was introduced in the 1980s. Innovative antibiotics, in par-
ticular, have highly uncertain markets because it is impossible to foresee the full range
of bacteria that will prove susceptible to the new drug, or which bacteria will develop
resistance to older competitors. Today, Cipro has a new and unexpected use, but the
Cipro bubble may not last long. Because the Cipro class of antibiotics is so valuable for
its ability to treat antibiotic-resistant bacteria, the medical community will undoubtedly
use Cipro as li le as possible if it becomes necessary to treat large numbers of people for
anthrax infection or exposure. The danger now is that HHS has sent a signal that manu-
facturers should not expect tomake large profitswith drugs that fight bioterrorism. This
brings us to the heart of the issue. The reason the U.S. has so forcefully defended patent
rights is not for the sake of justice or fairness, but because we want firms to create the
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products that will be patented. Cipro became the gold standard for inhalation anthrax
because it inaugurated an entirely new class of antibiotics, called flouroquinolones (or
just quinolones), which are much less likely than older drugs to encounter resistance
(either natural or bio-engineered by terrorists). Far more effective than older antibiotics
for many serious conditions, Cipro also saves money in many cases by obviating the
need for taking drugs intravenously in a hospital.[30] The stakes in the Cipro patent
abridgement threat are enormous. This dispute is not just about Cipro and Bayer; it is
about what the research industry can expect our government to do in the future. Who is
going to do the research necessary to create a really good anthrax or smallpox vaccine,
or create a way to bring new treatments for anthrax or the plague to market as soon as
a new strain appears–if they think that when the research is done and manufacturing
is underway, Congress or HHS may exercise its right to open the market up to generic
manufacturers? An abridgement of patent rights today is an abridgement of financial
incentives to create the products we are going to need tomorrow.

HHS should declare that drugs meant to fight bioterror should be free of price
controls

James Calfee [reseearcher, AEI], “Bioterrorism and Pharmaceuticals,” American Enter-
prise Institute, October 13 2001. Available at: h p://www.aei.org/publication/bioterrorism-
and-pharmaceuticals/print/

Secretary Thompson and HHS should immediately issue a definitive statement saying
that they did not ever actually intend to abridge Bayer’s Cipro patent, andwould not do
so if they again faced even remotely similar situations. They should urge other nations
to make similar declarations. They should also make clear that there would be no reg-
ulatory or legislative impediments to the marketing of new bioterrorism drugs. They
could state, for example, that the developer of a new anthrax vaccine would be free to
market it directly to consumers as well as to health care providers without the fear of
price controls. In general, it is necessary to ensure that the more important a drug is
for public health, the greater is the financial incentive to create it–rather than the other
way around, which is what one might reasonably infer from government actions in the
bioterrorism crisis.
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6.9 Economic detriment

The pharmaceutical industry is huge

NoAuthor, “2016 TopMarkets Report Pharmaceuticals,” US Department of Commerce,
2016. Available at: h ps://www.trade.gov/topmarkets/pdf/Pharmaceuticals_Executive_Summary.pdf

Large, diversified and global, the U.S. pharmaceutical industry is one of the most criti-
cal and competitive sectors in the economy. According to the Pharmaceutical Research
and Manufacturers Association (PhRMA), more than 810,000 people work in the bio-
pharmaceutical industry in the United States across a broad range of occupations, such
as scientific research, technical support and manufacturing. Directly and indirectly, the
industry supports over 3.4 million jobs across the United States and added an estimated
$790 billion to the economy in 2014.12 Although manufacturing jobs supported by the
industry are expected to decline over the next decade due to continued productivity
gains, it will remain an important source of high paying jobs, providing salaries way
above the national average.

Price controls crush the pharmaceutical industry

Daniel P. Kessler [Professor of Management at Stanford University], “The Effects of
Pharmaceutical Price Controls on the Cost and Quality of Medical Care: A Review of
the Empirical Literature,” Stanford University, Hoover Institution, and the National
Bureau of Economic Research, No Date. Available at: h p://plg-group.com/wp-
content/uploads/2014/03/The-effect-of-pharmacetuical-price-controls-on-the-cost-and-
.pdf

An extensive empirical literature has examined the links in the pharmaceutical industry
between regulation, market performance, R&D, and discovery of new drugs.1 Studies
examining the link between regulation and market performance find that regulation re-
duces the incentives for R&D. Ellison and Mullin (2001) assess the effect of regulation
on pharmaceutical firms’market valueswith event studies of the effects of the evolution
of President Clinton’s health care reform proposal. They identify a 52.3 percent decline
in market-adjusted pharmaceutical stock prices over the January 1992- October 1993 pe-
riod, much of which occurred as the Clinton plan implicitly endorsed price regulation.
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Price controls affect pharmaceutical earnings per share via R&D (see R&D link
above)

Yatin Bhagwat and Marinus DeBruine [Professors, Grand Valley State Univer-
sity], “R&D and Advertising Efficiencies in the Pharmaceutical Industry,” Inter-
national Journal of Applied Economics, 8(1), March 2011, 55-65. Available at:
h ps://www2.southeastern.edu/orgs/ijae/index_files/IJAE%20MARCH%202011%20BHAGWAT%20DEBRUINE%204-
20-2011%20WP.pdf

Ho et. al (2005) examine the effects of R&D and advertising expenditures on holding
period returns of manufacturing and non-manufacturing firms between 1962 and 2001.
In their study they find the coefficient of the product of R&D and advertising to possess
a negative sign indicating that firms with superior performance use one or the other of
the inputs. They thus argue their findings are in support of the resource based theory
which postulates that firms prioritize their investments so as to reap maximum benefits
from their core competence – not surprisingly that is R&D investment in manufacturing
and advertising in non-manufacturing environment Effects of R&D and advertising on
earnings of pharmaceutical firms have been estimated separately. Bhagwat et. al. (2001)
showed that a one percent increase in R&D investment resulted in a one-quarter percent
increase in EPS (earnings per share) for publicly traded pharmaceutical companies for
the period 1989-98. They found that the degree of R&D leverage – i.e., the earnings elas-
ticity of R&D – remained unchanged during that period which contradicts the notion
that there have been unfair price increases in the drug industry.
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6.10 Alternatives: General (Healthcare policies trade off with
one another)

Americans have a hard time stomaching healthcare reform. It’s unlikely that we
will get another shot anytime soon

Jess Engebretson and Ma hew Green [KQED reporters], “Why Do Americans Have
Such A Hard Time Agreeing on Health Care Reform?,” The Lowdown (PBS), March
23 2017. Available at: h ps://www.kqed.org/lowdown/26324/why-is-american-health-
care-reform-so-dang-controversial

Why can’t Americans agree on a good national health care fix? It’s safe to assume that
just about everyone wants affordable health care. Yet, finding consensus on a plan we
can all live always seems out of reach. Nearly every other high-income nation in the
world has figured out a way to spend a lot less money than the U.S. does on health
care, yet deliver high quality universal health care to their citizens. Countries can do
this in a lot of different ways. In some systems, the government provides for all health
care; others include a mix of government funding and private insurance. In 2000, when
theWorld Health Organization ranked different countries’ health care systems, the U.S.
landed in dismal 31st place – despite spendingmore per capita than any country. Other
studies paint a similar picture of inefficiency. But in the U.S., citizens have long been
wary of government involvement in health care. Some of the skepticism is cultural,
related to the American emphasis on individualism and self-sufficiency.

Health care reform requires tremendous political capital

David Blumenthal [President, Commonwealth Fund], “Four Health Care Takeaways
from2017,” Commonwealth Fund, January 23 2018. Available at: h ps://www.commonwealthfund.org/blog/2018/four-
health-care-takeaways-2017

Health care reform is complicated and politically fraught. Presidents and their allies
undertake it at their peril, but if they are commi ed to major health care change, they
can succeed only when the president’s political capital is at its height: during the first
months of their first year in office. This is true evenwhen presidents control both houses
of the Congress, as President Trump does now.
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Health care reforma a emps deplete political capital even when they fail

David Blumenthal [President, Commonwealth Fund], “Four Health Care Takeaways
from2017,” Commonwealth Fund, January 23 2018. Available at: h ps://www.commonwealthfund.org/blog/2018/four-
health-care-takeaways-2017

Having failed to repeal and replace the ACA in his inaugural year, the President and his
party are now grappling with the reality that their time for dramatic health reform has
likely passed. They can and will whi le away at coverage through executive maneuver
— particularly via state Medicaid waivers intended to discourage enrollment. But the
difficult legislative action required to rip the ACA out root and branch no longer seems
tenable. In what seems a reluctant admission of this fact, the GOP congressional lead-
ership recently decided not to seek a reconciliation bill for 2018, thus abandoning hope
not only for repeal and replace of the ACA before the coming midterm elections, but
also Speaker Ryan’s long ambition to reform Medicare and Medicaid. If history is any
guide, they will not return to wholesale revisions of the ACA until the President’s next
term, if he has one, and even then, success is unlikely. In stormy political seas, peering
below the surface can be difficult. But Americans’ political institutions and a itudes do
not change on a dime. This can be frustrating for fervent reformers in health and other
sectors, but also reassuring for the long-term stability of our Republic. The first year of
Mr. Trump’s presidency, for be er or ill, did not fundamentally change the enduring
dynamics of our health politics and policy.
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6.11 Alternative: Regluate PBMs

PBM behavior dramatically increases drug prices

David Daden [contributing writer, Salon Magazine], “Want to Bring Down Drug
Prices? Go After the Middleman,” American Prospect, August 11 2017. Available at:
h p://prospect.org/article/want-bring-down-drug-prices-go-after-middleman

Ask any member of Congress what their constituents ask them about most and they’ll
probably cite the high cost of prescription drugs. There’s enough anxiety about it to
generate space for a bipartisan solution. But the ba le over savingObamacare has domi-
natedWashington, leaving no room for considering improvements to the health system.
Even the fixes now being discussed mostly fall under the heading of ameliorating indi-
vidual market exchanges. Prescription drug costs are somehow seen as a separate issue
from health care. Where Congress won’t act, an angry public is stepping into the breach.
An important set of lawsuits target one of the biggest causes of higher prices—the mid-
dlemen that game the pharmaceutical supply chain by extracting profits frompractically
every player. Eventually, that gouging gets passed down to consumers. All of which
shows why, if we’re truly going to overhaul the health-care system, we have to under-
stand how it works. The middlemen are known as pharmacy benefit managers. They
administer prescription drug benefits for health plans, and claim they play an important
role in reducing costs, by bargaining with manufacturers and pharmacists to secure the
lowest rate. The lawsuit, however, demonstrates how PBMs put their profits first, and
stick everyone else with the bill. If a customer asks their pharmacist for a generic drug,
they will be told they will pay a price based on a negotiated rate between the phar-
macy and the health plan. Often, paying for the medication without using insurance
is cheaper. Megan Schul , one of the plaintiffs in the class-action lawsuit, alleges that
CVS charged her $165.68 for a generic drug that would have cost only $92 if she paid
cash. Why would CVS steer her to pay more?

PBMs’ shady behavior “locks out tens of millions of potential customers”

David Daden [contributing writer, Salon Magazine], “Want to Bring Down Drug
Prices? Go After the Middleman,” American Prospect, August 11 2017. Available at:
h p://prospect.org/article/want-bring-down-drug-prices-go-after-middleman

Because of PBMs, which supply secret contracts between health plans and pharmacies
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that bar pharmacists from informing customers about lower-priced options outside the
networks. If the customer asks what a medication would cost in cash, pharmacists can
tell them. Otherwise they’re under a gag order, and would be expelled from the PBM
network if they preemptively help their customers out. And patients with prescrip-
tion drug plans naturally assume that their insurance entitles them to lower, not higher,
prices. PBMs also require pharmacies to collect “co-pays” on some drugs that aren’t
co-pays at all, but surcharges that mostly go directly to the PBM. The PBMs limit the
profit that pharmacists can take out of that co-pay, and claw back the rest. Again, this
is all done without the knowledge of the patient. Interestingly, the lawsuits go after
two large pharmacy chains, CVS andWalgreens, rather than the PBMs, which mandate
these deals in “take it or leave it” contracts. PBMs have such high market share that
failing to sign with one of the Big Three—CVS Caremark (both a PBM and a pharmacy),
Express Scripts, and Optum Rx— which control about 75 percent of the market, locks
pharmacies out of tens of millions of potential customers.

PBMs negotiate with drug companies to price generics out of the market

Haider Warraich [Cardiologist, Duke University], “A costly PBM trick: set lower
copays for expensive brand-name drugs than for generics,” STATNews, March 12 2018.
Available at: h ps://www.statnews.com/2018/03/12/pbm-copays-brand-name-drugs-
generics/

Our research group, led by Khurram Nasir, a Yale cardiologist and public health re-
searcher, wanted to figure out how much money had been spent on Lipitor, Pfizer’s
brand-name, cholesterol-lowering statin, even after generic atorvastatin became avail-
able in November 2011. Using data from the detailed Medical Expenditure Panel Sur-
vey, we found that $4.3 billion was spent on Lipitor in the United States between 2012
and 2014, even though a generic version was available. During that time, $2.1 billion
could have been saved had Lipitor been replaced with generic atorvastatin. We pre-
sented this report on Saturday at the annual conference of the American College of
Cardiology, and it was published the same day in JAMA Internal Medicine. We also
uncovered something quite surprising: In 2014, patients buying Lipitor had lower co-
pays than those buying generic atorvastatin, even though the generic wasmuch cheaper
overall. This finding was so unexpected that we wondered if we had made a mistake,
and ran the numbers multiple times. It was the real deal. How could that happen? It
turned out that Pfizer had partnered with pharmacy benefit managers to ensure that
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its more-expensive Lipitor had a lower copay than less-expensive generic atorvastatin.
This might have saved consumers a few dollars, but it boosted the overall cost of the
drug. Deals like that can make it difficult for generic manufacturers to enter a competi-
tive market and drive prices lower.

Both parties want some change to PBM behavior, but none are ambitious enough

David Daden [contributing writer, Salon Magazine], “Want to Bring Down Drug
Prices? Go After the Middleman,” American Prospect, August 11 2017. Available at:
h p://prospect.org/article/want-bring-down-drug-prices-go-after-middleman

Congressional Republicans want to offer more high-deductible plans to encourage pa-
tients to be “smart shoppers.” But studies show that consumers don’t seek out price in-
formation in health care, and even if they did, PBMs and their counterparts play games
to limit price transparency. Donald Trump talks about speeding drugs to market to
lower costs, but if the PBMs can prevent usage, faster approvals become irrelevant. The
Democrats’ Be er Deal agenda on drug prices doesn’t offer much help either. It focuses
far more on individual stories of outrage—like hedge funds buying rare drugs and jack-
ing up the price—than the systemic problemof the corrupt pharmaceutical supply chain.
The new “price gouging” enforcer it calls for, and compelling companies to justify ex-
cessive price increases, look only at the raw cost, not what patients might actually pay
because of a high deductible or a shell game with clawbacks. The Be er Deal does
endorse changing how Medicare distributes its drug benefits. Medicare currently has
a negotiator for Part D plans—PBMs, which end up driving up the price for patients
and the Medicare program overall by extracting rebates and forcing seniors to pay the
higher list prices before reaching deductibles. Democrats want Medicare to negotiate
with drug manufacturers directly. But back in 2009, the party promised the same thing
as part of the Affordable Care Act and didn’t deliver, as a consequence of a deal with
the pharmaceutical industry.

Physicians believe PBMs seriously affect their ability to prescribe

No Author, “FRONT LINE OF HEALTHCARE Report 2017,” Bain and Company, 2018.
Available at: h ps://app.shorthand.com/export/5c882d8b4d4c4fdfa68b0b8621070094/

At the same time, however, physicians are increasingly concerned about the cost of
drugs, at least to the extent that it affects their patients’ ability to afford therapy. Bring-
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ing drug prices down is a top priority for the healthcare industry and policymakers, but
physicians say they are ill-equipped to manage total drug costs because they have lim-
ited visibility into, and limited control over, drug prices. As a result, the best they can
do is to limit out-of-pocket drug costs for patients. When asked about the most effective
approaches to reducing drug costs, physicians point to three key changes: price trans-
parency between payers and pharmaceutical manufacturers, givingMedicare authority
to negotiate drug prices and greater competition among manufacturers. While physi-
cians are concerned about drug pricing, they are critical of actions taken by PBMs and
payers to control drug costs, particularly when these actions constrain their decision
making. Only 19% of nonsurgical physicians believe PBMs improve costs and quality
of care. That view contrasts sharply with surgeons’ more positive view of medtech pro-
curement decisions, which they say help improve healthcare organizations’ bo om line
without sacrificing the quality of patient care. Seventy percent of nonsurgical physicians
believe payer restrictions (prior authorization requirements, appeals process) limit their
prescribing decisions, and 59% believe these restrictions decrease their ability to deliver
high-quality care, both percentages up slightly from our survey in 2015. However, just
how constrained physicians feel varies by specialty. Our survey showed medical on-
cologists feel notably less constrained by formularies and other payer restrictions, and
are more likely than most other specialists to believe physicians have control or influ-
ence in pharmacy and therapeutics commi ees. Oncologists also weigh price less when
making prescribing decisions.

PBMs benefit from higher drug prices - they must be controlled

Haider Warraich [Cardiologist, Duke University], “A costly PBM trick: set lower
copays for expensive brand-name drugs than for generics,” STATNews, March 12 2018.
Available at: h ps://www.statnews.com/2018/03/12/pbm-copays-brand-name-drugs-
generics/

PBMs use their size to negotiate drug prices with manufacturers, passing on a certain
percentage of any rebates downstream to the insurance company and keeping rest of
the spread for themselves. What makes this murky is that the deals these companies
strike with drugmakers are kept secret, so no one besides the PBM knows howmuch of
the rebate is actually passed on to consumers. In some cases, they keep more than what
they pay the maker for the drug. Since pharmacy benefit managers profit on the spread,
they have no real inventive to push pharmaceutical companies to reduce costs since
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their profits increase with the list price. The lack of transparency in the deals that occur
between drug makers and pharmacy benefit managers paves the way for bad practices.

Real solution: a full supply chain overhaul

David Daden [contributing writer, Salon Magazine], “Want to Bring Down Drug
Prices? Go After the Middleman,” American Prospect, August 11 2017. Available at:
h p://prospect.org/article/want-bring-down-drug-prices-go-after-middleman

The real solution is to overhaul the drug supply chain entirely. The government could
create one national formulary that focused relentlessly on cost and was transparent in
pricing, not just for Medicare but for every American. Until then, shining a light on the
awful practices of PBMs, and using every instrument at our disposal—antitrust laws,
private litigation, and congressional action—to increase transparency and reverse in-
centives to jack prices could have a powerful effect. We must root out the ubiquitous
monopolies in health care, not only on prescription drugs but throughout the provider
system. Even a single-payer program that has to deal with the artificial pricing and lack
of competition in our health networks would fall far short of its goals. Breaking up the
power structures that worsen the health-care system must be a top priority.
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6.12 Alternative: Be er trade deals

The US has strong grounds to show foreign price controls are unfair

Jon Kyl [US Senator], “Pharmaceutical Price Controls Abroad: An Unfair Trade Policy,”
RepublicanPolicyCommi ee, November 6 2003. Available at: h ps://sites.hks.harvard.edu/m-
rcbg/fellows/T_Christian_Study_Group/Session%204/Republican_Policy_Commi ee.pdf

In order to obtain more open pharmaceutical markets in other industrialized countries,
the United States needs to begin a new dialogue with our trading partners in trade ne-
gotiations. According to Article 7 of the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS) Agreement, “The protection and enforcement of intellectual property
rights should contribute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the trans-
fer and dissemination of technology [that] mutually advantages producers and users of
technological knowledge.”17 When used in the correct way, pharmaceuticals provide
medical science the tools to treat today’s and tomorrow’s diseases, often in a less ex-
pensive and, certainly, in a more productive way than in years past. As a result, it is
in the United States’s best interest to ensure that our pharmaceutical innovations are
appropriately protected; and the TRIPS Agreement offers a way to do that. A second
compelling rationale for including pharmaceuticals in trade negotiations is found in Sec-
tion 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 as amended (US Code 19 Sec. 2411). The statute states
that unreasonable trade policies include thosewhich deny fair and equitable “protection
of intellectual property rights. . . ; and market access opportunities for United States
persons that rely upon intellectual property protection even if the foreign country is in
compliance with theWTOAgreement on TradeRelated Aspects of Intellectual Property
(TRIPS).” The Trade Act makes clear that even if a policy or practice is not necessarily
in violation of, or inconsistent with, the international legal rights of the United States,
it can still be deemed unreasonable as long as the policy is unfair and inequitable. This
provides a clear legal avenue for the inclusion of pricing and access-related pharmaceu-
tical issues in trade negotiations and invites revisions of existing trade relationships.

Be er trade deals would make pharmaceutical cost sharing more equitable,
reducing prices in the US

Jon Kyl [US Senator], “Pharmaceutical Price Controls Abroad: An Unfair Trade Policy,”
RepublicanPolicyCommi ee, November 6 2003. Available at: h ps://sites.hks.harvard.edu/m-
rcbg/fellows/T_Christian_Study_Group/Session%204/Republican_Policy_Commi ee.pdf
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6 Con Cards

With the increased a ention being given to rising pharmaceutical drug prices, Congress
must give careful thought as to how it can assist U.S. consumers. It should keep its focus
on clear trading objectives – not on concepts like importation, which could endangerU.S.
consumers and further restrict critical R&D efforts. Given the promise of pharmaceu-
ticals, it is vital that all industrialized nations do their part to assure a worldwide mar-
ket environment that is fair and that promotes the arrival of new, improved, and more
cost-effective medical treatments. Everyone benefits from scientific breakthroughs that
improve health; so everyone should help pay the costs. The answer to rising prescrip-
tion drug prices is not price controls, but, rather, open markets that allow competition
to work across borders. Innovation in the pharmaceutical industry will languish if for-
eign governments continue to artificially control prices; it could disappear if the United
States joins these governments in their negative policy. The answer is a positive mar-
ket approach for all developed countries, and the United States should lead the way in
trade discussions with our trading partners.
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6 Con Cards

6.13 Alternative: Encourage the use of generics

Patent abuse example

Joe Nocera [Bloomberg Opinion Columnist], “Here’s How Drug Companies Game the
Patent System,” Bloomberg, October 17 2017. Available at: h ps://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-
10-17/here-s-how-drug-companies-game-the-patent-system

Might I make a small suggestion? The Republican chairman, Lamar Alexander of Ten-
nessee, and the rankingDemocrat, Pa yMurray ofWashington, should begin their next
hearing with a reading of the decision issued on Monday by Federal Judge William
Bryson in thema er of Allergan, Inc. v Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc. et al. Rarely will
you find so clear an explanation for why consumers can’t get relief from spiraling drug
prices. Bryson is a veteran appeals court judge; since 1994, he has sat on the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, the panel that hears patent litigation appeals. From
time to time, Bryson has been designated by Chief Justice John Roberts to hear patent
cases at the district court level. That’s how he wound up hearing the Allergan case. Or
perhaps I should call it the Restasis case, since that is what the dispute is about. Restasis,
Allergan’s $1.5 billion 1 dry-eye medication, made headlines last month when Allergan
pulled a now-infamous patent ploy, transferring its patent rights to New York State’s
Saint RegisMohawk Tribe. The ideawas that because the tribe had sovereign immunity,
potential generic competitors trying to overturn the drug’s patents at the Patent Trial
and Appeal board would be stymied. But this bit of tribal trickery was only the most
recent effort by Allergan to keep generics off the market. The Restasis patent, granted
in 1995, was set to expire in 2014. Under the 1984 law that established the generic drug
industry, once the patent on a branded drug expires, generics are supposed to flood into
the market and bring the price down by 90 percent or more. But for some time now, big
pharmaceutical companies have found ways to extend their monopolies on branded
drugs by preventing lower-priced generics from entering the market. The primary way
they’ve done this is by abusing the patent system. In effect, that is what Bryson called
Allergan out on. He issued two rulings on Monday. In the smaller one, he allowed the
Saint Regis Mohawks to join Allergan as a co-plaintiff in the litigation, while also mak-
ing it plain that he found the ploy disgraceful. “What Allergan seeks,” he wrote, “is the
right to continue to enjoy the considerable benefits of the U.S. patent system without
accepting the limits that Congress has placed on those benefits.” The bigger ruling was
his decision to invalidate the patents Allergan was using to fend off Teva, Mylan NV
and other generic manufacturers—the very patents that Allergan was trying to protect
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6 Con Cards

by shifting them to the tribe. In a short conclusion at the end of his highly technical, 135-
page decision, Bryson outlined, in plain English, how Allergan tried to scam the patent
system. “There is no doubt,” hewrote, “that Allergan has invented a useful and success-
ful pharmaceutical product.” But, he added, the company had been “richly rewarded”
for its development of the drug, with a patent that had given Allergan a monopoly on
Restasis for two decades. The key patent was named Ding I after its inventor, Shulin
Ding. Although Allergan filed a handful of what’s called “continuation applications”
over the years, in 2009 it conceded that it would probably lose additional efforts to ex-
tend the life of the Ding I patent. Its reasoning was that a follow-on patent would prob-
ably not be granted because the next refinement of the drug was too obvious to merit
patent protection. But in 2013, with the expiration of Ding I imminent, Allergan “with-
drew its concession of obviousness” and began a serious effort to obtain further patent
protection. It applied for, and received, patents that would continue its monopoly until
2024. The judge then described some of the moves Allergan made to justify its add-
on patents: for instance, it put forth “evidence” that “the Restasis formulation resulted
in efficacy levels up to eight times as great as would be expected based on studies of
the formulation” of the Ding I patent. In fact, this supposed evidence was bogus: “The
actual clinical results,” the judgewrote, “show no significant difference in efficacy.” An-
other move Allergan made was to use its new patents to preemptively sue the potential
makers of generic versions. Bryson called these moves “blocking patents,” which they
certainly were. Because it wasn’t part of the litigation, Bryson didn’t mention another
sleazy maneuver Allergan used to maintain its Restasis monopoly: It issued a series
of “citizen’s petitions” to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Citizen’s petitions
were created to give individuals and community organizations a voice at the federal
regulatory agency. But pharmaceutical companies have essentially commandeered the
practice, using citizen’s petitions to delay approval of a generic drug. As of this sum-
mer, Allergan had submi ed three such petitions related to Restasis. And there’s more:
According to Shire PLC, Allergan has been cu ing deals with insurance companies that
effectively prevented Shire from selling a competitive product. (Shire recently sued Al-
lergan.) Allergan, meanwhile, has sued the compounding company Imprimis, claiming
that it is in violation of FDA regulations. Needless to say, Imprimis makes a dry-eye
medication. And of course there was the effort to shift the Restasis patents to the Saint
Regis Mohawk Tribe. Restasis is Allergan’s second-biggest moneymaker, after Botox.
There appears to be very li le it won’t do to hold onto to its monopoly. After Bryson’s
ruling on Monday, the company quickly came out with a statement saying that it “re-
mains commi ed to vigorously defending the intellectual property of our products.”
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6 Con Cards

The laws need to be rewri en to prevent companies from abusing patents

Joe Nocera [Bloomberg Opinion Columnist], “Here’s How Drug Companies Game the
Patent System,” Bloomberg, October 17 2017. Available at: h ps://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-
10-17/here-s-how-drug-companies-game-the-patent-system

But if Allergan were to truly abide by the spirit of the law, its hold on this particular
bit of intellectual property should have expired three years ago. Yet it feels perfectly
justified in asking—nay demanding—at least another seven years, until 2024. But if
Allergan were to truly abide by the spirit of the law, its hold on this particular bit of
intellectual property should have expired three years ago. Yet it feels perfectly justified
in asking—nay demanding—at least another seven years, until 2024. With billions of
dollars at stake, it is probably too much to expect pharmaceutical companies to start
abiding by the spirit of the law. So the only way to fix the problem is for congressional
commi ees to radically reshape the law surrounding pharmaceutical patents. I have
some ideas about how to do that. I plan to lay them out within the next few weeks.

The US gives drug companies patent monopolies

DeanBaker [economist, Center for EconomicAndPolicyResearch], “EndPatentMonop-
olies onDrugs,”NewYorkTimes, January 12 2016. Available at: h ps://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2015/09/23/should-
the-government-impose-drug-price-controls/end-patent-monopolies-on-drugs

The United States stands out among wealthy countries in that we give drug compa-
nies patent monopolies on drugs that are essential for people’s health or lives and then
allows them to charge whatever they want. Every other wealthy country has some sys-
tem of price controls or negotiated prices where the government limits the extent to
which drug companies can exploit the monopoly it has given them. The result is that
we pay roughly twice as much for our drugs as the average for other wealthy countries.
This additional cost is not associated with be er care; we are just paying more for the
same drugs. This is not an issue about the free market. The free market doesn’t have
patent monopolies. The monopoly power provided by a patent is a government policy
to promote innovation. There are problems with patent monopolies in many areas, but
nowhere is the issue worse than with prescription drugs.
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6 Con Cards

Monopolies allow drug companies to charge hundreds of times market price

DeanBaker [economist, Center for EconomicAndPolicyResearch], “EndPatentMonop-
olies onDrugs,”NewYorkTimes, January 12 2016. Available at: h ps://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2015/09/23/should-
the-government-impose-drug-price-controls/end-patent-monopolies-on-drugs

Patent protected drugs are often essential for people’s health or even their lives. Al-
lowing a drug company to have a monopoly where it can charge whatever it can force
the individual, or more typically the insurer or the government, to pay makes li le
sense. This is like negotiating the pay of firefighters at the point where they show up
at your burning house with your family inside. This would give us much worse fire
service and many very wealthy firefighters. A monopoly that allows drug companies
to sell their drugs at prices that can be hundreds of times the free market price has all
the problems economics predicts when governments interfere with the market. Drug
companies routinely mislead doctors and the public about the safety and effectiveness
of their drugs to increase sales. The cost in terms of bad health outcomes and avoid-
able deaths runs into the tens of billions of dollars every year. Drug companies also
spend tens of millions on campaign contributions and lobbying to get every longer and
stronger patent protection. The pharmaceutical industry is one of the main forces be-
hind the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and its demands for stronger patent protections is
one of the main obstacles to reaching an agreement with the other countries. We don’t
need patent monopolies to support research. We already spend more than $30 billion
a year financing research through the National Institutes of Health. Everyone, includ-
ing the drug companies, agrees that this money is very productive. We could double or
triple this spending and replace the patent supported research done by the drug compa-
nies. With the research costs paid upfront, most drugs would be available for the same
price as a bo le of generic aspirin.

Patent abuse is the leading cause of high drug prices

David Branigan [reporter, IPWatch], “Report – Patent Abuse A Leading Cause Of
High Drug Prices In US,” IP Watch, March 3 2018. Available at: h p://www.ip-
watch.org/2018/08/03/report-patent-abuse-leading-cause-high-drug-prices-us/

Pharmaceutical companies have created an “untenable” situation by engaging in ex-
ploitative patenting practices to extendmonopolies, increasingdrugprices anddelaying
competition from more affordable generics, according to a new NGO report analysing
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6 Con Cards

drug prices. The report, “Overpatented, Overpriced: How Excessive Pharmaceutical
Patenting is Extending Monopolies and Driving up Drug Prices,” was produced by the
New York-based Initiative for Medicines, Access & Knowledge (I-MAK). The report
shows that since 2012, prices of America’s top-selling drugs have “increased by an av-
erage of 68 percent, with only one drug dropping in price,” and that the “average best-
selling drug has 125 patent applications filed and 71 granted,” according to an I-MAK
press release. “Spanning twelve drugmakers and a range of conditions such as cancer,
arthritis, stroke, and diabetes, the study captures an industry-wide trend of pharma-
ceuticals ‘evergreening’ their products with excessive patents so they can artificially
extendmonopolies and boost profits—at the expense of American families and the bud-
gets of public and private payers around the country,” according to the press release.
“Abuse of the patent system is causing undue economic hardship and keeping lifesav-
ing medicines out of the hands of people who need them,” Tahir Amin, co-founder and
co-executive director at I-MAK, said in the release
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6 Con Cards

6.14 AT: Price controls increase drug availability

Price controls mean fewer generics. Price controlled countries do not necessarily
have lower prices

Nancy Rose [Professor of Applied Economics, MIT], “Regulation of the Pharmaceu-
tical-Biotechnology Industry” in Economic Regulation and Its Reform: What Have We
Learned? University ofChicagoPress, 2014. Available at: h p://www.nber.org/chapters/c12572.pdf

Cross-national comparisons of drug prices vary signifi cantly, depending on the time
period, sample of drugs used, the price index methodology used—including unit for
measuring price (grams, units, daily doses), consumption weights, and exchange rates.
Most price comparisons have been biased by use of very small, nonrandom samples in-
cluding only branded drugs, and have not adhered to standard index number methods
(GAO 1992; GAO 1994). The exclusive focus on branded drugs tends to bias compar-
isons in favor of countries with strict price regulation. Regulation and competition are
to some degree substitutes: less regulated markets tend to have higher brand prices but
larger generic market shares and lower priced generics. Overall, countries that use di-
rect price controls do not consistently have lower prices than countries that use other
indirect means to constrain prices (Danzon and Chao 2000a, 2000b; Danzon and Fu-
rukawa 2003, 2006). However, comparisons are very sensitive to the sample of drugs,
weights, exchange rate, and prices used.
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6 Con Cards

6.15 AT: Partial price controls

Controlling just a few drugs leads to companies increase other drugs’ prices

Joanna Shepherd [Professor of Law, Emory University], The Prescription for Rising
Drug Prices: Competition or Price Controls?, 27 Health Matrix 315 (2017) Available at:
h p://scholarlycommons.law.case.edu/healthmatrix/vol27/iss1/12

Although the existing price controls lower prices for some consumers, they likely re-
sult in increased prices for others. Many of the required rebates under Medicaid, the
340B program, and VA and DOD programs are based on drugs’ AMP. Calculating re-
bates from average drug prices gives manufacturers an incentive to set higher prices
to wholesalers and pharmacies in order to offset discounts.141 Moreover, with at least
forty percent of drugs sold under price controls, and some programs even requiring
drugs to be sold for a penny,142 manufacturers are forced to sell many drugs at signif-
icant discounts. This creates incentives to charge higher prices to other, non-covered
patients to offset the discounts. Indeed, numerous academic studies and government
analyses have concluded that required discounts under Medicaid and Medicare have
resulted in increased prices for other consumers as manufacturers offset the revenue
lost under price controls.143 Further price controls will only amplify these incentives.
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